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Executive Summary 
Since 2007, the Annual Baseline Assessment of Choice in Canada and the United States has scored U.S. 
states and Canadian provinces with respect to their efforts and achievements in the promotion of retail 
competition in the electric sector.1 Electricity restructuring requires a transformation of the sector from 
government regulation to a new set of institutions—a new platform for competition—that depends on 
the discipline of market forces to regulate price and stakeholder behavior. Changes in the laws in each 
U.S. state or Canadian province over the past twenty years have created market structures which have 
redefined the utilities’ roles and created opportunities for new entrants including power marketers, 
energy retailers, service providers and other entrepreneurs. 

One third of the states and provinces in North America have taken some steps to allow the direct sale of 
electric power to retail energy consumers by non-utilities. These power sales are called direct retail 
access because the producer and consumer conduct a financial transaction for power delivered across a 
network of regulated utility wires. The laws set forth the requirements necessary to operate as an 
electric generation company, as a purchaser and reseller of electricity, or as a provider related goods 
and services. Each U.S. state or Canadian province has defined which functions are to remain regulated 
as a monopoly service, the minimum standards necessary to participate in the market, and the rules for 
retail customer protection.  

Different U.S. states and Canadian provinces have taken different paths, reflecting their different goals, 
priorities and starting points. As a result, North America has something of a patchwork of laws governing 
the electric sector. While the industry shares many features in different places, each jurisdiction has a 
few unique features. The journey is still young and subject to further reform. 

Residential Customers 
Eighteen jurisdictions in North America give non-utilities direct retail access to residential electricity 
consumers. Eligibility extends to at least 39.2 million residential accounts. Of these, 17.1 million (44%) 
received generation service (power only) or comprehensive electric service from a competitive retail 
energy provider or REP by the end of 2014.2 Table ES-1 displays these data. Most retail access 
jurisdictions primarily rely on a transaction between each residential consumer and his or her chosen 
competitive retail energy provider. Several states place significant restrictions on these scope of retail 
electric competition. Six states allow, and three states primarily rely on, municipal aggregation of 
residential customers to secure competitive power contracts.  

In seven states, net switching declined in 2014. That is, in these states, more customers returned to 
default service than moved from default service to competitive service during the year.3 This was the 
result of market price volatility, policies regarding default service and the relationship between market 
prices and the default service rate. Net switching statistics are a compelling measure for anyone 

                                                           
1 This executive summary is available as a set of slides. See: http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/. 
2 The term “retail energy provider” or “REP” is used throughout this report to refer to competitive suppliers of 
electricity and related services. More than a dozen different terms are in use throughout North America, and 
Appendix B is intended to help clarify their use. 
3 The term “default service” is used throughout this report to refer to service provided by the incumbent to 
consumers who have not selected a provider. Several terms are in use throughout North America, and Appendix B 
is intended to help clarify their use. 

http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/
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interested in the performance of retail electric markets. Another simple measure is the average 
electricity price in each state or province. People often draw conclusions about the success or failure of 
electricity restructuring based on one of these two metrics, although both measures have significant 
limitations.  

Table ES-1 
Number of Eligible Residential Customers Taking Competitive Electric Service 

Jurisdiction Eligible 
Customers* 

Switched* 
Customers 

2014 

Switched 
Customers 

2013 

Dominant 
Policy 

Texas** 5,959,000 5,959,000 5,854,000  Direct Access 
Illinois  4,524,000 2,744,000 3,077,000  Aggregation 
Ohio  4,195,000 2,253,000 2,106,000  Aggregation 
Pennsylvania 4,980,000 1,794,000 1,877,000 Direct Access 
New York 5,811,000 1,325,000 1,389,000  Direct Access 
Alberta 1,396,000 606,000 542,000 Direct Access 
Massachusetts  3,347,000 598,000 399,000 Aggregation 
Connecticut 1,401,000 486,000 605,000 Direct Access 
Maryland 2,028,000 485,000 524,000 Direct Access 
New Jersey 3,377,000 464,000 536,000 Direct Access 
Maine 767,000 172,000 214,000 Direct Access 
New Hampshire 427,000 85,400 NA Direct Access 
Rhode Island 493,000 36,000 20,300 Direct Access 
District of Columbia 243,000 34,400 33,900 Direct Access 
Delaware 273,000 28,800 22,600 Direct Access 
California*** NA 9,700 10,800 Limited 
Michigan*** NA Negligible Negligible Limited 
Ontario NA NA NA Direct Access 
Total 39,221,000 17,080,300 17,210,600 NA 

* Eligible customers is based on reports from the major electric distribution utility service territories in each 
jurisdiction. These understate the total number of eligible customers in jurisdictions with non-reporting utilities. 
Switched customers refers to those taking service from non-incumbent providers. 

** In Texas, all eligible residential customers are taking competitive electric service. Sixty-four percent are not 
currently served by the incumbent REP. The total of 5,959,000 refers to residential customers within ERCOT and 
within an investor-owned utility’s service territory (60% of the 9,954,000 residential accounts in Texas). 

*** In California and Michigan, there are limits (a 10% cap) on eligible retail sales; therefore, the total number of 
eligible residential customers is not clear. 

 

The purpose of this report is to delve deeper into the laws, policy choices and market rules that affect 
performance of the retail electric sector. The ABACCUS methodology presumes that electricity markets 
cannot be assessed in terms of one metric such as those just mentioned: net switching behavior or 
average retail electricity price. ABACCUS relies on 49 metrics—referred to as attributes—to assess each 
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jurisdiction from the perspective of residential consumers. These 49 metrics are then applied again with 
different weights to assess the markets from the perspective of commercial and industrial consumers.4 

Applying the ABACCUS methodology, Texas is the competitive residential electricity market leader for 
the eighth consecutive year. The map in Figure ES-1 and the data in Table ES-2 set forth the ABACCUS 
scores for residential consumers in eighteen jurisdictions. The primary reason for Texas’ success has 
been its market structure and treatment of default service. The attributes associated with market 
structure and default service are significantly weighed in the ABACCUS scoring. Texas is the only 
jurisdiction in North America that has carried through with a planned phase out of default service. After 
the regulated “price to beat” in Texas was offered through the incumbent provider (affiliated REP) from 
2002 through 2006, it was retired. Customers who had not selected an alternative provider remained 
with their current REP. Price regulation was removed and customers were advised to shop if they were 
not satisfied with the price or type of service provided by the affiliated REP.  

Figure ES-1 
ABACCUS 2015 Residential Customer Scores 

 
 

With respect to market structure, it is also worth mentioning that the role of the electric distribution 
utility5 is different in Texas than elsewhere in North America. Electric distribution utilities provide 
                                                           
4 Appendix D provides the detail of the ABACCUS methodology. 
5 The term electric distribution utility (EDU) is used throughout this report to refer to regulated wires companies. 
Different terms are used throughout North America, and Appendix B is intended to help clarify their use.  
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transmission, distribution and metering services in Texas. The REPs, which have the relationship with the 
retail consumer, then decide how best to recover the T&D costs—the wires charges—from their retail 
customers. 

In nearly every jurisdiction in North America, REPs continue to expand their presence, increase the 
number of offerings, and increase the variety of offerings in the residential marketplace. These positive 
developments are primarily in response to market opportunities, but the activities of regulators to 
facilitate retail choices should not be glossed over. Regulators have reduced barriers to entry, facilitated 
the speed and ease of market transactions, and raised public awareness about the opportunities for 
retail choice. Numerous states have invested in advanced metering infrastructure, providing lower-cost 
access to detailed consumption data. These data are essential to offer time-differentiated prices, to 
track the costs to serve an individual consumer (rather than relying on an estimated load profile) and to 
offer new products and services, including prepaid service, high-usage alerts, or targeted price-risk-
management offers. Combining advanced mobile communications with advanced metering data has 
also facilitated new products and services. 

Table ES-2 
ABACCUS 2015 Residential Scores and Rank 

Jurisdiction 2015 
Score 

2015 
Rank 

2014 
Score 

2014 
Rank 

Texas 92 1 92 1 
Alberta 70 2 71 2 
Pennsylvania 65 3 64 3 
New York  61 4 61 4 
Connecticut 55 5 55 5 
Maryland 54 6 53 6 
Maine 52 7 52 7 
Illinois 51 8 51 8 
Massachusetts 50 9 49 9 
Ohio 49 10 49 9 
New Jersey 46 11 46 11 
District of Columbia 44 12 41 13 
Ontario 43 13 45 12 
Delaware 39 14 36 14 
New Hampshire 37 15 36 14 
Rhode Island 37 15 31 16 
California 28 17 29 17 
Michigan 26 18 27 18 

 

Perhaps most significantly, there appears to be an improved understanding by REPs of consumer 
preferences, especially with regard to the ways in which consumers like to pay for electric service, learn 
about their usage level or receive alerts and notices. REPs are very sensitive to what makes a consumer 
want to switch to a new provider, as are all competitors. Once REPs have acquired a customer, they are 
also focused on how to keep that customer satisfied. As product offerings continues to diversity, new 
customer segments will be identified, and the customer sorting and product specialization will continue. 
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Commercial and Industrial Customers 
Nineteen  jurisdictions in North America allow direct retail access to significant numbers of commercial 
and industrial customers. Table ES-2 displays these jurisdictions and the net switching percent at end of 
2014. Commercial and industrial customers negotiate customized energy service solutions and contract 
terms. These businesses acquire electricity just as they contract for other goods and services, reflecting 
their risk tolerance and taking into account many other issues: their production lines and energy-
consuming devices; the operating schedule and ability of interrupt certain energy-consuming devices 
with little notice; their corporate sustainability goals; the level of in-house energy management 
expertise; their energy-price risk tolerance; the significant of electricity costs to overall operating costs; 
the characteristics of the industry in which they operate; etc. Large energy consumers are sophisticated 
and they fully able to manage and sign a contract that best suits their operations. 

Where available, Table ES-2 displays the new switching percents for C&I customers of various sizes and 
classifications. The total sales column displays the percents based on all eligible customers and loads in 
the jurisdiction, including sales to residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural customers. 

Texas remains the market leader in offering opportunities to C&I consumers. Thirteen other 
jurisdictions—Alberta, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania—have strong ABACCUS 
scores and have achieved significant levels of net switching. Figure ES-2 and Table ES-3 set forth the 
ABACCUS scores for commercial and industrial consumers in eighteen jurisdictions. 

Figure ES-2 
ABACCUS 2015 Commercial and Industrial Customer Scores 
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Table ES-3 
Percent of Eligible Commercial & Industrial Loads Taking 

Competitive Electric Service from Non-Incumbent Providers 

Jurisdiction Small* Medium* Large* Total Sales** 

Alberta 71.2% - 96.3% 88.2% 
Illinois  60.2% 83.1% 93.1% 76.4% 
Texas*** 82.5% - 86.8% 76.2% 
Ohio  84.9% - 84.6% 74.4% 
Pennsylvania 75.7% - 95.6% 68.5% 
District of Columbia - 77.5% - 62.3% 
Connecticut 69.3% - 86.9% 57.6% 
Delaware - 81.8% - 55.5% 
New York 67.6% - 83.0% 55.2% 
Massachusetts  45.1% 58.5% 87.9% 54.8% 
Maine 61.1% - 96.1% 53.2% 
Maryland 36.4% 73.0% 94.2% 50.1% 
New Hampshire 40.8% 65.1% 86.3% 47.2% 
New Jersey 53.4% - 86.5% 41.7% 
Rhode Island - - - 33.0% 
California**** 1.5% 16.6% 34.2% 12.9% 
Michigan**** - - - 12.5% 
Ontario - - - NA 
Oregon - - - NA 

* The definitions for small, medium and large vary by jurisdiction. Some include all nonresidential; others distinguish 
between commercial and industrial classifications. The percentages are based on the peak usage of the class of 
customers, or a year of electricity sales or a month of electricity sales. See the appendix for the details. 

**Percent of total jurisdictional sales, including the residential sector. 

*** In Texas, all eligible C&I customers are taking competitive electric service; therefore, 100% of eligible C&I sales is 
competitive. To compare jurisdictions in this table, however, the percents indicate customers that no longer receive 
service from the incumbent REP. In Texas, this includes approximately 80% of C&I customer sales, that is, those within 
ERCOT and within an investor-owned utility’s service territory. 

**** In California and Michigan there is a limit on eligible retail sales. 
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Table ES-4 
Commercial and Industrial ABACCUS Scores and Rank  

Jurisdiction 2015 
Score 

2015 
Rank 

2014 
Score 

2014 
Rank 

Texas 90 1 90 1 
Illinois 69 2 68 2 
Pennsylvania 69 2 64 4 
Alberta 65 4 65 3 
New York 64 5 63 5 
Maine 62 6 61 6 
Maryland 62 6 61 6 
Connecticut 60 8 60 8 
Ohio 57 9 56 9 
Massachusetts 56 10 55 11 
New Jersey 56 10 56 9 
District of Columbia 53 12 52 12 
New Hampshire 51 13 44 15 
Delaware 48 14 47 14 
Ontario 48 14 44 15 
California 46 16 48 13 
Rhode Island 43 17 35 17 
Michigan  35 18 34 18 

ABACCUS Methodology 
The specific metric or attribute and it weight in the residential and C&I methodologies is presented in 
Table ES-5. The description and scoring for each metric or attribute appears in Appendix D. 

Table ES-5 
ABACCUS Methodology Table of Metrics and Weights 

No. Metric or Attribute 
ABACCUS 

Residential 
Weights 

ABACCUS C&I 
Weights 

1 EDU Divestiture -- 2% 
2 EDU Generation Ownership -- 2% 
3 EDU Obligation to Serve 1% 2% 
4 EDU Sale of Electricity 1% 2% 
5 EDU Provision of Premises Services 2% 3% 
6 Competitive Safeguards 2% 3% 
7 Residential Eligibility 3% -- 
8 C&I Eligibility -- 3% 
9 Market Size 3% 4% 

10 Bulk Power Market Structure 3% 2% 
11 Open Market Criteria 3% 3% 
12 Market Monitor -- 3% 
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No. Metric or Attribute 
ABACCUS 

Residential 
Weights 

ABACCUS C&I 
Weights 

13 Demand Response Programs 2% 8% 
14 Residential Default Supplier 8% -- 
15 Medium C&I Default Supplier -- 4% 
16 Large C&I Default Service -- 4% 
17 Residential Default Service Product Options 6% -- 
18 Medium C&I Default Service Product Options -- 4% 
19 Residential Default Price Adjustment 10% -- 
20 Medium C&I Default Price Adjustment -- 4% 
21 Large C&I Default Price Adjustment -- 4% 
22 Residential Default Resource Portfolio 10% -- 
23 Medium C&I Default Resource Portfolio -- 4% 
24 Residential Default Cost Allocation 6% -- 
25 Medium C&I Default Cost Allocation -- 4% 
26 Residential Default Switching Restrictions 6% -- 
27 Medium C&I Default Switching Restrictions -- 4% 
28 Residential Switching Period 3% -- 
29 Residential Billing 1% -- 
30 Treatment of Bad Debt 1% -- 
31 Standard Electronic Data Exchange 2% 3% 
32 Uniformity of Standards 2% 3% 
33 Administration of Switching 2% 3% 
34 Access to Residential Customer Information 3% -- 
35 Access to Customer Usage Data 2% -- 
36 Electricity Usage Data Security and Customer Privacy 2% 3% 
37 Jurisdiction Commitment to Electric Competition 2% -- 
38 Consumer Access to Price Comparisons 2% -- 
39 Advanced Metering Infrastructure 2% -- 
40 On-site Generation Alternatives -- 3% 
41 Number of REPs Making Residential Offers 4% -- 
42 Number of REPs Making Medium C&I Offers -- 4% 
43 Number of REPs Making Large C&I Offers -- 4% 
44 Number Residential Offers 2% -- 
45 Types of Residential Offers 1% -- 
46 Residential Net Switching to Competitive Service 3% -- 
47 Annual Switching Percentage -- -- 
48 Medium C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service -- 4% 
49 Large C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service -- 4% 

 

The ABACCUS methodology places significant weight on the metrics relating to default service, 
especially for residential customers where five default service measures receive 40% of the total weight. 
In contrast, the C&I ABACCUS scores give 28% weight to default service. Table ES-6 sets forth a grouping 
of the 49 ABACCUS attributes and the weights assigned to them.  
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Table ES-6 
ABACCUS Methodology Overview 

Group Attributes Description Residential 
Weight 

C&I 
Weight 

Market Structure 1-13 Relating to the fundamental rights and 
responsibilities of the market participants 20% 37% 

Default Service 14-25 Relating to the design of the regulated basic, 
standard or default electric service 40% 28% 

Transactions 26-36 Relating to the day-to-day transactions of 
market participants to buy and sell electricity 24% 16% 

Facilitation 37-40 Relating to policies and rules that encourage or 
frustrate retail energy providers  6% 3% 

Performance 41-49 Relating to the outcomes which we use to talk 
about how healthy the market is 10% 16% 

 

There is a lot of opportunity for jurisdictions to increase their ABACCUS score by focusing on default 
service. Up to 50 default service points are assigned to the residential score, and up to 70 points are 
assigned to the C&I score. Table ES-7 indicates the points assigned to in each jurisdiction in the 
ABACCUS 2015 report. Note, for example, that the phasing out default service in Alberta would net 13 
points, increasing Alberta’s ABACCUS score by approximately five points. 

Table ES-7 
Unweighted Default Service Scores by Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction Residential 
(max.=50) 

C&I 
(max.=70) 

Alberta 37 45 
California 6 23 
Connecticut 22 34 
Delaware 14 14 
District of Columbia 12 14 
Illinois 16 44 
Maine 25 27 
Maryland 22 30 
Massachusetts 16 22 
Michigan 9 9 
New Hampshire 13 21 
New Jersey 14 18 
New York 30 33 
Ohio 14 14 
Ontario 10 18 
Pennsylvania 28 41 
Rhode Island 14 16 
Texas 50 70 
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Since no jurisdiction is on the verge of phasing out default service as Texas has done, every jurisdiction 
needs to double down on reforms to increase opportunities for market participants.  

Policies to Promote Retail Choice 
Workable retail electric competition can thrive under a range of market structures and policies. 
Pennsylvania, Illinois and Texas—just to name a few—demonstrate there is more than one way to bring 
a choice of energy supplier, new and innovative services, and lower prices to retail consumers. The 
ongoing investigation in New York could bring forth an entirely fresh approach that will be reflected in a 
future assessment. Each new policy helps us understand how alternative energy resources, new types of 
service providers and new offerings can become part of the competitive retail electricity landscape.  

Workable retail electric competition can succeed when a U.S. state or a Canadian provincial government 
articulates and pursues a strong policy preference for workable competition. When policy preferences 
are turned into changes in the laws and actions, then we see new entrants and creative new products 
and services.  

The basics are well understood. Workable retail electric competition requires a clear definition of the 
regulated monopoly services, an unbundling of existing rates and services, supportive billing options, 
consumer education, consumer protection, monitoring and analysis, and an ongoing commitment to 
policy reform. The phasing out of default service is the single most important reform that will increase 
market confidence and participation because with that action, a jurisdiction makes a clear statement of 
intent.  

Chapter 5 discusses four significant policy choices that shape the competitive retail electric sector: 1) 
default service, 2) municipal aggregation, 3) distributed energy resources and 4) consumer access to 
advanced technologies. 

• Default Service. The design and implementation of default service is the single most 
significant issue affecting the success of competitive retail electric markets. 

o Recommendation. Each jurisdiction must ensure that default service is a transitional 
service, that it meets consumers’ basic needs, and that it closely tracks the cost of 
power in the wholesale power market. Default service is not necessary for large C&I 
consumers. 

• Municipal Aggregation. People readily understand the concept of “buying groups,” and 
municipal aggregation is an effective way for consumers to quickly obtain reductions in 
power costs. 

o Recommendation. Municipal aggregation risks becoming an end point, effectively 
ending reform before individual choice has a chance to develop. Municipal aggregation 
requires “opt in” to raise awareness and encourage customer action. 

• Distributed Energy Resources. Concerns over utility revenue losses associated with 
distributed energy resources reveals an outdated, commodity-centric business mentality. 
Unbundled electric distribution utilities will not experience a “death spiral” if they focus on 
core competencies. 

o Recommendation. Facilitate distributed energy resources by unbundling distribution 
services to better allocate costs and compensate resource providers. New businesses 
will serve expanding consumer preferences and capture the revenue growth, even as 
individual consumers use less of the commodity. 
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• Consumer Access to Advanced Technologies. Consumer access to advanced technologies is 
changing the way that consumers transact with businesses. Communications technologies 
are changing consumer expectations about service providers in many aspects of their lives. 

o Recommendation. Regulatory agencies need to update the rules to facilitate new ways 
for utilities and REPs to interact with consumers. This include ways to maintain 
traditional customer protections in a way that does not inhibit innovation. 

The following best practices should serve as a guide for policy review and reform. There must be 
commitments and actions to adopt the reforms necessary to create opportunities for investors and 
entrepreneurs. 

• Adopt and support a strong preference for workable competition in retail energy sales 

• Unbundle rates and services to open opportunities for new service providers 

• Create a code of conduct to govern interactions between regulated entities and affiliates 

• Educate residential consumers and make information about power markets accessible 

o Create a comprehensive education plan that reflects how far the markets have 
progressed 

o Create a website for residential consumers that is easy to use, up-to-date and includes 
comparison data regarding price, fixed-price contract term, renewable content, 
deposit/cancellation fees, and other pertinent consumer information 

• Reform default service in the near term 

o Make default service pricing more market reflective; that is, use competitive power 
procurement with multiple, short-term auctions and align the default service price with 
market prices 

o Ensure default service pricing has “headroom” for non-incumbent providers to compete 
(to offer lower pricing) 

o Make the default service price known in advance of its effective date to provide greater 
transparency and predictability  

o Allow competitive suppliers to provide default service instead of the incumbent utilities 

o Provide C&I default service to small- to medium-sized commercial consumers 

o Default service is not necessary for the largest C&I consumers 

o Limit residential default service pricing to basic (“plain vanilla”) service and let the 
market offer other choices 

• Phase out default service 

o Adopt a plan to phase out default service. The plan must reflect the realities of each 
jurisdiction. No two plans would be the same as each jurisdiction must be mindful of 
past decisions 

Too many electric industry stakeholders have a habit of describing the electric industry in terms of the 
electric commodity. That language is limiting and detrimental to reform. Consumer-driven innovation 
and product differentiation should be the goal of electricity restructuring. Innovation and product 
differentiation will mark the shift from pure commodity sales to a vibrant retail energy services market.  
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North America has a patchwork of laws governing competitive opportunities in the electric sector. While 
the non-uniformity of design among the U.S. states and Canadian provinces can present challenges, 
these variations do not seem to prevent retail competition. More than 17 million residential consumers 
receive direct benefits today. Businesses in many of the most populous and industrialized states and 
provinces can select their own REP and contract terms. If the required institutions are in place, retail 
electric markets will succeed. 
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1. Introduction 
Since 2007, the Annual Baseline Assessment of Choice in Canada and the United States6 has scored and 
ranked the progress of U.S. states and Canadian provinces in their efforts to transform a system of 
electric utility regulation—economic regulation to set the retail price for the commodity—into a system 
in which the discipline of market forces establishes value and price for electric services. Changes to U.S. 
state and Canadian provincial electric utility law have created new market structures. The states and 
provinces have taken somewhat different paths, reflecting different public policy goals, different 
resources and cultures and different starting points. 

The ABACCUS report is intended to help policy makers7 in various jurisdictions of the United States and 
Canada assess their progress in establishing the conditions that will facilitate robust retail competition in 
the electric industry. We encourage experimentation and reform guided by the recommended best 
practices in this report. The ABACCUS methodology is designed to highlight the market structures,8 
regulatory rules,9 and business practices10 that facilitate robust competition, and set forth a path toward 
achieving market reform and new rules that will encourage economic efficiency, competition in retail 
electric service, and innovation in services and technology. 

Report Chapters 
This report is organized as follows: 

• The Executive Summary provides an overview and is available in this document of in a separate 
slide presentation format. (Slides format: http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/) 

• Chapter 1, Introduction, provides a summary of the ABACCUS methodology, briefly discusses 
public policy goals and discusses how markets evolve from regulation to competition 

• Chapter 2, Residential Customer Findings, discusses the scores and rankings for each state or 
province from the perspectives of residential customers and provides information on customer 
participation in the markets 

                                                           
6 ABACCUS documents are available: http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/. 
7 “Policy makers” in North America refers to state and provincial legislators, regulatory utility commissioners, 
government officials, policy makers and researchers. Neither Canada nor the United States has an established 
national policy with respect to retail electric competition, thus placing the responsibility on states and provinces. 
8 “Market structures” refers here to the laws that set forth the fundamental rights and responsibilities of the 
market participants or stakeholders. For example, in transforming the electric market structure, laws determine: 
who can and cannot generate electricity that connects to the grid; who can and cannot sell electricity across the 
grid; whether there is an independent system operator for the grid; how stakeholders interact with an ISO; what 
remains a regulated, monopoly service; who provides the regulated services; etc. 
9 “Regulatory rules” refers here to the administration of the law. For example, there may be a need for 
administrative oversight of default service (basic or standard electric service) to ensure a smooth transition from 
regulation of vertically-integrated electric utilities to unbundled services and competition in retail electric service. 
10 “Business practices” refers here to the day-to-day activities of the stakeholders, including the wires utilities that 
interact with competitive market participants. In several jurisdictions, “light regulation” may be practiced, allowing 
parties to work out reasonable day-to-day compromises to establish the business practices, address complaints, 
etc., rather than attempting to dictate each rule for these interactions. 

http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/
http://defgllc.com/publications/consumer-choice/
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• Chapter 3, Residential Choices, discusses customer preferences and the characteristics of 
choices available in the market today, including retail electricity price risk, type of resource, 
time-of-use, billing and payment, and technologies 

• Chapter 4, Commercial and Industrial Customer Findings, discusses the scores and rankings for 
each state or province from the perspectives of commercial and industrial customers, provides 
information on customer participation in the markets and describes services desired by business 
customers 

• Chapter 5, Policy Choices Shaping the Competitive Retail Electric Sector, addresses several 
topics important to the success of competitive retail electric markets 

• Chapter 6, Policies, Best Practices and Recommendations, describes the types of reforms that 
should be pursued to promote retail electricity restructuring in North America 

• Appendix A, ABACCUS Advisory Board and Sponsors, lists the companies that have provided 
financial support and the members of the ABACCUS Advisory Board and their affiliations 

• Appendix B, Electricity Industry Terminology by Jurisdiction, sets forth the various words used 
to mean “retail energy provider,” “default service” and “electric distribution utility” 

• Appendix C, Survey of U.S. States and Canadian Provinces, is a survey of the states and 
provinces. It includes tables and chart to present some essential information about the number 
of market participants and level of net switching, as well as an overview of the history and 
current status of customer choice 

• Appendix D, ABACCUS Methodology, describes the methodology in detail 

Methodology and Measures of Performance 
Price and quality comparisons are an essential feature of a competitive market. Comparisons help us to 
make sense of our complex world. We rely on standards, ratings and assessments to make decisions 
about everything from our choices for restaurants or hotels, purchases of new appliances, the selection 
of cars, or the selection of local services. A similar process occurs when we assess public and quasi-
public services, including local public school districts, the quality of police and fire service, or roadway 
maintenance—each of which may influence our selection of a neighborhood when buying a home or 
relocating for a job. In each instance, we seek better service at a lower cost, and we rely on ratings by 
independent agencies. Both competitive markets and government services perform better when 
consumers have information about the quality and cost of the service. 

Even after some industry facts are gathered, a variety of perspectives remains about how to interpret 
these data. In this regard, assessing the electric industry is similar to assessing other consumer services. 
Reasonable people can disagree. This report cannot resolve these different perspectives, but we 
presents useful information. 

A hallmark of the ABACCUS methodology is the breadth of the issues explored. ABACCUS presumes that 
retail electricity markets cannot be assessed in terms of one metric, such as the average price of the 
electric commodity. Therefore, ABACCUS relies on 49 metrics—referred to as “attributes”—to assess 
each jurisdiction. Some of these attributes apply to residential consumers and others to commercial and 
industrial consumers. Many attributes apply to both. 
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The U.S. states and Canadian provinces are social science laboratories for assessing performance in the 
electric sector. That is, we can observe and track the different market structure, regulations and policies; 
then we can create metrics to track performance; finally, through scoring, we can assess which 
jurisdictions have been the most successful.  

ABACCUS provides a framework for comparing many attributes and qualities of electricity markets. The 
goal of this report is to assess the progress of U.S. states and Canadian provinces toward achieving 
workable competition in retail electricity markets. The report focuses on comparisons among the 
various electric industry structures in North America, particularly the design and implementation of 
consumer choice (direct access by retail energy providers to retail consumers). Comparisons are offered 
at the state/provincial level in an attempt to sort out what works best, and what can be improved. 

The ABACCUS scores and rankings are based on: 

• Market structure, relating to the rights and responsibilities of the market participants 

• Default service,11 relating to the design of the regulated retail electric service that is 
available during a transition period, and the impact of default service on competitive retail 
markets 

• Transactions,12 relating to the day-to-day interactions where market participants buy and 
sell electricity and conduct business with one another 

• Facilitation,13 relating to policies and rules that encourage retail energy providers as they 
interact with retail consumers and electric distribution utilities 

• Performance,14 relating to outcomes which indicate whether the market has performed well 

The ABACCUS assessment methodology was developed over several years through a collaborative effort 
among retail energy providers and representatives from state regulatory commissions. The ABACCUS 
methodology relies on data from each market to score the state or province. The resulting scores and 
rankings are set forth below. Appendix D contain a detailed description of the ABACCUS methodology. 

Public Policy Goals 
The ABACCUS report is not intended to judge the relative importance or significance of various public 
policy goals in each jurisdiction.15 Every jurisdiction that has engaged in electric sector reform is 
assumed to have expressed a preference for competitive markets in the retail sale of electricity. It is 
assumed that many jurisdictions balance several laudable policy goals at one time, and that at times, 
retail competition in the electric sector may suffer. In these instances, the goal of a competitive retail 

                                                           
11 Default service is discussed in greater detail in Appendix C. 
12 Transactions include whether a customer can switch providers whenever s/he wants to; whether retail energy 
providers have access to customer lists for marketing; who keeps track of customer switching details; etc. 
13 Facilitation considers such issues as whether the state/provincial has created a web platform to allow easy price 
comparisons; whether the jurisdiction encourages investments in on-site generation; whether advanced metering 
infrastructure has been installed; etc. 
14 Performance is assessed through the number of active retail electric providers; the number of product and 
service choices; the percentage of customers that have switched to a competitive energy provider; etc. 
15 Public policy goals are discussed in greater detail in Appendix C. 
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electric sector must be considered in light of other public policy goals. Tradeoffs among public policy 
goals are part of everyday life. For example, the following goals—which are prominent in certain 
jurisdictions—are intertwined with the goal of retail electric competition.  

• Increased production from renewable resources 

• Increased end-use energy efficiency 

• Reduced carbon emissions 

• Increased local jobs and infrastructure investments (power plants, transmission and 
distribution, retail, etc.) 

• Ensure that vulnerable consumers have access to stable, regulated retail electricity prices 

Depending upon the approach taken to achieve these and other public policy goals, the impact on retail 
competitive markets may be minimal. The specific programs and activities necessary to achieve these 
may complement the goal of retail electric competition, or it may interfere with it. 

Since the ABACCUS report cannot fully assess the nuances and differences of each state, it attempts to 
take what we have learned about competition in the electric sector over the past several decades, and 
set forth the lessons learned and the best practices to achieve retail electricity competition. 

Market Evolution 
Electric sector restructuring begins a process of market transformation. Regulated monopoly service 
with its cost-of-service studies, cost allocation and rate design results in the tariff book. With retail 
electric competition, the tariff book is replaced by offers for the commodity at various prices. Initial 
price competition leads to differentiation of the products and services associated with the commodity. 
That is, pure price competition is replaced by competition based on services. In the electric markets, 
these services can relate to the terms and conditions of service, the nature of risk management, and the 
options regarding billing and payment, among others. Competition based on service will eventually lead 
to further market innovation. To fully anticipate future innovations is impossible. Innovation may come 
from within the industry, or it may involve the expertise from another industry that brings a 
transformative technology or idea to the retail electric sector. 

The process of electric market transformation can be viewed as a three-stage evolution that begins with 
a change from regulation of electric utilities to a platform that encourages competition among market 
participants.16 The nature of the competition begins simply and becomes more sophisticated. 

In North America, a majority of the restructured electric markets are emerging from Stage 1 because 
most of the activity has been focused on competition around the commodity price. As they move into 
Stage 2—competition on service—many more product and service choices will enter the market. This 
process of market transformation is normal, and it will continue along these lines as these states 
continues to focus on setting the commodity price in cents per kilowatt-hour. People are used to 
regulation, electric tariffs, and the cost of the commodity expressed in cents per kilowatt-hour.  

                                                           
16 Based on concepts presented by Steven Murray, President, Residential Business, Direct Energy, at the Arizona 
Energy Conference, Panel on Retail Access, March 22, 2013, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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Figure 1-1 

 
 

As will be seen in the comments below, states and provinces can accelerate the market transformation 
process by getting out of the price-setting business. Default service is problematic for a number of 
reasons, as explained in Chapter 5, Policy Choices Shaping the Competitive Retail Electric Sector. In 
addition, a singular focus on the price of the commodity maintains the notion that there is only one way 
to value electric service.  

As product and service differentiation progresses, the meaning of commodity price as a sole measure of 
value will erode. Consumer preferences vary, and a highly-differentiated retail market will serve that 
diversity well. 

 

Stage 3: Compete through innovation 

Stage 2: Compete on service 

Stage 1: Compete on price 
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2. Residential Consumer Findings 
Electricity choice for residential customers in North America began in the 1990s with great anticipation 
and several early successes. During 2001-01, however, the market design failures in California brought 
scrutiny to the ability of legislators to prevent certain types of corporate behavior. Uncertainty increased 
regarding retail and wholesale market redesign. Several states that were on track to restructure their 
retail electric market—Arizona, Arkansas, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Virginia—changed course and 
remained largely or fully regulated.  

Many pundits were critical of the ability of competitive markets to provide what was referred to as a 
“unique and essential service,” or to deliver any benefits at all to residential or small commercial 
customers. The need for a middleman between seller and buyer was questioned. However, many of the 
same pundits had questioned the ability of state regulators to appropriately set prices, fairly treat 
residential consumers, provide incentives for utilities to act in the public interest, establish policies to 
encourage innovation or establish appropriate protections for the most vulnerable consumers. If the 
policy choices and their implementation were easy, we would not be having this discussion. 

This chapter and the next one address the residential consumer perspective. Many industry observers 
cite net switching statistics as a key measure of the success of the market. In the early years of reform, 
measuring the percent of people who have switched away from the incumbent provider is a compelling 
way to assess performance. If no one is participating, there must be a problem with the design. We 
begin with information about residential customer participation and net switching statistics.  

The second part of this chapter addresses the residential ABACCUS scores and rankings. The purpose of 
this report is to delve deeper into the laws, policy choices and market rules that affect performance of 
the retail electric sector. The ABACCUS methodology presumes that electricity markets cannot be 
assessed in terms of one metric such as net switching behavior. The ABACCUS attributes used to assess 
the residential consumer perspective are described in Appendix D.  

We complete this chapter with information about significant legislative and regulatory decisions that 
have affected ABACCUS scores. It is important to highlight decisions that are likely to enhance market 
performance in the future. The decisions are also important as we track their impact and the 
effectiveness of the methodology. We can update the methodology as appropriate to ensure that the 
scores and ranking remain meaningful in light of new developments.  

Residential Customer Participation 
Eighteen jurisdictions in North America give non-utilities direct retail access to residential electricity 
consumers. Eligibility extends to at least 39.2 million residential accounts. Of these, 17.1 million (44%) 
received generation service (power only) or comprehensive electric service from a competitive retail 
energy provider or REP by the end of 2014.17 Table 2-1 displays these data. Most retail access 
jurisdictions primarily rely on a transaction between each residential consumer and his or her chosen 
competitive retail energy provider. Several states place significant restrictions on these scope of retail 
electric competition. Six states allow, and three states primarily rely on, municipal aggregation of 
residential customers to secure competitive power contracts.18 

                                                           
17 The term “retail energy provider” or “REP” is used in this report to refer to competitive suppliers of electricity 
and related services. More than one dozen different terms are used in North America. See Appendix B. 
18 Municipal aggregation is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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In one-half of reporting jurisdictions, the number of participants in the competitive market fell. That is, 
on balance, several states saw customers return to default service. Volatile market prices cause 
consumers to look for a safe place, and the majority of regulated default service tariffs are designed to 
provide that safe harbor that consumers can return to. The wisdom and performance of this design 
feature is discussed in Chapter 6 on Policies, Best Practices and Recommendations. 

Table 2-1 
Number of Eligible Residential Customers Taking Competitive Electric Service 

Jurisdiction Eligible 
Customers* 

Switched* 
Customers 

2014 

Switched 
Customers 

2013 

Dominant 
Policy 

Texas** 5,959,000 5,959,000 5,854,000  Direct Access 
Illinois  4,524,000 2,744,000 3,077,000  Aggregation 
Ohio  4,195,000 2,253,000 2,106,000  Aggregation 
Pennsylvania 4,980,000 1,794,000 1,877,000 Direct Access 
New York 5,811,000 1,325,000 1,389,000  Direct Access 
Alberta 1,396,000 606,000 542,000 Direct Access 
Massachusetts  3,347,000 598,000 399,000 Aggregation 
Connecticut 1,401,000 486,000 605,000 Direct Access 
Maryland 2,028,000 485,000 524,000 Direct Access 
New Jersey 3,377,000 464,000 536,000 Direct Access 
Maine 767,000 172,000 214,000 Direct Access 
New Hampshire 427,000 85,400 NA Direct Access 
Rhode Island 493,000 36,000 20,300 Direct Access 
District of Columbia 243,000 34,400 33,900 Direct Access 
Delaware 273,000 28,800 22,600 Direct Access 
California*** NA 9,700 10,800 Limited 
Michigan*** NA Negligible Negligible Limited 
Ontario NA NA NA Direct Access 
Total 39,221,000 17,080,300 17,210,600 NA 

* Eligible customers is based on reports from the major electric distribution utility service territories in each 
jurisdiction. These understate the total number of eligible customers in jurisdictions with non-reporting utilities. 
Switched customers refers to those taking service from non-incumbent providers. 

** In Texas, all eligible residential customers are taking competitive electric service. Sixty-four percent are not 
currently served by the incumbent REP. The total of 5,959,000 refers to residential customers within ERCOT and 
within an investor-owned utility’s service territory (60% of the 9,954,000 residential accounts in Texas). 

*** In California and Michigan, there are limits (a 10% cap) on eligible retail sales; therefore, the total number of 
eligible residential customers is not clear. 

 

Net switching statistics are displayed in Table 2-2. “Net switching” or “net migration” refers to the 
percent of residential customer accounts that have moved or migrated from the incumbent provider or 
moved off of the default service product (the standard offer, basic service, generation service, etc.).  
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We see that nine states or provinces—Alberta, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania and Texas—have achieved 20% or more switching away from the incumbent provider in 
the residential sector. 

Table 2-2 
Residential Customer Taking Competitive Electric Service  

from Non-Incumbent Providers 

Jurisdiction 2014 Percent 
Switched 

2013 Percent 
Switched 

Dominant 
Policy 

Texas 64.0%* 61.3%* Direct Access 
Illinois  60.7% 68.5% Aggregation 
Ohio  53.7% 50.2% Aggregation 
Alberta 43.4% 40.1% Direct Access 
Pennsylvania 36.0% 37.7% Direct Access 
Connecticut 34.7% 43.5% Direct Access 
Maryland 23.9% 26.1% Direct Access 
Maine 22.4% 28.0% Direct Access 
New York 22.8% 24.0% Direct Access 
New Hampshire 18.5% - Direct Access 
Massachusetts  17.9% 16.9% Aggregation 
District of Columbia 14.2% 14.6% Direct Access 
New Jersey 13.7% 16.0% Direct Access 
Delaware 10.5% 8.4% Direct Access 
Rhode Island 7.3% 4.0% Direct Access 
California 0.1% - Limited 
Michigan - - Limited 
Ontario NA NA Direct Access 
* In Texas, all eligible residential customers are taking competitive electric service. To compare 
jurisdictions in this table, however, the percents indicate customers who no longer receive 
service from the incumbent REP. An August 2014 ERCOT report found that 90% of the eligible 
residential market in Texas had observably chosen a retail electricity provider. In 2012, the 
ABACCUS report asserted that 100% of eligible residential customers were participating in the 
competitive retail market.  

 

Switching data are reported in different ways by each jurisdiction. For practical reasons, and because 
reporting methodologies vary, we present switching data for residential customers in terms of percent 
of eligible residential customers. 

Net switching or migration data are typically available on the websites of each jurisdiction’s regulatory 
agency. Net switching statistics do not include frequent, multiple customer switches within a year 
(sometimes called the “rate of churn” or just “churn”). Also hidden in the statistics are customers who 
may select a competitive pricing option from an incumbent retail energy provider or the same company 
that provides default service. In certain jurisdictions, the default service provider is allowed to offer both 
the regulated default service and a competitively-priced alternative. 
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In Texas, 64.0% of consumers are no longer with the incumbent provider, but that a higher percent—
nearly 90 percent—have made an observable choice of offering, even though many remain with the 
incumbent or affiliated REP. Also note that about 60% of residential accounts in Texas have retail 
electric choice. The other 40% are either outside of ERCOT, the intra-state ISO, or served within ERCOT 
by municipal utilities or electric cooperatives that have not opted into retail choice. State law permits 
these utilities to determine when to opt into retail electric choice—when the citizens (voters) or 
members of the cooperative decide that they want retail electric choice. 

Appendix C, a Survey of U.S. States and Canadian Provinces, provides detail with regard to switching 
percent and number of customers. Where data are available, these percents are displayed by electric 
distribution utility service territory. 

Residential ABACCUS Scores and Ranking 
Applying the ABACCUS methodology, Texas is the competitive residential electricity market leader for 
the eighth consecutive year. The chart in Figure 2-1, the data in Table 2-3, and the map in Figure 2-2 set 
forth the ABACCUS scores and ranks for residential consumers in eighteen jurisdictions.  

Figure 2-1 

 
The primary reason for Texas’ success has been its market structure and especially the treatment of 
default service. The attributes associated with market structure and default service are significantly 
weighed in the ABACCUS scoring. Texas is the only jurisdiction in North America that has carried through 
with its planned default service phase out. After the regulated “price to beat” was offered through the 
incumbent provider (affiliated REP) from 2002 through 2006 in Texas, it was retired. Customers who had 
not selected an alternative provider remained with their current REP. Price regulation was removed and 
customer were advised to shop if they were not satisfied with the price or type of service.  
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With respect to market structure, it is also worth mentioning that the role of the electric distribution 
utility is different in Texas than elsewhere in North America. Electric utilities provide transmission, 
distribution and metering services to REPs in Texas. The REPs—which have the relationship with retail 
consumers—then decide how best to recover the T&D costs (wires charges) from retail consumers. 

Table 2-3 
ABACCUS 2015 Residential Scores and Rank 

Jurisdiction 2015 
Score 

2015 
Rank 

2014 
Score 

2014 
Rank 

Texas 92 1 92 1 

Alberta 70 2 71 2 

Pennsylvania 65 3 64 3 

New York  61 4 61 4 

Connecticut 55 5 55 5 

Maryland 54 6 53 6 

Maine 52 7 52 7 

Illinois 51 8 51 8 

Massachusetts 50 9 49 9 

Ohio 49 10 49 9 

New Jersey 46 11 46 11 

District of Columbia 44 12 41 13 

Ontario 43 13 45 12 

Delaware 39 14 36 14 

New Hampshire 37 15 36 14 

Rhode Island 37 15 31 16 

California 28 17 29 17 

Michigan 26 18 27 18 

 

In nearly every jurisdiction in North America, REPs continue to expand their presence, increase the 
number of offerings, and increase the variety of offerings available to households. Different residential 
consumers have different preferences, and they prefer to select from many REPs and a variety of 
offerings. The next chapter describes some of the choices that are available. 

These positive developments are primarily a result of REPs in response to the market opportunities, but 
the activities of regulators should not be glossed over. Regulators can reduce barriers to entry, facilitate 
the speed and ease of market transactions, and raise public awareness about the opportunities for retail 
choice. Legislators and regulators can also support recovery of investments in advanced metering 
infrastructure. AMI provides low-cost access to detailed consumption data. These data are essential to 
efficient and robust time-differentiated prices, which has been a long-sought goal of utility pricing.  

Perhaps more important is the ability of AMI data to track the costs to serve an individual consumer, 
rather than rely on estimated load profiles. Detail cost tracking can lead to new product offerings and 
services, including prepaid service, high-usage-level alerts, and customized price-risk-management 
offers. Combining advanced mobile communications with advanced metering data has also facilitated 
new products and services. 
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Figure 2-2 
ABACCUS 2015 Residential Customer Scores 

 
 

There appears to be a growing understanding by REPs of residential consumer preferences, especially 
with regard to the ways in which households like to pay for electric service, learn about their usage level 
or receive alerts and notices. REPs are very sensitive to what makes a consumer want to switch to a new 
provider, as are all competitors. Once REPs have acquired a customer, they are also focused on how to 
keep that customer satisfied. As product offerings continues to diversity, new customer segments will 
be identified, and the customer sorting and product specialization will continue. 

The ABACCUS scores in 2015 have been affected by several regulatory and rulemaking reforms that 
occurred since the last ABACCUS report was issued (January 2014), and through the first quarter of 
2015.  

Pennsylvania has increased its score through actions of the Pennsylvania PUC. In April 2014, the PUC 
implemented accelerated switching. Switching will now occur within 3 business days.19 Also in April 
2014, the PUC amended its regulations to ensure that future competitive supplier disclosure statements 
would include a summary of key contractual terms and conditions, as well as additional information 

                                                           
19 Please see “Pennsylvania Background” in Appendix C, and the scoring in Attribute 28 in the methodology 
discussion, Appendix D. 
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regarding variable-priced products. In May 2014, the PUC decided to require the inclusion of the electric 
generation supplier’s logo on the electric utility bill. 

Connecticut has also taken actions with regard to variable pricing. The Connecticut PURA decided in 
January 2015 that competitive suppliers will not be allowed to offer prices that change on a daily or 
weekly basis.20 More recently—too late to be considered in the scoring in this report—Connecticut has 
created a law that bans variable pricing.21 The ban take effect on October 1, 2015 and will be reflected in 
the ABACCUS 2016 report.22 Connecticut also continues to consider the format of the electric bill and 
what must appear on it. 

In 2014, the New York PSC opened its “Proceeding on Motion of the Commission in Regard to Reforming 
the Energy Vision” or REV. In February 2015, the NYPSC adopted a new regulatory framework and a plan 
for its implementation.23 The core of the new framework is a reformed electric system driven by 
consumers and non-utility providers, and enabled by electric distribution utilities. In its current work, 
New York is focusing on the regulatory ratemaking processes in order to achieve incentives for utilities. 
It is generally recognized that New York is attempting to set forth a new regulatory framework that 
turns attention from the wholesale power market to the distribution system, the retail consumer and 
distributed energy resources.24 

 

 

                                                           
20 Please see “Connecticut Background” in Appendix C. 
21 "Connecticut Bans Variable-rate Electricity Contracts," WTNH, Hartford, Connecticut. June 24, 2015. 
http://wtnh.com/2015/06/24/connecticut-bans-variable-rate-electricity-contracts/ 
22 The ABACCUS Advisory Board will take up this issue in late 2015. When the ABACCUS methodology was created, 
several attributes were create to score aspects of market structure and rules that could be detrimental to service. 
However, it was not anticipated that jurisdictions would ban something as useful as variable pricing contracts. The 
Advisory Board will have to consider how to score an outright ban on a pricing option that has proven its value to 
consumers in other jurisdictions. See, for example, the discussion in Chapter 3 of this report under the subsection 
on “Retail Electricity Price Risk.” 
23 Please see “New York Background” in Appendix C. 
24 A great deal has been written about the potential impact of small-scale renewable energy technologies on 
electric distribution utilities, including new roles and appropriate regulatory reforms. The ABACCUS Advisory Board 
is considering how to better reflect distribution planning and the treatment of distributed energy resources (DER) 
in the ABACCUS methodology. See Appendix C, Attribute 40 relating to On-site Generation Alternatives, and this 
report’s Chapter 5 subsection on “distributed resources.” Presently, the treatment of on-site generation and 
customer-premises technologies is driven by the market structural features of the methodology, particularly 
Attributes 3, 4, 5 and 6. The Advisory Board may consider the scoring of administered approaches—such as what is 
contemplated in New York—to recognize that incentive regulation for electric distribution utilities could provide 
benefits similar to those available in jurisdictions that rely more directly on competitive forces. 
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3. Residential Choices in a Competitive Retail Electric Market 
Among the reasons to restructure the electric sector was to allow retail energy consumers to select from 
among a variety REPs and a variety of offering. Different people prefer different services. This approach 
is a significant departure from the traditional of regulating monopoly utilities with an emphasis on 
fairness, with fairness defined as sameness. The monopoly electric service model has resulted in take-it-
or-leave-it service set forth in the tariff book. The utility tariff sheet indicates the commodity charges, 
fees, and terms of service that every residential customer will take, regardless of preferences. 

Before proceeding, it’s important to acknowledge that “fairness equals sameness” is not absolute. In the 
regulated utility environment, residential consumers frequently have some choices. There are options 
for controlled loads, time-of-use rates, load limiting devices, and special provisions based on income, 
etc., to name a few. A household participating in a direct-load-control-air-conditioner-cycling program is 
ostensibly receiving a lower level of reliability service from the electric distribution utility as compared 
to the next-door neighbor (and the participant may be receiving compensation for the reduced level of 
service). But each exception to this “sameness-of-service generalization” is an administered program. 
The choices and options offered through utility regulation are not as robust as those developed through 
market forces.25 

This chapter discusses the choices available to residential households in competitive retail electric 
markets. We begin by asking whether consumers are monolithic in their preferences. Are they all 
focused on lowest possible electric bill? Would some consumers pay more for a higher level of 
reliability? Would they accept a lower level of reliability for payment? Do the environmental impacts of 
power generation matter enough such that consumers would pay more? What features of electric billing 
and payment matter to residential consumers? Would some consumers forgo some usage to save 
money? 

Next, we discuss the choices available today in the restructured electric markets of North America. 
These choices are grouped. Among the products available today, we can readily define those that (1) 
have different levels of exposure to retail electric price risk and volatility; (2) products that make a 
distinction regarding the resources used to generate power; and (3) products that have prices that vary 
with time. We can also identify (4) types of products that use dramatically different billing and payment 
processes, or (5) those that provide technology-related features that are quite distinct. There are many 
other important dimensions of electric service, but we focus on these five groups.  

We want to explore whether certain states and provinces have structured the retail electric market in a 
way that encourages more choices than other jurisdictions. Are there more choices or fewer choices? To 
answer this we must first understand that people with different perspectives approach the industry in 
different ways. One perspective is dominated by people with experience in utility regulation. They know 
there are barriers to reform in the regulated space, and that change takes time. They imagine that REPs 
in the competitive arena can do anything they want to, but they do not see much innovation. As a result, 
it appears to them that most REP do not do much more than re-sell a commodity.  

                                                           
25 Utility programs that rely on market forces to lower costs are still administered programs. An “administered 
market” refers to a system of regulatory oversight that relies to a significant degree on the application of market 
forces. For example, replacing utility-constructed power plants with competitive procurement of contracts for 
power through all-source bidding is one example of an administered market. Out-sourcing energy efficiency 
programs is another example of creating an administered market. Administered markets may represent excellent 
regulatory reforms, but improved regulatory processes should not be confused with the creation of a competitive 
market. 
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A second perspective is that of people with experience in a competitive environment. They see the 
freedom to act, but they are under the pressures of competition. Competitive forces make them wary. 
They must not release a product or new offering until it is ready, and they cannot afford too many 
failures. When they look at the regulated environment, they see utilities protected by regulatory 
processes. From their point of view, utilities have the freedom to take chances, offer new products and 
services that could fail, and then receive at least some cost recovery through regulatory processes. 
Neither perspective—utility regulation or competitive—thinks the other is innovating very much or 
testing new offerings very well.  

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the scope of some of the product offerings that are showing 
success in the competitive space with an eye toward increasing awareness among people with different 
perspectives. 

Consumer Preferences and Choices 
What do residential consumers want with regard to electric service? What services do they most value? 
One does not have to spend much time reading about electricity and utilities to understand that most 
consumers value low prices, high reliability and good customer service. But since consumers cannot 
have everything, what are the tradeoffs that they make in competitive retail electric markets? 

One segment of the population wants the electric commodity delivered at the lowest possible cost. 
Others appear to place a premium on the reliability of service and power quality. Others can stand a 
higher bill, but they want, above all, a predictable monthly cost. Others want excellent customer service, 
including outage alerts, the status of service restoration, responsive call centers, and so forth. There are 
also consumers who prefer the lowest possible emissions from power generation, and they are willing to 
pay more to lessen the impact on the environment. Many consumers want a mix of several attributes: 
low cost, low price volatility, high reliability, good service and communications, and low emissions. 
Consumers may also care a great deal about how and when they pay for their electric service, the 
transparency of costs, the frequency of communications about costs, and convenient, low-cost 
transactions with their provider. 

We find that residential energy consumers are not monolithic in their preferences. A DEFG-sponsored 
consumer survey on time-based pricing options asked about these preferences.26 The question—which 
phrase best describes your attitude toward your personal energy consumption?—included five 
randomly-listed options: 

• I am most concerned that my utility bill is as low as possible 

• I am most concerned that my utility bill remains as predictable as possible 

• I am most concerned that I have a secure and reliable supply of electricity 

• I am most concerned that my electricity use is as environmentally responsible as possible 

• I rarely think about electricity 

                                                           
26 Treadway, N. (2013). Consumer Preferences and the Elusive Magic of Dynamic Pricing. EcoPinion Consumer 
Survey Report 17. Washington, DC: Distributed Energy Financial Group LLC. Page 13. 
http://defgllc.com/publication/consumer-preferences-and-the-elusive-magic-of-dynamic-pricing/  

http://defgllc.com/publication/consumer-preferences-and-the-elusive-magic-of-dynamic-pricing/
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The responses to this question were in line with the results of similar surveys. The percent of 
respondents appear in Table 3-1. While concern to keep “my utility bill is as low as possible” received 
the greatest number, fewer than one-half of the 1,000 respondents (44%) selected it.  

People’s preferences and attitudes vary more than is commonly recognized. We conclude that different 
people value things differently. 

Table 3-1 
Phrase that Best Describes Attitude Towards Personal Energy Consumption 

 
 

The responses provide insight into why there is often disagreement over what works best when 
stakeholders and government regulators are writing market rules. Because different people value things 
differently, there are different assumption made and conclusions reached when people discuss the 
same facts, whether it is the results of a consumer survey, data from the marketplace, or a proposal to 
change the rules of the marketplace. 

There is agreement that very large electricity consumers understand electricity. Large consumers know 
what they want and know how to get it. However, there is an assumption by some stakeholders—
inappropriate, it would seem—that small consumers do not understand electric service and do not know 
how to purchase what they prefer.  

A key takeaway at this point is to observe that most restructured states and provinces have assumed 
that residential consumers want to purchase electric power on a cents per kWh basis, want low prices, 
some price stability and high reliability. But are these fundamental preferences or are they holdover 
preferences from the days of regulated utility tariffs? 

The confusion over what people want and how to set up a market to serve them is intertwined with the 
important distinction between the power commodity and electric service. Too many electric industry 
stakeholders have a habit of describing the electric industry in commodity terms. The language of a 
commodity marketplace is intended for power markets—that is, the bulk power market—and for buying 
and selling large quantities of power. That language is limiting and even detrimental to the reform of the 
retail service portion of the electric sector. If you assume that consumers want the electric commodity, 
and not services, then you are misunderstanding residential consumer preferences.  

As a result of this blind spot, there is an emphasis on insulating small consumers from retail competition. 
It is true that small consumers are not experts in bulk power or commodity markets; however, they do 
not need to become experts. Small consumers already have the tools they need to make good retail 
market choices—they do it all the time with many essential products and services. The key to retail 
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choice in restructured electric markets is access to a translator and service provider: the retail energy 
provider or REP. The REP can manage the intricacies of commodity markets, while expanding consumer 
choices and providing the attributes of electric service that small consumers really care about.  

Small consumers have a great deal of insight about their own preferences for electric service. Small 
consumers are sophisticated retail purchasers. They already understand how they use appliances and 
other devices. They already know what they want out of each appliance or device. In addition, 
residential consumers recognize other features of electric service that may be important. REPs can help 
consumers to better understand what it costs to operate end-use devices in the household. Figure 3-1 
displays fifteen “desired consumer features” and three consumer products.  

Figure 3-1 

 
 

Figure 3-1 is not intended to be definitive. Consumer demand for product and service features is 
evolving as consumers gain experience. REPs are responding to consumer demand in the marketplace. 
Three consumer products appear as blue trapezoids. These represent hypothetical combinations of 
desired consumer features, each bundled into a branded product.  

• Stable-priced wind power acquired at church. A consumer may sign up through the church 
(affinity marketing) for a fixed-price product for 12-months (stable pricing) that guarantees use 
100% wind energy (green power). These features—affinity marketing, price stability and green 
power—may require paying a premium above the lowest-cost options. 

• Rooftop solar financing and sale. An upscale customer, concerned with the environment and 
interested in new technologies, may select a solar-on-the-roof option, and receive financing and 
a guaranteed price for buying and selling power. 
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• Prepaid time-of-use power. A customer who is willing to shift energy use to Saturdays (e.g., free 
power for dishwashing, clothes washing, clothes drying, vacuuming, et.), and interested in the 
convenience and control of prepayment, may select a fixed-price, 24-month, prepaid energy 
contract.  

All three products would include premiums to cover the cost of added services. Depending on how 
consumers value those services, these premiums may or may not make sense. It would depend on their 
individual preferences. 

There is a growing recognition that residential consumers in restructured states are paying closer 
attention to electric service. In Texas, where they are required to select a provider and a type of 
contract, they must assume greater responsibility for their actions. When electric bills are higher than 
they would like, they look to their usage and to the competitive market to reduce cost. Rather than let 
the regulator tell them what package of services they should take, consumers are investigating their 
options and taking responsibility. 

Policy makers should place much more confidence in the decision-making capabilities of small retail 
consumers. A well structured retail electric market will emphasize individual consumer choice, individual 
responsibility, and the ability of residential customer to make intelligent choices. Public policies should 
facilitate increased product differentiation, technological innovation and the development of new retail 
energy services. 

Residential Choices Available Today 
A variety of electric service choices is available to residential consumers in North America. This section 
groups those choices, and presents information about their availability in various states and provinces. 
As with any organizing principle, this is not an exact science, and it is subject to different points of view. 
Offerings are multi-featured and multi-faceted, so there will always be some overlap between different 
offerings. An offering that appears in one table could also be represented in a second table.  

In many retail markets, the pricing option refers to the commodity portion of electric service which 
appears as a line item on the bill, calculated as cents per kWh. In Texas, retail electric providers bill for 
electric service, and the pricing option refers to the total cost of electric service, generally on a 
commodity basis, calculated as cents per kWh. 

The following five tables present the currently-available products and services by jurisdiction. The 
groups relate to 1) price risk, 2) resource type, 3) time-of-use, 4) billing and payment and 5) technology. 

• Table 3-2: Retail Electricity Price Risk: Present a range of pricing options that expose residential 
customers to different levels of retail electric price risk and volatility. 

• Table 3-3: Retail Electricity Resource Choices: Present the options that make distinctions among 
the various types of resources that are used to generate electricity. 

• Table 3-4: Retail Electricity Time-of-Use Choices: Presents the options that have time-
differentiated pricing. 

• Table 3-5: Retail Electricity Billing and Payment Options: Presents the options with distinct 
billing and payment processes. 

• Table 3-6: Retail Electricity Technology Options: Presents the options that provide technologies 
or technology-related features that alter the relationship between consumer and REP. 
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The tables do not attempt to characterize or record services that are available though default service 
(standard service, the standard offer, standard offer supply, basic generation service, regulated rate 
option, etc.). We exclude default service or other regulated or mandated offers because these are not 
competitive options. See Chapter 6, Policies, Best Practices and Recommendations, for a discussion of 
default service. 

Tables 3-2 to 3-6 use the following symbols to indicate whether an offering is available: 

• Wide availability: “” 

• Limited availability: “” 

• Uncertain availability: “U” 

• Not available: “blank” 

The distinction between wide availability (offered by many REPs) and limited availability (offered by 
just one REP, or geographically limited) requires judgment. (If these classifications do not seem 
appropriate, please contact the author.) Uncertain availability means that the offer’s availability is 
unclear, usually because several states and provinces do not have a very transparent retail marketplace. 
For example, several jurisdictions have not established a website to encourages consumer shopping and 
price transparency. As a result, consumers are left to respond to telephone calls or door-to-door 
solicitations, or they must make several telephone calls to engage in price and feature discovery. Blanks 
indicate offers that are not yet available in a state or province. Blank columns for the states of California 
and Michigan indicate an inactive residential market. 

Retail Electricity Price Risk 
Consider two residential consumers, one of whom (“A”) is price-risk averse, and the other of whom (“B”) 
may be characterized as a price-risk manager. Consumer A is likely to prefer fixed-price contracts. She 
feels comfortable knowing the price and taking responsibility for her usage. Consumer B, on the other 
hand, is willing to accept price changes, and can manage risk by switching REPs. He is comfortable 
monitoring markets and switching more frequently and does not want to be locked into a fixed-price 
contract. Prices may change monthly, or even during a month. The following box contrasts two 
perspectives from along the continuum of tradeoffs relating to price volatility and price stability. 
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Table 3-2, Retail Electricity Price Risk, displays the competitive products and services that allow 
residential consumers to manage retail electricity price risk. These offerings satisfy a range residential 
customers’ needs and desires with respect to controlling their level of exposure to retail electric price 
risk and volatility.  

Table 3-2 is not intended to display what is already available to residential consumers through regulated 
default service or through community aggregation. Default service (standard service, the standard offer, 
standard offer supply, basic generation service, regulated rate option, etc.) is a regulated service, not a 
service that emerged in the marketplace. It is the policy of many states to maintain default service as an 
additional choice (“a choice not to choose”); however, the evidence shows that the number of choices 
increases after price regulation is phased out. Community aggregation makes a contract for supply 
available to its citizens. Individuals do not select the terms of the arrangement (they do not choose), so 
community aggregation is not represented in these tables. In summary, most consumers are not making 
choices if they remain with default service or community aggregation. They are permitting government 
agents to made decisions on their behalf. 

Almost all residential offers are priced on a cents per kWh basis which appears as a line item on the 
electric bill. REPs which have the freedom to price and bill as they see fit, may decide to include a fixed 
monthly customer charge, and/or they may offer a tiered or block structure. (This report does not 
address these customer charges or tiers/blocks but it may do so in the future years.) 

  

Figure 3-2: Classic Consumer Price-Risk Tradeoff 

1. Behavior of a Consumer Who is Risk-Averse (Consumer “A”) 

• Selects a fixed-price contract at 10 cents/kWh for two years; Takes price certainty and manages energy usage 

• What is the result? After two years, the total of 24 bills + conservation investments on the consumer’s premises + 
time spent to manage costs - savings of reduced usage + intangibles = consumer’s total cost 

2. Behavior of a Consumer Who is a Price-Risk Manager (Consumer “B”) 

• Selects an 8 cents/kWh with month-to-month contract; Accepts price risk and manages energy contracting 

• What is the result? After two years, the total of 24 bills + time to monitor market prices + time to switch 
providers/offers + time to manage contracts + intangibles = consumer’s total cost 

Conclusion 

• Comparing 8 cent electricity with 10 cent electricity is not a trivial task, and the lowest cost depends on the 
buyer’s preferences and other factors 

• Consumers are exceptionally well informed about their own tolerance for risk, the value of their own leisure time 
and their own discount rate for assessing the return on an investment 

• Consumers’ choices regarding energy contract length promotes economic efficiency by aligning the retail energy 
provider’s resource mix and management expertise with the consumers’ preferences 

• Consumer A may become more energy efficient with time. Consumer B may become a more efficient contract 
manager with time 
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Table 3-2 

Retail Electricity Price Risk 

Residential Pricing Choices AB CA CT DE DC IL ME MD MA MI NH NJ NY OH ON PA RI TX 

Indexed to Electric Market                   

Indexed to Another Product                   

Variable Monthly            U      U  

Fixed 3 to 12 months           U      U  

Fixed 14 to 24 Months                   

Fixed 36 to 60 Months                   

Fixed Monthly Payment                   

Key:   Wide availability ;  Limited availability ;  Uncertain availability - U;  Not available - blank 

 

Indexed prices are based on a publicly-available index. Here we distinguish the pass-through of the 
wholesale power market (a 15-, 10-, 5- or 1-minute settled price) from other types of indexed prices 
(those based on the price of natural gas, for example). 

The variable monthly pricing refers to pricing that changes monthly or within a month, but it is fixed for 
all kWh sales during those days and weeks.  

Fixed pricing refers to fixed cents per kWh for a specified term, sometimes with a penalty for breaking 
the contract term, and generally with the a pass-through of price changes that are the result of a 
regulatory decision beyond the control of the supplier. 

Fixed monthly payment is an exception to the traditional “cents per kWh” pricing approach. That is, 
there is no commodity price because the customer is paying for unknown future use, and the supplier is 
assuming price- and volume risk. The seller assumes responsibility for all changes in the customers’ 
monthly usage. Fixed Monthly Payment does not refer to “budget billing” or “level payments” as these 
terms have been used by regulated utilities. It means a 12 monthly fixed payment with no true up.  

Innovative Offers: Retail Electricity Price Risk 

• Alberta: Peace Power offers a “Floating Rate Plan” that is directly indexed to the cost of 
electricity sold by the generators in the Alberta Power Pool. The spot market is volatile and 
changes hourly. Peace Power adds a one cent per kWh margin. 
https://www.peacepower.ca/floatingrate.html  

• Texas: Reliant Energy offers a “Predictable 12 Plan” with flat electricity costs. The plan keeps 
electricity costs the same every month for 12 months. Customers have protection from seasonal 
bill spikes plus 24/7 customer service and support, online or by phone. 
https://www.reliant.com/en/public/predictable-12-plan.jsp 

https://www.peacepower.ca/floatingrate.html
https://www.reliant.com/en/public/predictable-12-plan.jsp
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• Texas: TXU Energy offers “MarketEdge,” an indexed product, with a price that follow the price of 
natural gas each month. https://www.txupartners.com/marketedge/  

Retail Electricity Resource Choices 
Table 3-3, Retail Electricity Resource Choices, displays the competitive products and services that allow 
residential consumers to make retail electricity resource choices; that is, to select among various fuels or 
type of generation. In general, this refers to selecting green/renewable energy power and the purchase 
of renewable energy credits. In theory, this could also include distinctions for other fuels—coal, natural 
gas, or uranium—but these markets have not yet developed. 

Table 3-3 

Retail Electricity Resource Choices 

Residential Resource Choices AB CA CT DE DC IL ME MD MA MI NH NJ NY OH ON PA RI TX 

Renewable > Grid Mix           U      U  

100% Renewable                   

Solar > Grid Mix                   

Distributed Solar                   

Key:   Wide availability ;  Limited availability ;  Uncertain availability - U;  Not available - blank 

 

Renewable energy generation greater than the grid mix means renewable energy credits purchased to 
guarantee a percentage of renewable energy between the average grid level, but less than 100%. Solar 
greater than the grid mix refers to any level of solar power that exceeds the average on the grid.  

Table 3-3 is not intended to display what is available to residential consumers through community 
aggregation (e.g., community solar projects). “Distributed solar” is not intended to display which 
jurisdictions have distributed solar power on a stand-alone basis. (All jurisdictions have this option on a 
stand-alone basis.) This table indicates the locations where distributed solar has been integrated into a 
competitive offer in the retail electric market. The competitive service offering would enable the 
installation and operation of distributed solar (financing, contracting, installation, energy buyback, 
maintenance, etc.). 

Innovative Offers: Retail Electricity Resource Choices 

• Texas: Green Mountain Energy offers a Renewable Rewards® Buy-Back Program: qualifying 
renewable energy generation facilities receive credit for the excess energy they produce. 

• Texas: Reliant Energy offers a Solar Sell Back plan for consumers with solar power production 
https://www.reliant.com/en/residential/my-reliant/save-energy/smart-energy-solutions/smart-
plans/solar-sell-back.jsp  

https://www.txupartners.com/marketedge/
http://www.greenmountain.com/solar
https://www.reliant.com/en/residential/my-reliant/save-energy/smart-energy-solutions/smart-plans/solar-sell-back.jsp
https://www.reliant.com/en/residential/my-reliant/save-energy/smart-energy-solutions/smart-plans/solar-sell-back.jsp
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• Texas: TXU Energy markets a residential Solar Leasing Program that includes full service system 
design, financing, equipment, installation, insurance, monitoring, warranty and guaranteed solar 
power production. 

• Pennsylvania: NRG Home offers a renewable plan with solar products, including a solar 
recharger, personal solar panel, solar flashlight and solar rechargeable speakers. 

Retail Electricity Time-of-Use Choices  
Table 3-4, Retail Electricity Time-of-Use Choices, displays the competitive products and services that 
allow residential consumers to receive time-differentiated electricity prices. The table is not intended to 
display what is available to residential consumers through a default service rate, a mandatory tariff, 
regulated utility service or community aggregation.  

Time-of-use pricing refers to pricing that varies by day and/or by the hours within a day, and generally  
set in advance at a fixed and known price. 

Table 3-4 

Retail Electricity Time-of-Use Choices 

Residential TOU Choices AB CA CT DE DC IL ME MD MA MI NH NJ NY OH ON PA RI TX 

Daily On & Off Peak Pricing       U            

Hourly Pricing                   

Day-of-the-Week Pricing                   

Peak Time Rebates                   

Key:   Wide availability ;  Limited availability ;  Uncertain availability - U;  Not available – blank 

 

Daily on- and off-peak pricing refers to prices that are fixed and known but which are different at 
different times of the day. For example, with “Free Nights,” one price is charged for usage from morning 
until the evening, and another price (free) is assigned to usage from evening until morning. 

Hourly pricing refer to 24 fixed and known hourly prices per day, provided in advance of each day. (This 
can be contrasted with “indexed to electric market” prices that are not known in advance.)  

Day-of-the-week pricing refers to a fixed and known price that is different on different days of the week. 
For example, the markets offer “free Saturdays,” “free Sundays,” “free weekends” and “free any day.” 
As of September 2014, enrollment in time-of-use options had reached 290,000 customers in Texas.27 

Peak-time rebate refer to incentive payments for curtailment at the request of the provider, typically in 
response to high market prices or system events. The amount of the payment could be known in 
advance or not known in advance but  based on a market index. 
                                                           
27 Wattles, P. (2015), Retail Smart Grid Trends. Presented by ERCOT at the UT Energy Week on the panel “How 
Smart Grids Enable Consumers.” Austin. 

http://www.txu.com/en/residential/promotions/mass/solar-city-solar-lease.aspx
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Innovative Offers: Retail Electricity Time-of-Use Choices 

• Illinois: MC2 offers Smart Value Power with 2.9 cents per kWh from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. and on 
weekends, and a price of 6.9 cents during peak hours, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
http://www.pluginillinois.org/smartmeter/Offers.aspx 

• Illinois: Integrys offers Smart Energy Cents with 7.16 cents per kWh from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. and 
on weekends, and a price of 8.747 cents during peak hours, 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. http://www.pluginillinois.org/smartmeter/Offers.aspx 

• Pennsylvania: Direct Energy offers Free Power Day or Free Power Nights of Half-off Weekend 
pricing plans to residential customers. 

• Texas: Direct Energy offers Free Power Saturdays 12 with a fixed price for six days of the week 
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/tou-price-protection-plan-
12/msid/62/pid/toupp12  

• Texas: TXU Energy offers TXU Energy Free Mornings & Evenings℠ with one price for usage from 
10:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. and overnight from 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., and free electric service 
each day from 7:00 to 10:00 a.m. and from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. http://free.txu.com/  

Retail Electricity Billing and Payment Options 
Table 3-5, Retail Electricity Billing and Payment Options, displays the competitive products and services 
that allow residential consumers to receive service and pay for electric service in innovative ways.  

For example, a dramatically different billing and payment process is prepay energy. Prepay energy is a 
voluntary bill pay option for consumers to pay ahead. An account is established, and consumers add to 
the account whenever they wish to, and they must work to maintain a positive account balance. 
Accounting is performed daily with an adjustment to the account balance for the prior day’s usage at 
the agreed-to prices.28 

Modern prepayment leverages the capability of advanced metering infrastructure. Customers can be 
quickly disconnected when their account balances reaches zero, and quickly restored to service as soon 
as a small deposit is made to create a positive account balance. Prepay customers generally appreciate 
the convenience, transparency and flexibility of the process, and they appreciate the ability to avoid 
security deposits (as part of service initiation or reconnection) and payment arrangements (to manage 
unexpectedly high monthly bills that could not be paid). 

  

                                                           
28 For example, a prepay customer on a $10 per month customer fee would pay 33 cents each day, regardless of 
usage. If the price per kWh was 10 cents and 15 kWh was consumed in the home yesterday, then the account 
would be deducted $1.83 for yesterday’s usage plus the daily customer fee ((15 x $0.10) + $0.33) = $1.83. Research 
is available through DEFG’s Prepay Energy Working Group and http://defgllc.com/tag/prepaid/. 

http://www.pluginillinois.org/smartmeter/Offers.aspx
http://www.pluginillinois.org/smartmeter/Offers.aspx
http://residential.directenergy.com/EN/Energy/Pennsylvania/Pages/ELE/res-ele-default.aspx
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/tou-price-protection-plan-12/msid/62/pid/toupp12
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/tou-price-protection-plan-12/msid/62/pid/toupp12
http://free.txu.com/
http://defgllc.com/tag/prepaid/
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Table 3-5 

Retail Electricity Billing and Payment Options 

Residential Bill/Pay Options AB CA CT DE DC IL ME MD MA MI NH NJ NY OH ON PA RI TX 

Prepaid Electric Service                   

Bundled Natural Gas & Electric                   

Key:   Wide availability ;  Limited availability ;  Uncertain availability - U;  Not available – blank 

 

Prepaid electric service is a interesting and unique alternative retail billing and payment option. It has 
been offered by electric cooperatives and public power utilities for up to 20 years, and several investor-
owned utilities are conducting pilot programs. Its introduction into the competitive Texas retail market 
meant leveraging the capabilities of advanced meters, a revision to customer protection rules and quite 
rapid adoption by consumers interested in options that do not require security deposits. Consumer 
satisfaction is very high with consumers citing “convenience” and “control” among the benefits. 

Bundled electric and natural gas service represents an interesting efficiency for retailers and consumers. 
Bundled electricity and cable TV service or telephone service are also emerging, but have not been 
displayed. It is expected that additional types of transactions will be developed. 

Innovative Offers: Retail Electricity Billing and Payment Options 

• Texas: Direct Energy offers Power-To-Go℠ prepaid electricity to residential Texans with a new 
payment channel, pay as you wish, and daily text updates. 

• Texas: Direct Energy offers “Power-To-Go Free Power Saturdays” which includes prepaid 
electricity and 24 hours of free electricity each Saturday 
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/power-to-go-free-
sat/msid/62/pid/ptgfreesat  

Retail Electricity Technology Options 
Table 3-6, Retail Electricity Technology Options, displays the competitive products and services that are 
coupled with new technologies and services in order to change the relationship with the REP from just 
electric service, to electric plus value-added services. Examples include advanced thermostats, in-home 
devices and maintenance contracts for check on the home heating, ventilating and air conditioning 
equipment. These involve premise-based technologies and data services to help consumer increase 
comfort, increase energy management and lower costs. 

The technology and value added services may be provided as part of an incentive to encourage the 
customer to sign a contract, or may be priced as a premium product or service or both. This table is 
expected to grow in length as additional products and services are integrated into the retail electric 
service offers. Distributed solar is a technology option, but it is not included here. It is represented in 
Table 3-3, Retail Electricity Resource Choices. 

http://www2.directenergy.com/powertogo/index.aspx
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/power-to-go-free-sat/msid/62/pid/ptgfreesat
https://www.directenergy.com/texas/electricity-plans/power-to-go-free-sat/msid/62/pid/ptgfreesat
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Table 3-6 

Retail Electricity Technology Options 

Residential Technology Options AB CA CT DE DC IL ME MD MA MI NH NJ NY OH ON PA RI TX 

Thermostats                   

HVAC Maintenance                   

Electric Vehicles                   

Key:   Wide availability ;  Limited availability ;  Uncertain availability - U;  Not available – blank 

Innovative Offers: Retail Electricity Technology Options 

• Pennsylvania: Direct Energy offers “Smart HVAC Service” to residential Pennsylvanians to bundle 
electricity with heating and air conditioning tune ups and safety checks 
https://www.directenergy.com/pa  

• Texas: TXU Energy has teamed up with the City of McKinney to Support Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure and installed the first eVgo℠ network charging location. 

• Texas: Direct Energy offers “Comfort and Control 24” which includes a Nest thermostat 
https://www.directenergy.com/nest/texas 

• Green Mountain Energy offers a Pollution Tree™ Electric Vehicle plan for electric vehicle drivers 
https://www.greenmountainenergy.com/for-home/pollution-free-electric-vehicle/. 

• Texas: Champion Energy offers a two year price plan that include free AC tune ups, a $50 rebate 
for a new thermostat and six Major League Baseball tickets 
http://www.championenergyservices.com/residential-energy/rates-and-plans/index.asp  

• TXU Energy offers MyEnergy Dashboard℠ an online tool that helps residential consumers 
examine how and when they use electricity and how to reduce energy consumption. 

https://www.directenergy.com/pa
http://www.txu.com/about/press-releases/2011/20110513-txu-energy-mckinney-support-electric-vehicle-infrastructure.aspx
http://www.txu.com/about/press-releases/2011/20110513-txu-energy-mckinney-support-electric-vehicle-infrastructure.aspx
http://www.txu.com/about/press-releases/2011/20110408-txu-energy-customers-take-charge-at-first-evgo-charging-station.aspx
https://www.directenergy.com/nest/texas
https://www.greenmountainenergy.com/for-home/pollution-free-electric-vehicle/
http://www.championenergyservices.com/residential-energy/rates-and-plans/index.asp
http://www.txu.com/residential/energy-savings-solutions/myenergy-dashboard.aspx
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4. Commercial and Industrial Consumer Findings 
Rising fuel and capital costs in the 1970s brought pressure for the reform of the electric sector. As part 
of a package of energy initiatives, the U.S. federal government passed the Public Utility Regulatory 
Policies Act (PURPA) in 1978. PURPA required state regulatory commissions to examine utility rates, 
planning, cogeneration and small hydroelectric generation. “Qualifying cogenerators” were new sources 
of electricity not owned by electric utilities that met certain standards of efficiency. The central thrust of 
PURPA’s section 210 was to encourage nontraditional production of electricity.29 The Energy Policy Act 
of 1992 (EPAct 1992) enabled greater competition in the provision of generation services by allowing 
independent nonutility power producers to participate in power markets, including greater access to 
transmission services.30 The utility sector experienced fuel price volatility, increased environmental 
regulation, a focus on cost control by customers, new efficiencies in power production, increased use of 
waste fuels and growth in renewable energy investments. 

All of these changes drove C&I customers in the 1980s and 1990s to seek greater freedom of utility 
tariffs. The changes occurred in different ways in each jurisdiction—some with more flexible rate 
designs, some through anti-cogeneration rates, some with economic development tariffs, and some 
using creative interpretations of state law. The 1990s brought additional reforms. Commercial and 
industrial customers began to acquire the ability to negotiate customized energy service solutions and 
contract terms and to demand additional reforms.  

In several states and provinces the key reform was direct retail access of producers to consumers. Large 
C&I consumers were some of the early beneficiaries of retail electricity choice because they were 
already knowledgeable about how to contract for power and the associated services. It should be 
intuitively obvious that a competitive retail electric market is best at satisfying extremely diverse 
consumer needs and preferences. A one-size-fits-all regulatory model does not serve C&I consumers 
very well. Competition is a mainstay of the global economy precisely because competitive suppliers 
respond to consumers who shop. Choosing among a variety of products and suppliers is routine for large 
consumers, and the introduction of retail choice to the electric industry spurred innovation and 
efficiency as businesses rethought electric power as an input to be managed, rather than as a cost with 
prices set by a regulator. 

Commercial and Industrial Customer Participation 
Nineteen jurisdictions in North America allow direct retail access to significant numbers of commercial 
and industrial customers. Table 4-1 displays these jurisdictions and the net switching percent at end of 
2014. Large energy consumers are sophisticated and fully able to manage and sign a contract that best 
suits their operations. The level of participation indicated through these percentages is one measure of 
the level of benefit that is derived by retail choice in these U.S. states and Canadian provinces. 

                                                           
29 Pub. L. 95-617, 92 Stat. 3117 (1978) (codified at 16 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq.). An overview of section 210 of PURPA 
appears in Congressional Research Service, Electricity: A New Regulatory Order? Report prepared for the 
Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives, 102nd Cong., 1st sess., Committee Print 102-
F (June 1991), 162–64. 
30 Pub. L. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2776 (1992). 
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Table 4-1 
Percent of Eligible Commercial & Industrial Loads Taking 

Competitive Electric Service from Non-Incumbent Providers 

Jurisdiction Small* Medium* Large* Total Sales** 

Alberta 71.2% - 96.3% 88.2% 
Illinois  60.2% 83.1% 93.1% 76.4% 
Texas*** 82.5% - 86.8% 76.2% 
Ohio  84.9% - 84.6% 74.4% 
Pennsylvania 75.7% - 95.6% 68.5% 
District of Columbia - 77.5% - 62.3% 
Connecticut 69.3% - 86.9% 57.6% 
Delaware - 81.8% - 55.5% 
New York 67.6% - 83.0% 55.2% 
Massachusetts  45.1% 58.5% 87.9% 54.8% 
Maine 61.1% - 96.1% 53.2% 
Maryland 36.4% 73.0% 94.2% 50.1% 
New Hampshire 40.8% 65.1% 86.3% 47.2% 
New Jersey 53.4% - 86.5% 41.7% 
Rhode Island - - - 33.0% 
California**** 1.5% 16.6% 34.2% 12.9% 
Michigan**** - - - 12.5% 
Ontario - - - NA 
Oregon - - - NA 

* The definitions for small, medium and large vary by jurisdiction. Some include all nonresidential; others distinguish 
between commercial and industrial classifications. The percentages are based on the peak usage of the class of 
customers, or a year of electricity sales or a month of electricity sales. See the appendix for the details. 

**Percent of total jurisdictional sales, including the residential sector. 

*** In Texas, all eligible C&I customers are taking competitive electric service; therefore, 100% of eligible C&I sales is 
competitive. To compare jurisdictions in this table, however, the percents indicate customers that no longer receive 
service from the incumbent REP. In Texas, this includes approximately 80% of C&I customer sales, that is, those within 
ERCOT and within an investor-owned utility’s service territory. 

**** In California and Michigan there is a limit on eligible retail sales. 

 
 

Where available, Table 4-1 displays the new switching percents for C&I customers of various sizes and 
classifications. The total sales column (right) displays the percents based on all eligible customers and 
loads in the jurisdiction, including sales to residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural customers. 

Each jurisdiction uses a different definition for new switching as well as different customer-size 
classifications. As a result, these data are not directly comparable. Switching refers, in general, to 
movement from default service to competitive service. Several jurisdictions distinguish between C&I 
consumers (separated as medium v. large here). Other jurisdictions specify the size threshold between 
small, medium and large. In some instances the size threshold is based on peak usage and in other 
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instances it is based on energy usage. Some data compared usage within month while others presented 
the data for a year. Finally, a few jurisdictions place all nonresidential consumers into one group for 
reporting purposes.  

Not displayed here are the states that offer direct retail access to a limited number of large energy 
consumers, typically those companies what are very important to a state’s economy. Depending on how 
direct access is defined under state law, we could increase the number of jurisdictions offering some 
level of competition to C&I electricity customers. 

Commercial and Industrial ABACCUS Scores and Rankings 
Applying the ABACCUS methodology, Texas is the competitive C&I electricity market leader for the 
eighth consecutive year. The chart in Figure 4-1, the data in Table 4-1, and the map in Figure 4-2 set 
forth the ABACCUS scores and ranks for C&I consumers in eighteen jurisdictions.  

Figure 4-1 

 
Thirteen other jurisdictions—Alberta, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania—have good 
ABACCUS scores and have achieved significant levels of net switching. Table 4-2 sets forth the ABACCUS 
scores for commercial and industrial consumers in eighteen jurisdictions. 
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Table 4-2 
Commercial and Industrial ABACCUS Scores and Rank  

Jurisdiction 2015 
Score 

2015 
Rank 

2014 
Score 

2014 
Rank 

Texas 90 1 90 1 

Illinois 69 2 68 2 

Pennsylvania 69 2 64 4 

Alberta 65 4 65 3 

New York 64 5 63 5 

Maine 62 6 61 6 

Maryland 62 6 61 6 

Connecticut 60 8 60 8 

Ohio 57 9 56 9 

Massachusetts 56 10 55 11 

New Jersey 56 10 56 9 

District of Columbia 53 12 52 12 

New Hampshire 51 13 44 15 

Delaware 48 14 47 14 

Ontario 48 14 44 15 

California 46 16 48 13 

Rhode Island 43 17 35 17 

Michigan  35 18 34 18 

 

There were relatively few changes in scores and rankings between 2014 to 2015.31 Some changes occur 
as new data reflect the percent net switching and number of competitive providers in a jurisdiction. 
Pennsylvania and Alberta switched position in the rankings as Pennsylvania’s score increased. In 
Pennsylvania, the level at which default service is no longer available to consumers decreased in some 
service territories (a positive development), and default pricing service became more reflective of 
market prices (quarterly adjustment; also a positive development). In Ohio there was increased selling 
off of generation assets by utilities (a positive development).  

                                                           
31 Changes of one point could be the result of the “noise” or rounding of decimals that is part of the methodology. 
That is, a slight change in one input—such as new metering percent—may cause a decimal point change in a score, 
and a subsequent rounding up or down in the whole number displayed here. 
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Figure 4-2 
ABACCUS 2015 Commercial and Industrial Customer Scores 

 

Commercial and Industrial Consumer Preferences 
Large consumers must determine how best to manage a variety of inputs into their industrial processes 
and business operations, and electricity is just one of many important and complex issues that they deal 
with every day. Large customers were the first to take advantage of the ability to combine desirable 
services—such as credit terms or energy data analysis—with commodity purchases of electricity. 
Business needs vary, facility configurations vary, and management skills and preferences vary. 

C&I businesses acquire electricity just as they contract for other goods and services, reflecting their risk 
tolerance and taking into account many other issues: their production lines and energy-consuming 
devices, the operating schedule and ability of interrupt certain energy-consuming devices with little 
notice, their corporate sustainability goals, the level of in-house energy management expertise, their 
energy-price risk tolerance, the significant of electricity costs to overall operating costs, the 
characteristics of the industry in which they operate, etc. C&I customer choices include access to 
competitive energy suppliers, access to new technologies, access to wholesale markets and access to 
on-site options such as storage and self-generation.  
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Commercial and industrial consumers in more than a dozen states and provinces have access to 
numerous retail power suppliers who offer options that vary with respect to contract term, price, risk, 
and other factors. There are opportunities for fixed price contracts, prices that vary according to a 
published index, formulas that combine several attributes and prices that vary by quarter-hour (or ten 
minutes or minute) with the wholesale market price. Demand and price-responsive consumers can 
participate in wholesale markets for capacity, energy and ancillary services, including reserve markets. 
Each business consumer can decide whether to take advantage of these market opportunities, or 
whether to reduce their exposure to market price volatility. Their choice depends on their unique 
industrial process or the configurations of their building, their willingness to respond, and the technical 
feasibility of the potential response. Commercial and institutional consumers have seen that building 
management systems are becoming more sophisticated to facilitate more real-time decision making. 
Large commercial and industrial consumers are also able to invest in backup generation, on-site energy 
storage, and end-use load control to participate in power markets, manage usage and lower costs.  

A huge variety of electricity products and services is available to large consumers. Current offerings 
allow C&I consumers to choose among the following: 

• Power contracts to lock in prices over one or several years 

• Power prices indexed to a commodity price that is critical to customer’s operations 

• Prices that change hourly or more frequently so the consumer can assume the price risk if that 
serves its business 

• Customized billing and credit terms 

• Blended products to provide a portfolio of supplies to reduce risk 

• Green power that is backed by production from renewable resources 

• Sustainable energy paths that are low-carbon or carbon-neutral 

• LEED certification by procuring 20% of consumption as green or through the acquisition of 
Renewable Energy Credits, bundled with other energy products  

• Bundled equipment maintenance costs with their electric service 

• Retail supplier-provided services for energy efficiency, and/or energy management devices, 
usage monitoring and optimization of energy use for their production processes 

• Combined heat and power production and contracts for on-site power development 

• Demand response projects; the ability to curtail usage and receive compensation for peak 
capacity, operating reserves and regulation service in organized wholesale markets 

Some options may require the installation of new equipment and may be part of a significant re-
engineering of an industrial process. Management of these cost and revenue streams can be complex. 
Many C&I customers have also installed new equipment on-site to increase power quality and reliability. 
The competitive market allows access to specialized products and services in a timely fashion.  

Here are some of the recent C&I product offerings or changes to existing offerings. 

• ConEdison Solutions offers “energy optimization” that allows C&I customers to benefit from 
shifts in commodity prices by turning their energy management and curtailment programs 
into a revenue stream. 

http://www.conedsolutions.com/LargeBusiness/Home.aspx
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• Constellation Energy offers Virtuwatt™, a load control system allowing  C&I customers to 
participate in DR incentives, take advantage of price responsive offerings, and easily modify 
usage patterns to avoid costs. 

• Constellation Energy offers "Efficiency Made Easy: Innovation in Financing" to business 
customers in the Mid-Atlantic, New York Metro and New England. It includes 3-year fixed 
price electricity agreement and high-impact energy efficiency measures. The consumer 
maintains his current total energy cost over the term of agreement and consumption is 
reduced through efficiency measures financed by Constellation. At end of agreement, 
customer retains 100% of energy efficiency savings. 

• Green Mountain Energy offer on-bill financing to its small business consumers who want to 
install the EnTouch energy management system to measure, monitor and manage building 
energy use. 

• PPL EnergyPlus offers an online billing platform that puts customer hourly load and pricing 
information at the fingertips of its C&I customers. 

• TXU Energy’s MyAccount is a free, fast and convenient web-based service that helps 
business customers understand their electricity consumption patterns and savings 
opportunities. 

http://www.constellation.com/SolutionsForBusiness/WhyConstellation/Pages/VirtuWatt.aspx
http://www.constellation.com/SolutionsForBusiness/WhyConstellation/Pages/VirtuWatt.aspx
http://www.greenmountain.com/entouch/
http://www.pplenergyplus.com/Business/
http://www.txu.com/en/small-business/customer-care/txu-energy-myaccount.aspx
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5. Policy Choices Shaping the Competitive Retail Electric Sector 
This chapter examines topics that are important to the success of competitive retail electric markets. We 
begin with a fundamental feature of seventeen of eighteen restructured retail electric markets: default 
service. The design and implementation of default service is the single most important issue affecting 
the success of retail electricity restructuring. 

Next, we examine municipal aggregation. Six jurisdictions rely on municipal aggregation; three of these 
rely on it to a significant degree. Aggregation of residential and small commercial loads to get a better 
price in the bulk power market appears to lower costs quickly and sometimes quite significantly. We 
explore whether municipal aggregation is in a jurisdiction’s long-term interest. 

The electric industry is abuzz recently with new findings about the cost of distributed renewable energy 
resources, the emergence of new energy storage technologies, the development of microgrids, etc. Of 
particular concern is the impact of distributed energy resources (DER) on regulated utility cost recovery. 
There is discussion of a pending “death spiral.”  

Finally, consumer expectations are changing, and many people—especially young people—have new 
expectations about the new services that ought to accompany utility service. These expectations are 
buoyed by new technologies and new ways of conducting transactions.  

Table 5-1 
Policy Choices Shaping the Competitive Retail Electric Sector 

Topic Summary Contrasting Policy Choices 

Default 
Service 

Default service is a necessary transition 
mechanism to phase in consumer 
choices; sustained use of default service 
may inhibit entry  

• Default service is a transition service mechanism with 
a clear end date 

• Default service is an ongoing need and a choice to 
protect consumers who are not ready to choose 

Aggregation Municipal aggregation quickly brings the 
benefits bulk power competition to 
consumers; it makes individual  choice a 
secondary consideration 

• Individual choice is the primary path to competition 
• Collective action is a good way to lower the quickly 

cost of power to many consumer 

Distributed 
Resources 

Distributed energy resources may strain 
electric distribution utilities’ revenue 
recovery and lead to a “death spiral” 

• Distributed energy resources are one of many new 
services that ought to be facilitated; the unbundling of 
distribution services is necessary to better allocate 
costs and compensate resource providers 

• Net metering subsidies for DER ought to stop; DER is a 
power resource that must pay to use the T&D system; 
utilities must recover past investments 

Consumer 
Expectations 

Consumer expectations are changing as 
a result of consumer access to advanced 
technologies, including communications 
technologies; service providers must 
respond to these expectations 

• Regulations must be proactively updated to facilitate 
service innovation while maintaining customer 
protections 

• Regulations should change in response to problems; 
use caution so that consumer protections are not 
undone 
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Default Service 
Is default service an essential service choice for retail consumers? What is the role of default service in 
the transition to full competition? How does a regulated default service offering impede retail 
competition? 

Residential consumers need time to become educated about making individual choices in a new retail 
electric market. Therefore, many experts in electricity restructuring believe that a standard, basic or 
default service is necessary for a period of time, especially for smaller electricity consumers. Poorly-
designed default service may discourage REPs from entering electricity markets. Default service must 
reflect bulk power market prices and provide energy suppliers with enough “headroom” to compete on 
price and opportunities to provide new services to individuals. 

 

The ABACCUS methodology considers different dimensions of default service: it matters who provides 
default service; it matters how it is procured; it matters whether it is a basic package of services or a 
substitute for services that could be provided through a competitive market; and, most significantly, it 
matters whether or not default service continues to exist. Full credit is not given in the ABACCUS 
methodology until a state completely phases out default service.  

The design and implementation of default service is the most significant single issue affecting the 
success of retail electricity restructuring in the residential sector. If regulators are determined to design 
default service to address all needs of residential consumers, or set prices artificially below cost, or 
bundle risks and spread that risk premium to all consumers, then it is unlikely that energy suppliers will 
enter the market. A poorly-designed default service program can undermine retail competition because 
it attempts to provide the same services that the market should be designed to provide.  

Default service transition in Texas, 2002-06 
Texas is the only jurisdiction in North America that has phased out its residential default service. Default 
service in Texas (the “price-to-beat” or PTB) was provided by the affiliated REP—the company affiliated 
with the incumbent utility. On January 1, 2002, over 5.6 million electricity consumers were moved from 
the regulated electric utility to the affiliated REP. This “switch” represented a change in the status of the 
service—no consumers were switched from the existing provider to a new provider. The price-to-beat 
rates were regulated by the Public Utility Commission of Texas for five years; that is, until December 31, 
2006. After five years, rate regulation was eliminated, and any consumer who had not chosen a new 
provider during that period simply remained with the affiliated REP.  

Provider of last resort service (POLR) is a separate safety-net service for customers whose REP goes out 
of business. Some jurisdictions have combined these services, thus mixing a service that should be 
phased out with a service that is an ongoing and necessary safety-net service. Texas chose to separate 

Summary. The design and implementation of default service is the single most significant 
issue affecting the success of competitive retail electric markets. 

Recommendation. Each jurisdiction must ensure that default service is a transitional 
service, that it meets consumers’ basic needs, and that it closely tracks the cost of power in 
the wholesale power market. Default service is not necessary for large C&I consumers. 
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the two services and to make the important distinction between the service that was needed for the 
transition, and the service that is a safety-net. 

Thirteen years of experience in Texas are displayed in the timeline in Figure 5-1. Prominently displayed is 
the five-year default service transition period, from January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2006. The 
timeline also displays what has occurred in the residential electricity market, partially in response to the 
policies regarding default service. The number of REPs (blue squares) and number of product and service 
offerings in the market (red circles) are displayed. 

Though correlation is not causality, one can observe an uptick in the number of REPs and the number of 
residential offers in anticipation of the end of default service. One can also observe significant growth in 
market participants and products since that time.32 

Figure 5-1 

 

Principles for the phase out of default service 
There are a number of actions that a state can take to reduce the impediments to competitive retail 
markets that are caused by default service. Key among these is the movement of default service to a 
more market-reflective rate in the near term. Short-term prices are more efficient, and allow consumers 
to better respond to price changes. Consumers will become more aware of the market choices. For 
consumers who desire a fixed-price product, energy suppliers will offer such products.  

                                                           
32 For more discussion of the future of default service in restructured electricity markets, see Alberta’s 2012 report 
prepared by the Retail Market Review Committee. 
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Several of the states that allow retail electricity choice have had problems with implementation. In an 
effort to protect consumers, states have set default service rates below costs, and placed restrictions on 
the ability of energy suppliers to make a reasonable profit for the risks they incur. Stated plainly, some 
jurisdictions have designed default service in a way that has discouraged the formation of competitive 
retail electric markets. These states need to raise consumer awareness and education, and encourage 
consumer behavior that is conducive to establishing a system of individual consumer choice.  

With the availability of default service, many consumers are less active in monitoring the market and 
making choices. It takes time for REPs to make the investments necessary to offer services that address 
consumer preferences. 

Each state and province ought to adopt the following principles with respect to default service: 

• Default service is a transitional service with a clear beginning, middle and end 

• Default service is not necessary for large C&I consumers 

• Default service ought to be easy for residential consumers to understand 

• Default service ought to meet only the residential consumer’s basic needs 

• Default service should closely track the cost of power in the wholesale power market but 
allow “headroom” for non-incumbent providers to compete 

• Default service auctions should not bid out the entire load at one time because multiple, 
short-term auctions may be more effective 

The role of the electric distribution utility is significant. It is also worth noting that responsibility for 
providing default service could be placed on the electric distribution utility, or that responsibility could 
be transferred to a competitive REP. If you want small consumers to understand that the electricity 
market has been restructured, and that responsibilities have changed, then it is important that the 
market structure reflect the new roles.  

Texas took a deliberate approach to electric distribution utility regulation. In 1998-1999, the PUCT 
conducted a rulemaking proceeding to define what customer services should be competitively provided 
and what services should continue to be provided by the electric distribution utility. The PUCT defined 
“competitive energy service” as comprising “customer energy services business activities that are 
capable of being provided on a competitive basis in the retail market.”33 These included many services.34 
The PUCT determined that an “electric utility shall not provide competitive energy services.35  

Default service ought to be designed as a transitional service that meets a residential consumer’s basic 
needs while consumers gain knowledge of, and confidence in, the individual choices available in the 
market. Poorly-designed default service discourages energy suppliers from entering electricity markets.  

                                                           
33 PUCT Substantive Rule §25.223, Unbundling of Energy Service, last updated 6/14/1999. 
34 PUCT Substantive Rule §25.341, Definitions (Subchapter on Unbundling and Market Power), last updated 
10/09/2003. 
35 PUCT Substantive Rule §25.343, Competitive Energy Services, last updated 7/11/2005. See subsection (c), 
Competitive energy service separation. 
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Municipal Aggregation of Retail Electricity Consumers 
What are the benefits of group buying? How is municipal aggregation different from individual choice? 
What is the difference between “opt in” and “opt out” aggregation? 

Municipal or community aggregation, in its various forms, is intended to bring the benefits of bulk 
power market competition to small, retail consumers. Ohio, California, Illinois, Massachusetts and a few 
other jurisdictions have authorized municipal aggregation.  

Municipal aggregation is consistent with a goal of providing the electric commodity at a reasonable cost 
to residential consumers. Municipal aggregation tends to favor standard or “plain vanilla” electric 
service; that is, the purchase of the electric commodity at a reasonable price. Many people are 
comfortable treating electric service as merely the purchase of the electric commodity, and they like 
municipal aggregation. 

 

Municipal aggregation does not, however, promote individual choice of electric provider, differentiation 
of retail services and products, innovation, or technological change at the small consumer or retail level. 
Opt-out municipal aggregation tends to maintain the status quo with respect to individual consumer 
awareness, education and choice. That is, municipal aggregation does not require consumers to increase 
their education and make individual choices. 

If individual choice, product/service differentiation, innovation and technological change are desired, 
then jurisdictions which authorize and promote aggregation programs—especially the opt out form—
ought to treat aggregation as a transitional mechanism. These jurisdictions should develop and 
implement policies that cultivate, encourage and support individual consumer choice.  

Jurisdictions that permit municipal aggregation with the “opt-in” provision are more likely to achieve 
consumer understanding of the option and its limitations. 

Municipal aggregation and individual consumer preferences 
Municipal aggregation is a process whereby one entity purchases or contracts for power on behalf of a 
group of consumers. Some states have authorized “community choice” or municipal aggregation as a 
way to introduce citizens to the benefits of restructured electricity markets, without any need for 
individuals to make a choice of retail energy provider or to select a retail energy product. In some 
programs, individuals must make an affirmative decision to leave the pool of citizens (they must take 
action to “opt out”). Opt-out aggregation, if properly structured and consistent with existing market 
structures, can extend a dimension of bulk power competition into restructured electricity markets, 
especially where competition is just beginning and consumers have not already made individual choices. 

Summary. People readily understand the concept of “buying groups,” and municipal 
aggregation is an effective way for consumers to quickly obtain reductions in power costs. 

Recommendation. Municipal aggregation risks becoming an end point, effectively ending 
reform before individual choice has a chance to develop. Municipal aggregation requires 
“opt in” to raise awareness and encourage customer action. 
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Different stakeholders view opt-out aggregation differently, and these differences parallel their views 
regarding the goals of electricity restructuring. If you believe the goal of electricity restructuring is to 
maximize switching away from the default service provider, while managing electric service costs, then 
you may prefer municipal aggregation. To achieve this, a few informed people (perhaps elected officials 
and their expert consultants) can decide what is best for the population (the citizens of the town). 
Municipal aggregation allows a local governmental unit to act on behalf of many people, and it permits 
an averaging of the risks and rewards associated with purchasing the commodity across all citizens.  

Aggregation treats consumers as if the elected officials already know what consumers want—typically, a 
plain-vanilla product of price-risk-managed, reliable, electric power. This is a one-size-fits-all approach. 
In that sense, aggregation can be viewed as similar to traditional electric distribution utility regulation 
and to regulated default service. Aggregation conducted by elected local officials gives consumers 
confidence that the local elected officials—who they may know and trust—are acting in their best 
interest to try to secure power. If individual consumers are not involved in the decision making, 
however, they may not buy into the results. If commodity costs change, consumers may become 
concerned that they were locked into a contract for power that they did not select. 

The outcomes of municipal aggregation may therefore depend on timing and luck. Consumers will 
graciously accept locking in a price that looks good in hindsight. Consumers are fickle, however, and will 
be critical of contracts and decisions that turn out to be ill-advised. 

Some stakeholders believe that the goal of electricity restructuring is to enable individual choices. 
Consumers who make choices are engaged and buy into (i.e., are responsible for) their own decisions. 
Further, decisions by individuals align a consumer with personalized or customized contracts for power 
and services. This perspective holds that entrepreneurship will more quickly apply new technologies and 
innovative products and services to meet individual consumer needs. The resulting bundles of products 
and services may include services not directly related to electric service.  

Although many people in North America are accustomed to purchasing the electric commodity, they are 
starting to exhibit new behaviors and preferences. The individual choice perspective may make more 
sense over the long term. Services may change and future bundles of popular services cannot be known 
today. The individual choice perspective recognizes that new market segments may arise and new 
technologies may dramatically alter the way that electricity is consumed, stored or manipulated. 
Advocates of this perspective point to the rapid and quite dramatic changes in the telecommunications 
industry as an example of what is possible in the electric industry. They also tend to see opt-out 
aggregation as reducing consumer choice, and reducing the level of competition in the market. 

State experiences with municipal aggregation 
California. Assembly Bill 117 enables local governments to develop opt-out community choice 
aggregation programs to “offer procurement service to electric customers within their political 
boundaries.” The CPUC has finalized procedures for informing customers about the programs and how 
to “opt-out” of service from the programs. One electric distribution utility has been aggressive in its 
efforts to retain customers (i.e., encourage consumers to opt-out). In a recent proceeding, the CPUC 
clarified that that utilities which engage in commercial speech that is untrue or misleading may be liable 
for penalties and subject to a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction in a complaint 
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before the CPUC. Further, the CPUC prohibited utilities from offering alternative opt-out mechanisms 
from those identified in the community-specific information provided by the aggregator.36 

Ohio. Ohio’s electric restructuring law allows communities to aggregate their loads when they negotiate 
electricity prices. Under aggregation, residents receive a postcard in the mail notifying them of their new 
electricity provider. Those who choose to “opt out” and continue buying power from their current 
supplier have 21 days to act. Between 2001 and 2005, residential consumer participation rose to nearly 
900,000 in aggregation programs. Later, participation fell to about 200,000 and by 2006 nearly all 
consumers were back on default service. Between 2008 and June 2010, the number of aggregated 
residential consumers rose from 202,000 to 910,000. Approximately 71 percent of the state’s switching 
residential consumers were in an aggregation program as of September 2013. 

Illinois. Public Act 96-0176 amended the Illinois Power Agency Act effective January 1, 2010 to allow 
municipalities and counties to aggregate electrical load. Municipal corporate authorities and county 
boards can adopt an ordinance to aggregate residential and small commercial electrical loads and solicit 
bids for the sale and purchase of electricity. A referendum is required to determine whether or not the 
aggregation shall be an opt-out program. Between 2011 and 2014, more than 720 communities 
implemented aggregation programs in the ComEd and Ameren Illinois service areas. Staff of the Illinois 
Commerce Commission estimate that as of May 2014, about 74% of the switching reported for 
residential consumers in Illinois is due to aggregation. Starting in 2014, some communities decided not 
to renew expiring aggregation contracts, and as of May 2015, the number of active aggregation 
communities is approximately 600.  

Massachusetts. Community aggregation on Cape Cod (eastern MA) has operated since 1997 with the 
Cape Light Compact serving 200,000 customers. Customers who do not wish to participate can opt out 
of the aggregation program. As of October, 2014, Massachusetts has 19 approved municipal 
aggregations which include 39 municipalities. In addition, 35 municipalities are currently seeking 
approval of their respective municipal aggregation plans.37 

Understanding the differences between “opt in” and “opt out” aggregation 
Rules matter. One of the decisions that must be made when authorizing a municipal aggregation 
program is how to determine whether individuals are part of the program when it is initiated. At first 
people may ask, “Why does that matter? As long as people have a choice, why does the starting point 
matter?” For better or worse, our experience with human behavior has taught us that the starting point 
does matter. 

If you require people to affirmatively “opt out” of aggregation, then a relatively small number of 
consumers will tend to leave the program when it is announced, even if such opportunities to leave are 
not restrictive. Likewise, if you require people to affirmatively “opt in” to aggregation, then fewer 
consumers will tend to join the program, even if the opportunities to join are not restrictive. 

A low rate of “opting out” could be due to a low level of consumer awareness of the process, or a high 
level of satisfaction with aggregation programs, or to difficult and restrictive rules, or some other factor 
entirely, or a mix of several factors. For example, an “opt out” opportunity that is limited to a short “opt-

                                                           
36 CPUC Decision 10-05-050, Rulemaking 03-10-003, Decision modifying the Decision 05-12-041 to clarify the 
permissible extent of utility marketing with regard to community choice aggregation programs, May 20, 2010. 
Available online: http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/118462.pdf. 
37 LEAN Energy US (Local Energy Aggregation Network). http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/ 

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/118462.pdf
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out window” could be successful in retaining most people in the pool of consumers. If that is the goal, 
then policy makers would want to make sure that “opting out” is difficult. However, that approach 
seems inconsistent with a goal of customer choice.  In contrast, an “opt-in” program would tend to have 
more informed people in the pool who have bought into, and taken responsibility for, the process. 

In certain situations, a requirement for a consumer to “opt out” of a transaction is considered “negative 
option” marketing. Early book-of-the-month clubs and record clubs were pioneers in these transactions. 
The consumer must decline specific products or services to avoid new transactions. This is now illegal in 
some states. Negative option marketing has received Federal Trade Commission scrutiny, including 
recent actions to protect consumers and rein in aggressive marketers. 

There are observed differences in “opt-in” and “opt-out” behavior. For example, there is experience in 
the medical profession with different jurisdictions and very different rules regarding organ donations. 
Some countries allow people to “opt in” to organ donations, while others assume that every citizen is a 
potential organ donor unless they “opt out.” The results of the two starting points are dramatically 
different. Authors Johnson and Goldstein refer to the “no-action default” as the starting point for organ 
donor consent. 

The well-documented shortage of donated organs suggests that greater effort should be 
made to increase the number of individuals who decide to become potential donors. We 
examine the role of one factor: the no-action default for agreement. … We then describe 
research that shows that presumed consent increases agreement to be a donor, and 
compare countries with opt-in (explicit consent) and opt-out (presumed consent) 
defaults. Our analysis shows that opt-in countries have much higher rates of apparent 
agreement with donation, and a statistically significant higher rate of donations, even 
with appropriate statistical controls.38 

Johnson and Goldstein also observe that: (1) “almost every public policy has a no-action default, and the 
wise selection of defaults entails a balance between these costs,” (2) “the idea that preferences are 
constructed provides an important alternative to views that incentives are required to increase the rate 
of donation” and (3) “there is another cost … and that is the cost of making a decision. … Defaults not 
only make a difference in what is chosen, they can also make decisions easier.” 39  

It matters whether an aggregation program is “opt in” or “opt out.” If policy makers want maximum 
participation, then setting the “no-action default” as “opt out” will likely result in larger aggregation 
programs. However, like the regulated electric distribution utility service, consumers will not be as 
“bought into” the process and may continue to lack the education necessary to make individual choices 
of energy suppliers or retail products in the marketplace, which hinders the long-term development of 
the retail market. 

Municipal aggregation, choice and innovation 
Almost every stakeholder agrees that consumer awareness and education are a necessary part of 
electric restructuring. Local governments may feel they are in a unique position to raise consumer 
awareness regarding electricity choice. Aggregation is one way to make people aware of an alternative 
means of securing electricity. People readily understand the idea of “buying groups,” and municipal 

                                                           
38 Johnson, Eric J. and Daniel G. Goldstein, “Defaults and Donation Decisions,” Transplantation, December 2004, 
78(12), pp 1713-1716.  
39 Id. p. 1716.  
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aggregation is an effective way for consumers to quickly obtain the benefits of bulk power markets to 
ponder the benefits of a competitive market. 

Those who oppose opt-out municipal aggregation believe that individuals ought to make choices. They 
view awareness and education as a process whereby consumers become aware of market changes 
which allows individual consumers to select among many competing products and services. They see 
opportunity in the development of customized products and services. Further, they typically believe that 
well-developed retail electricity markets do not need aggregation programs if default service has been 
properly designed and implemented. If default service is a transition service, and is phased out, 
consumers will pay attention to their choices. Municipal aggregation risks becoming an end point in 
electric market transformation—effectively giving up on choice before it has a chance to develop—and 
stifling a fully competitive market.  

Aggregation perpetuates the notion that electricity is a commodity, and that innovation, technological 
change, creativity, brand development and entrepreneurship are not important. Those who advocate 
for individual consumer choice feel that the electric commodity is just one input into an array of electric 
services, and that the act of choosing is important.  

Distributed Resources 
A great deal was written in 2013 and 2014 about technological change in the electric industry out at the 
ends of the distribution system. Distributed energy resources or distributed generation are expected to 
challenge the traditional utility business model. The term “death spiral” made a comeback in 2013, with 
pundits predicting—as they did in the 1980s—the demise of electric utilities as we know them. “Death 
spiral” is an inflammatory term of art used in the 1980s as cogeneration technologies and transmission 
access policies were in the headlines, and electric utilities worried about the impact of industrial self-
generation on revenue recovery of sunk costs. People argued—both then and now—that generating 
units on the customer premises (industrial cogeneration in the 1980s; renewable distributed energy 
generation now) would reduce the retail sales of the electric commodity, that there would be significant 
revenue losses to electric utilities, that the revenue losses from one group of customers would have to 
be made up by another group of customers. They envisioned numerous rate cases, rising rates, and a 
consequence that the higher electric rates would result in even more consumers installing generating 
units on their premises. In other words, it was predicted that higher rates would exacerbate the loss of 
revenues as more customers sought alternatives to the utility, and, ultimately, that utility rate increases 
would lead to a downward spiral of demand and the end of the traditional utility business model.  

 

Summary. Concerns over utility revenue losses associated with distributed energy 
resources reveals an outdated, commodity-centric business mentality. Unbundled electric 
distribution utilities will not experience a “death spiral” if they focus on core competencies. 

Recommendation. Facilitate distributed energy resources by unbundling distribution 
services to better allocate costs and compensate resource providers. New businesses will 
serve expanding consumer preferences and capture the revenue growth, even as individual 
consumers use less of the commodity. 
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We have heard this story before. This line of argument was rampant in the 1980s as utilities built power 
plants to serve load growth projections that did not materialize. Some industrial customers built highly-
efficient, on-site cogeneration units that resulted in reduced sales to the industrial sector. Utility 
forecasts of future load during that period were consistently biased upward as they misread 
technological change, industrial customer preferences for efficiency and cost control, and changes in 
usage of the commodity. 

Figure 5-2 
Electric Industry “Death Spiral” 

 
 

If distributed generation were not problem enough, pundits now also claim that there are greater and 
greater impacts from energy efficiency and the conservation of resources. Customer behavior is 
recognized as significant, and there is a growing recognition of the behavioral sciences to explain a loss 
of load growth. (These observations about residential consumers are relatively new. In the 1980s there 
were a lot of people claiming that conservation programs and federal appliance standards were a waste 
of time and money, and that the impact of energy efficiency programs and efficiency standards was 
negligible. With decades of positive experience, attitudes are changing.) 

There are increased references in the literature to DOE charts that display a relationship between 
energy and economic growth. (See Figure 5-3.) For example, in May 2014 the Energy Information 
Administration noted that “U.S. economy and electricity demand growth are linked, but relationship is 
changing” and included the following chart to help explain the relationship. The factors affecting the 
relationship between electricity use and the economy include, according to the DOE, “slowing 
population growth, market saturation of major electricity-using appliances, improving efficiency of 
several equipment and appliance types in response to standards and technological change, and a shift in 
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the economy toward less energy intensive industry.”40 (These issues and impacts are not new, but 
widespread acceptance of these relationships is relatively new.) 

Figure 5-3 

 
 

The long-term outlook is that gross domestic product will grow at more than twice the rate as electricity 
consumption. (It must be stressed that these long-term relationships are different from the short-term 
connection between electricity use and economic output. That short-term relationship is quite strong 
and highly correlated.) 

Structural changes in the American economy—e.g., a move away from manufacturing that began in the 
1970s and a growth in the service sector—may be changing again. Manufacturing is on the rise, and 
there is increased automation in many industries. The “shift in the economy toward less energy 
intensive industry” may be shifting once again. 

Others take a more pessimistic view of electric sales growth, citing energy efficiency programs and 
investments, including behavior energy efficiency programs and new rate structures that send more 
accurate price signals. Better pricing leads to better awareness and more efficient behavior. Advances in 
small-scale generation technologies, storage technologies and advanced controls are also cited as 
reasons why some utilities may see declining sales in coming years, even as their local economies 
recover and grow. 

The ABACCUS report is not focused on the fate of electric utilities or changes in utility regulations that 
may be appropriate to address changing patterns of revenue recovery for regulated industries. 
However, the speculations and predictions of 2013 and 2014 have relevance to all retail energy 
providers who view their role as primarily a reseller of the commodity. REPs may face similar pressures if 
they maintain a strictly commodity focus. REPs do not rely on a state regulator to ensure the recovery of 
so-called “revenue losses,” since it is the market that provides discipline to the behavior of market 
participants. 

                                                           
40 “U.S. economy and electricity demand growth are linked, but relationship is changing,” USDOE Energy 
Information Administration, May 13, 2013. Available: http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491. 

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491
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The pressures on the traditional methods of reselling the commodity are likely to continue, but it is 
difficult to accept “doom and gloom” forecasts. The drivers of energy efficiency, increased consumer 
choice, increased consumer access to information, and new technologies all seem to fit well into a 
market-oriented, consumer-focused paradigm. Electric vehicles are an example of the electrification 
that may increase the long-term sales projections for the industry. Market penetration projections for 
electric vehicles are imprecise. It is unclear what the load shapes of electric vehicle recharging will look 
like, and whether people who buy electric vehicles will be interested in low-cost power or power that 
satisfies a preference for environmentally-benign resources. 

For the REP with a business model that focuses on the resale of the commodity, these are cautionary 
observations. Electricity consumption may not grow as it has in the past. Your customers may use less 
electricity over time, even as incomes grow because their building and appliances may become more 
efficient. 

However, the REPs with a business model that focuses on consumer value, there is relatively little 
reason for concern. Consumer desires are growing, and the satisfaction of consumer preferences will 
result in a revenue growth, even as individual consumers use less of the commodity. Consumers pay for 
desirable services, and the market will reward companies that satisfy consumer needs. Whether those 
companies grow from within the electric sector, or come from outside the electric sector, is not known 
at this time. 

Consumer Technologies and Consumer Expectations 
The expansion of consumer technologies is changing the expectations of consumers as they interact 
with businesses. As expectations rise, consumers will begin to ask the electric industry to perform like 
other industries. For example, many utilities have customer-facing initiatives underway for self-service 
because customer prefer web-based options and because it can reduce costs. There are new 
expectations with regard to e-channels and offerings, mobile applications and website development.  

What will be the utility’s or REP’s digital platform that will bring together these channels and offerings to 
create a consistent customer experience? What functionality and integration will be required to serve 
multiple customer devices and accounts? Utilities and REPs will need to combine expertise in 
information technology and customer operations to support the new platform. Consumer expectations 
can be addressed through regulatory reforms or ignored. Either way, there are implications for 
competitive electric markets. 

 

Regulators will need to change rules that allow utilities and REPs to interact with consumers in new 
ways. There are requirements with respect to the frequency and channels for communicating with 

Summary. Consumer access to advanced technologies is changing the way that consumers 
transact with businesses. Communications technologies are changing consumer 
expectations about service providers in many aspects of their lives. 

Recommendation. Regulatory agencies need to update the rules to facilitate new ways for 
utilities and REPs to interact with consumers. This include ways to maintain traditional 
customer protections in a way that does not inhibit innovation. 
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customers; notification for service disconnection and reconnection; communications about deposits, 
penalties, rates, and fees; information about bill payment options and late payment arrangements; 
weather moratoria; etc. 

Consider the complex ways that standard utility service will change in light of these trends: 

• Smart phones and mobile communications are changing consumers’ relationship to almost 
everything. As these devices are applied to energy consumption, consumers will increase 
their control over their usage. They will remotely turn devices on and off, adjust their 
thermostat settings and reprogram controls for appliances. 

• Younger consumers have different expectations about electric service. The behavior of the 
Millennial Generation is measurably different from Gen X and the Baby Boom Generation.41 

• Advanced meter deployment continues and utilities and REPs are interested in consumer-
focused uses and applications.42 Access to detailed consumption information in close-to-real 
time has obvious benefits for billing and settlement; however, the use of these data by 
consumers is just beginning to be explored. 

• New time-differentiated pricing regimes may have as-yet-unknown impacts on consumer 
behavior including load shifting, investments in storage devices and energy efficiency.43 

• New billing and payment options, coupled with more information from advanced meters, 
will enable new types of customer transactions and a change in consumer behavior. For 
example, prepaid energy service has a demonstrated impact on consumption. Consumers 
save 11% on their energy bills with modest changes in behavior after they initiate prepaid 
electric service.44 

• There are more experiments and pilot programs for microgrids and distributed renewable 
energy resources. New types of service may be permitted, and the growth of microgrids 
may provide greater accessibility to information and resources at a more human scale. This 
may be very appealing to retail consumers. The impact on consumer behavior is unknown. 

It is recommended that regulatory commissions get out ahead of these changes, and develop rules that 
facilitate innovation, new entrants and increased access to new tools and options for consumers. 

                                                           
41 DEFG conducts consumer surveys on a variety of energy topics. See: http://defgllc.com/publications/ecopinion/. 
42 As of July 2014, over 50 million smart meters had been deployed in the U.S. See: Institute for Electric Innovation 
(2014). Utility-Scale Smart Meter Deployments: Building Block of the Evolving Power Grid. The Edison Foundation. 
Washington, DC. http://www.edisonfoundation.net/iei/Documents/IEI_SmartMeterUpdate_0914.pdf. 
43 In addition to traditional time-of-use products (pay more when it costs more), there are competitive retail offers 
in Texas and Pennsylvania for products such as “free nights,” “free Saturdays,” “free Sundays,” “free weekends,” 
“half-off weekends,” “free any day,” etc. These are designed based on what we know about consumer behavior 
(the appeal of discounts), rather than what we know about system costs (peaks are costly). Consumer acceptance 
and subsequent behavioral changes are in the early stages. ERCOT is expected to release a report on the impacts 
the competitive retail time-of-use offers in the summer of 2015. 
44 DEFG’s Prepay Energy Working Group has been studying the conservation effects of prepayment. Contact DEFG 
or read this press release: http://defgllc.com/news/article/defg-report-confirms-prepaid-energy-leads-to-
significant-drop-in-energy-consumption/.   

http://defgllc.com/publications/ecopinion/
http://www.edisonfoundation.net/iei/Documents/IEI_SmartMeterUpdate_0914.pdf
http://defgllc.com/news/article/defg-report-confirms-prepaid-energy-leads-to-significant-drop-in-energy-consumption/
http://defgllc.com/news/article/defg-report-confirms-prepaid-energy-leads-to-significant-drop-in-energy-consumption/
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6. Policies, Best Practices and Recommendations 
For decades, electric utilities in North America were treated as natural monopolies and regulated in the 
production, delivery and sale of the electric commodity. Economic regulation (price setting) and 
quality/safety regulation (maintaining safe and reliable service) were primarily conducted at the state 
level, but there was federal regulation of interstate, high voltage transmission, as well as significant local 
regulation and taxation through franchise fees and land use restrictions. 

Beginning in the 1970s, electric utility regulation was reformed as more attention was paid to the end 
uses of electricity, the retail customer and the retail customers’ premises as an integral part of the utility 
system. We began to formalize the programs and services that touched the retail customer. In various 
parts of the country and at various times, retail customers in the U.S. witnessed the emergence of 
conservation and (end use) energy efficiency programs; direct-load-control, load-management and 
demand response programs; reduced-voltage control and management; interruptible or curtailable load 
tariffs; time-of-use rates; distributed-generation interconnection and net metering; cogeneration and 
avoided cost calculations and payments; economic-development tariffs and special-contract pricing; 
retail wheeling; etc.  

As customers became more educated and aware, and experience was gained, new forces began to 
shape the policy discussions. Information about what was feasible could be combined with emerging 
technologies to create new policy options. In the 1970s and 1980s, special deals were made to reduce 
the pressure for change. In the 1990s, open-access transmission and direct retail access to customers 
were formally introduced in several regions and states, and the traditional boundaries of the monopoly 
were further questioned. 

Three Stages of Competition in Retail Electric Markets 
The process of electric market transformation can be viewed as a three-stage evolution. The regulation 
of vertically-integrated electric utilities is the starting point. The goal of reform may be to encourage the 
development of a market to progress through the three stages.  

Competition in retail electric markets begins with the resale of the commodity. It becomes more 
sophisticated with time consumers develop greater awareness and entrepreneurs take greater risks. 

Figure 6-1 

 
 

In North America, a majority of the restructured electric markets are emerging from Stage 1. Most of the 
activity has been focused on competition regarding the commodity price. This can be explained, in part, 
by the constraints on the retail energy providers. For instance, they may be restricted to commodity 
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sales as a line on the utility electric bill. The jurisdictions that have decided that electric service must be 
billed by a utility have placed a significant constraint on the market participants.  

Stage 1 in market transformation is normal, and continues if states and provinces continue to focus on 
setting commodity prices in cents per kilowatt-hour. People have become used to utility regulation and 
its tariffs and rate designs. The cost of the commodity expressed in cents per kilowatt-hour seems 
natural. But commodity measurement and sale is an artificial constraint on retail business. In every 
other market, service providers compete regarding different ways of measuring and billing for service, 
and they are not constrained by regulatory practices. 

As states and provinces move into Stage 2—competition on service—many more product and service 
choices appear in the market. To succeed in a competitive electricity market, REPs must be able to 
acquire and retain customers. Customer engagement and the customer relationships are vital to them. 
As the retail electric market matures, we observe a movement from government education programs to 
retail provider marketing campaigns, and a growing sophistication in consumers with more complex 
advertisements and messaging. There is increased market segmentation and targeted marketing to align 
with consumer preferences, increased segmentation to enhance the customer experience and increase 
satisfaction and enhanced customer engagement to build brand loyalty and increase customer 
retention. 

Moving from Stage 2 to Stage 3 is even more difficult. Retail competition must drive innovation to create 
new products and services for customers. To reach Stage 3, we must observe an ever-increasing focus 
on the customer and his or her preferences. But this does not occur only as a result of entrepreneurship. 
Consumers in both fully-regulated and restructured electricity markets are demanding lower cost and 
better service. There is an increase in customer-premises solutions, including distributed energy 
resources. These factors may set the stage for dramatic reforms in both utility regulation and 
competitive retail electric markets.  

There is a good understanding of how consumers in a future electric industry may interact with the grid 
through demand and price response, energy storage and energy production. There is acceleration of the 
learning curve with regard to the integration of electric and telecommunications technologies. 

There is an appropriate role for government in the transformation of the electric industry through these 
stages. In the early stages of retail electric competition, government can help facilitate consumer 
awareness and education by focusing on building trust and understanding about REPs and transactions. 
Customers need to understand how to select a supplier, sign up for power and switch providers. The 
traditional consumer protections must be updated. In the later stages, government is a partner with 
utilities, REPs and other service providers to determine what infrastructure investments are appropriate. 
In North America, these have included investment to create ISOs, extend transmission to new regions 
and upgrade distribution utilities with advanced metering infrastructure. 

Best Practices and Policy Review 
Every jurisdiction that offers retail electric choice ought to reform its market in a manner that increases 
its ABACCUS score and rank. The following practices are offered as a guide for a policy review. There 
must be commitments and actions at every level of government to adopt the reforms necessary to 
create opportunities for new investors and entrepreneurs.  

• Adopt and support a strong preference for workable competition in retail energy sales 

• Unbundle rates and services to open opportunities for new service providers 
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• Create a code of conduct to govern interactions between regulated entities and affiliates 

• Educate residential consumers and make information about power markets accessible 

o Create a comprehensive education plan that reflects how far the markets have 
progressed 

o Create a  website for residential consumers that is easy to use, up-to-date and includes 
comparison data regarding price, fixed-price contract term, renewable content, 
deposit/cancellation fees, and other pertinent consumer information 

• Reform default service in the near term 

o Make default service pricing more market reflective; that is, use competitive power 
procurement with multiple, short-term auctions and align the default service price with 
market prices 

o Ensure default service pricing has “headroom” for non-incumbent providers to compete 
(to offer lower pricing) 

o Make the default service price known in advance of its effective date to provide greater 
transparency and predictability  

o Allow competitive suppliers to provide default service instead of the incumbent utilities 

o Provide C&I default service to small- to medium-sized commercial consumers 

o Default service is not necessary for the largest C&I consumers 

o Limit residential default service pricing to basic (“plain vanilla”) service and let the 
market offer other choices 

• Phase out default service 

o Adopt a plan to phase out default service. The plan must reflect the realities of each 
jurisdiction. No two plans would be the same as each jurisdiction must be mindful of 
past decisions 

Recommendations 
The ABACCUS report sets forth a methodology that gives the direction each jurisdiction should consider 
to improve the likelihood of success of its retail electric sector. The ABACCUS methodology points to 
public policies that promote market forces to the greatest degree possible, while maintaining essential 
consumer protections. The purpose of the ABACCUS report is to point to improvements that may help 
states with the process of reform. 

The following recommendations are suggested, but do not necessarily represent the position of the 
ABACCUS Advisory Board, its individual members, or their respective companies or regulatory agencies. 

Electricity Restructuring Goal 
The goal of individual consumer choice will result in innovation, technological change and product 
differentiation. State legislators and regulatory commissioners need to ask how the state’s goal can 
promote individual consumer preferences and choices. Individual consumer choice looks beyond price 
per unit to consider a wide range of choice options. Unit price will always remain an important criterion, 
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but the ability to assess risk, manage a personal budget and select a guaranteed low price over an 
extended period are some of the other valuable attributes of service and choice which empower 
individuals to make decisions they prefer. 

The goal of individual consumer choice contrasts with the traditional paradigm of cost-of-service 
regulation that seeks a lower price per energy unit. The lowest average price of the electric commodity 
is one important measure of success for an electric market or electricity restructuring, but not the only 
measure. It may not be preferred by some consumers who value the environment, value-added services, 
energy management service, risk management services or access to new technologies. 

Recommendation #1: The goal of retail electricity restructuring is to promote individual 
consumer choice in the selection of electric products and services. 

Market Eligibility 
Customers must be eligible to participate in markets. Several states have yet to open all areas to retail 
electric choice. That limits the ability of consumers to shift from regulated tariffs to competitive offers 
from retail energy providers.  

Recommendation #2: Allow all electricity consumers in the jurisdiction to participate in a 
competitive retail electricity market. 

Aggregation 
Aggregation is a process whereby one entity purchases power on behalf of a group of consumers. 
Several states have authorized municipal aggregation or community choice as a way to introduce 
residential consumers to the benefits of restructured electricity markets without the need for individuals 
to become educated or to make choices among retail energy providers or diverse retail products. In 
some programs, an individual must make an affirmative selection (“opt-out”) to leave the pool of 
aggregated citizens. “Opt-out” municipal aggregation can extend a dimension of bulk power competition 
in restructured electricity markets, but it is not consistent with individual consumer choice. 

Recommendation #3: States with “opt-out” aggregation should instead develop and 
implement policies that cultivate and encourage individual consumer choice. States 
considering community choice aggregation should select “opt in” aggregation. 

Wholesale Market Design 
Wholesale market development must precede retail electricity competition because effective wholesale 
markets are essential to successful retail markets. Ten organized markets in the U.S. and Canada are 
advancing the development of the bulk power markets that serve retail electricity consumers. A 
competitive retail energy provider can manage the physical and financial risk associated with electricity 
in a way that is beyond the capabilities of the typical small energy consumers. Through scale economies, 
and a deep understanding of both the wholesale markets and the consumers’ needs, a retail energy 
provider can offer differentiated and customized risk management services that some consumers prefer. 
Policies to support fully-integrated wholesale and retail electricity markets include the adoption of 
advanced market policies and the integration of retail consumers into demand response activities.  

Recommendation #4: Support the introduction of advanced wholesale market practices 
including market-based congestion management and markets for balancing energy, 
regulation and reserves. 
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Recommendation #5: Support the establishment of a market platform that facilitates the 
participation of retail consumer loads in demand response programs, including 
aggregation of small-scale loads and deployment of advanced meter infrastructure. 

Default Service Design 
Default service (basic or standard service) refers to the retail products established to provide a transition 
from legacy regulated rates to market-based prices, products and services. The design and 
implementation of default service is the single most significant issue affecting the success of electricity 
restructuring for residential consumers. Competitive markets and retail energy providers can provide a 
range of products and services from which consumers may choose. Default service that operates in 
opposition to the following recommendations is probably inconsistent with a transition to retail 
competition. 

Recommendation #6: Establish default service as a transition mechanism, with a clear 
ending date for the majority of consumers. Develop and implement a plan for a 
transition from the default service to individual consumer choice. 

Recommendation #7: Design a default service product that is plain vanilla, easy to 
understand, and meets the basic needs of the consumer. Do not attempt to mimic the 
variety, scope or breadth of rates or services that are provided by energy suppliers to 
individual consumers. 

Recommendation #8: If supply procurement for default service is done through 
competitive wholesale procurements, rely on multiple, short-term auctions. This will 
ensure that appropriate pricing signals are sent to consumers to allow them to select a 
competitive electric service product and to efficiently manage their energy usage. 
Default service pricing should be reflective of the market and allow adequate 
“headroom” for non-incumbent providers to compete. 

Facilitation of Choice 

Each state may adopt policies and programs to facilitate the choice of energy supplier. The options 
include rules, regulations and laws regarding electric distribution utility structure, utility-affiliate codes 
of conduct, rules governing billing and metering, and rules that require the standardization of business 
transactions among all market participants. Energy suppliers will enter a market when they have 
certainty regarding market structure, rules and oversight.  

Recommendation #9: Establish a plan for the separation of regulated utility services 
from competitive services, and for the application of a strict code of conduct to govern 
interactions between the regulated electric distribution utility and its competitive 
affiliates. 

Recommendation #10: Establish protocols and standards for access to basic consumer 
information including commercial practices and electronic data exchange. 

Recommendation #11: Establish a flexible approach to customer billing, a plan for 
advanced metering infrastructure, and rules for consumer privacy, data security, and 
access to consumer usage data. 
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Public Policy Goals 
States and provinces employ a variety of mechanisms to achieve goals for energy efficiency, renewable 
resources, demand response and the promotion of distributed energy resources, including on-site 
power generation. Some regions have taken a command and control approach through standards and 
codes, but should instead pursue market mechanisms to achieve compliance. Most residential 
consumers rely on competitive markets to purchase appliances, perform home repairs and make home 
improvements, and competitive markets can provide energy efficiency, demand response and 
distributed energy resources. C&I consumers rely on competitive markets to acquire services relating to 
energy usage, investments in new processes, installation of more efficient devices and the 
measurement, monitoring and control of devices. The ABACCUS methodology is relatively indifferent to 
policies relating to renewable resources and energy efficiency as long as the policies treat all the market 
participants fairly. 

Recommendation #12: Rely on market forces to the maximum extent possible to achieve 
goals relating to renewable resources, energy efficiency, demand response and 
distributed generation. 

Summary 
We have found that workable retail electric competition can thrive under a range of market 
frameworks. Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois and Texas demonstrate there is more than one way to 
bring choice of energy supplier, service, innovation and lower prices to retail consumers. These states 
offer useful best practices. While the non-uniformity of market designs between states can present 
challenges, these policy and structural variations do not necessarily prevent retail competition. If the 
required ingredients are in place, retail markets can succeed. 

Workable retail electric competition requires unbundled rates and services, supportive billing options, 
consumer education, consumer protection, a strong policy preference for workable competition, and 
ongoing monitoring and reform. Consumer-driven innovation and product differentiation should be the 
goal of restructuring. Innovation indicates a shift from pure commodity sales to a vibrant retail energy 
services market. Too many electric industry stakeholders have a habit of describing the electric industry 
in pure commodity terms and that language is limiting and detrimental to reform. The phasing out of 
default service is the single most important reform that will increase market confidence and 
participation.  
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Appendix A: ABACCUS Advisory Board and Sponsors 
The ABACCUS Advisory Board is comprised of energy executives, regulatory commissioners and former 
commissioners, agency staff members and representatives from sponsoring companies. The ABACCUS 
Advisory Board was established to facilitate a sharing of ideas among industry stakeholders and to 
improve public awareness of the value of retail competition in the electric sector. 

The report is sponsored by companies with a stake in competitive electric markets in North America. 

The views set forth in this report are those of the author. The report does not necessarily represent the 
views of any particular Board member, government agency, company or organization.  

Public Sector Members 

• Philip Shum, Business Unit Leader, Retail Markets, Electricity Division, Alberta Ministry of Energy 
• Commissioner Ann McCabe, Illinois Commerce Commission 
• Torsten Clausen, Director of  Office of Retail Market Development, Illinois Commerce Commission 
• Calvin Timmerman, Assistant Executive Director, Maryland Public Service Commission (retired) 
• Commissioner Greg R. White, Michigan Public Service Commission 
• Commissioner Robert F. Powelson, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
• Commissioner Paul Roberti, Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission 
• Chairman Donna L. Nelson, Public Utility Commission of Texas 

Market Members 

• Vicki Sandler, Executive Director, Arizona Independent Scheduling Administrator Association and 
President, Wearthy Ideas 

• William Massey, Partner, Covington & Burling LLP and Counsel, Compete Coalition 
• Timothy Alan Simon, Consultant and Commissioner Emeritus, California Public Utilities Commission 
• Ron Cerniglia, Director–National Advocacy, Governmental & Regulatory Affairs, Direct Energy 
• Brian Tulloh, Vice President, Public Policy, Energy Future Holdings and TXU Energy 
• Meigs Jones, Associate General Counsel, Green Mountain Energy Company 
• Parviz Adib, Principal, Pionergy Consulting 
• Robert Reilley, VP Regulatory Affairs, Shell Energy North America 
• Justin Courtney, Senior Vice President, Stephens Inc. 
• Dave Svanda, Principal, Svanda Consulting 
• Stephen C. Littlechild, Emeritus Professor, University of Birmingham, and Fellow, Judge Business 

School, University of Cambridge 
• Brett Perlman, Principal, Vector Consultants 
• Chris Hendrix, Director of Markets & Compliance, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 
• Pat Wood, III, Principal, Wood3 Resources 
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Sponsoring Companies 

Direct Energy 
http://www.directenergy.com/ 

    

Green Mountain Energy 
http://www.greenmountainenergy.com/ 

   

TXU Energy 
http://www.txu.com/ 

   

Shell Energy 
http://www.shell.us/ 
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Appendix B: Electricity Industry Terminology by Jurisdiction 
 Retail Energy Provider (REP) Default Service Electric Distribution Utility (EDU) Miscellaneous 

ABACCUS report Retail Energy Provider (REP) Default Service (transitional 
service) and Provider of Last 
Resort (safety net) 

Electric Distribution Utility (EDU)  

Alberta Retailer 
Retail Energy Provider 

Regulated Rate Option (RRO)   

Arizona Energy Service Provider (ESP)    
California Electric Service Provider (ESP)  Utility Distribution Company (UDC)  
Connecticut Electric Supplier Standard Service (small 

customers) 
Supplier of Last Resort Service 
(large customers) 

 Generation Service Contract 
(GSC)  

Delaware Electric Supplier 
Third Party Supplier (TPS) 

Standard Offer Service (SOS)   

District of Columbia Generation and Transmission 
Supplier (G&T Supplier) 
Energy Supplier 

Standard Offer Service (SOS)   

Illinois Alternative Retail Electric 
Supplier (ARES) 
Retail Electric Supplier (RES) 

  Office of Retail Market 
Development (ORMD) 

Maine Competitive Electricity Provider 
(CEP) 

Standard Offer Supply (SOS)   

Maryland Electric Supplier Standard Offer Service (SOS)   
Massachusetts Competitive Supplier Standard Offer Service (SOS) 

(through 2004) 
Basic Service  

  

Michigan Alternative Electric Supplier (AES) Default Service  Retail Open Access (ROA) or 
electric customer choice 

Montana Competitive Electricity Supplier    
New Hampshire Competitive Electricity Supplier Transition Service 

Default Power Service 
  

New Jersey Alternative Energy Supplier Basic Generation Service 
(BGS) 
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 Retail Energy Provider (REP) Default Service Electric Distribution Utility (EDU) Miscellaneous 

New York Energy Service Company (ESCO)   Market Supply Charge (MSC) 
and Merchant Function 
Charge (MFC) 

Ohio Competitive Retail Electric 
Service (CRES) Providers  

Standard Service Offer (SSO) Electric Distribution Utility (EDU) Electric Security Plan (ESP) 
and Market Rate Offer 
(MRO) 

Ontario Electricity Retailer Standard Supply Service (SSS) 
Regulated Price Plan (RPP) 

Local Distribution Company (LDC) Hourly Ontario Energy Price 
(HOEP) wholesale 
commodity price 

Oregon Certified Electricity Service 
Supplier (ESS) 

   

Pennsylvania Licensed Electricity Supplier 
Electric Generation Supplier 
(EGS) 

Default Service 
Default Service Provider (DSP) 

Electric Distribution Company (EDC) Conservation Service 
Providers (CSP) 
Office of Competitive 
Market Oversight (OCMO) 

Rhode Island Competitive Electric Supplier 
Non-regulated Power Producer 

Standard Offer 
Last Resort Rates 

  

Texas Retail Electric Provider (REP) Price-to-Beat (PTB) (ended 
1/1/2007) 
Provider of Last Resort (POLR) 

Transmission and Distribution 
Service Provider (TDSP) 
Transmission and Distribution Utility 
(TDU) 
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Appendix C: Survey of U.S. States and Canadian Provinces 
This appendix presents a survey of selected U.S. states and Canadian provinces in alphabetical order. The first table 
under each state or province displays the number of retail energy providers in each jurisdiction actively making offers to 
residential and commercial customers and the total number of offers available to residential customers.  

The next table contains switching or migration statistics, including both the actual numbers of customers (or customer 
loads or usage) and the percent. Switching refers to movement away from a regulated rate (whether provided by 
regulated utility or retail energy provider) or away from the service provided by the incumbent utility. Trend data are 
displayed in charts covering several years. 

Next there is a summary of the important events and policy decisions relating to electric industry restructuring. These 
include major legislative and regulatory decisions. 

Finally, we display the electricity sales and average price trends over the past two decades as reported by the USDOE’s 
Energy Information Administration (EIA). 

Data Sources and Assumptions 
The first table displays the number of competitive retail energy providers (competitive retail suppliers) in each 
jurisdiction. (See Appendix B for the terminology used in each jurisdiction and a note about  “retail energy provider” or 
“REP.”) The focus is on those REPs which are actively making offers (marketing) to residential, commercial and industrial 
customers. The table also presents the number of offers (products and services) available to residential customers. As 
available, we present information for each electric distribution utility service territory.  

This report is focused on the competitive retail electricity market; therefore, we do not include default service or any of 
its variants as a choice. That is to say, we exclude from the count any offers that are mandated or required by regulation. 

Where active REP information is not available, the number of licensed (or registered or certified) REPs or suppliers is 
shown and noted. If the number of residential offers (products and services) is not readily available in the marketplace, 
an assumption is made that each active REP has only one offer.  

In general, there is a great variety of choices available to commercial and industrial customers. These offers are 
commercial arrangements between a buyer and a seller, and as such, the details are not accessible to the public. We 
have not attempted to portray the scope or breadth of commercial and industrial offers in a quantitative manner. 

Next up are the switching or migration statistics. “Net switching” refers to the percent of customer accounts (residential) 
or customer loads (commercial and industrial) that have moved or migrated from the incumbent provider or moved off 
of the default service product. (The term “default service” is consistently used to refer to the standard offer, basic 
service, generation service, etc. See Appendix B for the terminology used in each jurisdiction.) The statistics represents 
the percent of consumers (or loads) that receive competitive products and services from a REP. These net switching 
statistics are distinct from “annual switching” which is used in some reports. Net switching or migration data are 
typically available on the websites of each jurisdiction’s regulatory agency. 

Net switching statistics do not include frequent, multiple customer switches within a year (sometimes called the “rate of 
churn” or just “churn”). Also hidden in the statistics are customers who may select a competitive pricing option from the 
default service provider or an incumbent retail energy provider. In certain jurisdictions, the default service provider is 
allowed to offer both the regulated default service and a competitively-priced alternative. Default service has been 
phased out in Texas, so those tables include a set of notes to help the reader interpret the data. 

For practical reasons, and because reporting methodologies vary, we present switching data for residential customers in 
terms of percent of eligible residential customers. We present switching data for nonresidential (commercial and 
industrial customers) in terms of loads. “Load” typically refers to either the “non-coincident customer class peak 
demand” of the customers or the “megawatt-hours sales” to the customers. The reporting in the table depends on the 
manner in which the data are reported and collected. The inconsistent reporting approaches between jurisdictions also 
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results in different size categories for nonresidential customers. Each table includes headings and notes to explain these 
differences. No attempt has been made to report narrow or unique customer load categories, including “lighting,” 
“farms,” “irrigation” and “transportation.” As available, data are displayed for each electric distribution utility service 
territory. 

Keep in mind that while switching statistics provide a snapshot of the status of retail choice, they are just one of the 
many inputs into the ABACCUS model.  

The description of electric industry restructuring in each jurisdiction provides a high-level summary of the major 
restructuring legislation and decisions that have shaped the opportunities for consumer choice and the entry of new 
retail energy providers since the 1990s. This information is based on electric distribution utility and regulatory agency 
websites, press releases, discussions with regulatory agency staffers, and the input from the members of the ABACCUS 
Advisory Board.  

Data reported to the USDOE’s Energy Information Administration provides background on the volume of retail electricity 
sales and average electricity prices in each state. Residential, commercial and industrial electricity sales (in megawatt-
hours for the period 1990 to 2013) are presented as bars in the state-level chart. (Due to the EIA’s reclassification of 
sales data and sectors, the commercial sales increase while industrial sales fall in a year or vice versa. These occasional 
discontinuities are due to reclassification of municipal lighting, agricultural uses or commercial and industrial uses.)  

USDOE’s Energy Information Administration’s average electricity prices for residential, commercial and industrial 
consumers are displayed as lines in these charts. The average price is calculated by EIA as the total annual revenues 
divided by total annual sales in each sector for the state as a whole. 

For illustration, here is a display of the EIA’s data for the U.S. as a whole: 
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Alberta 
Alberta’s population was estimated by Statistics Canada to be 4,121,700 in July 2014. This ranks it 4th among 13 
provinces and territories. (If it were a U.S. state, it would rank 27th, just ahead of Oregon.) Alberta’s Ministry of Energy 
estimates 2013 retail electricity sales as 54,131,000 megawatt-hours. (If it were a U.S. state, it would rank 26th, just 
ahead of Massachusetts.) 

Alberta’s residential consumers can shop for a retail energy provider on a website set up by the provincial government: 
http://ucahelps.alberta.ca/historic-rates-2015.aspx. The website provides competitive offers by electric distribution 
utility service territory and it is updated weekly. The prices displayed are for the generation service portion of the 
electric bill.  

The types of offers include: fixed pricing contracts, generally for three or five years; rate discounts if a security deposit is 
provided; variable pricing (a flow-through of the one-minute settled market prices plus an adder); jointly-marketed 
natural gas and electricity contracts; church or charity affinity marketing contracts; and renewable energy prices.  

As of December 2014, a total of 605,666 residential customer accounts (households) in Alberta received competitive 
electric service.  

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Alberta December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Province 28 99 28 

 

 

  

http://ucahelps.alberta.ca/historic-rates-2015.aspx
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Alberta December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small 
Commercial 
Load (MWH) 

Large Industrial 
Load (MWH) 

Total Load 
(MWH)* 

ATCO Total 152,578 158,258 237,003 450,149 

ATCO Switched 60,578 125,207 220,736 366,707 

Enmax Total 432,976 117,505 436,161 553,666 

Enmax Switched 254,611 78,436 407,018 485,455 

EPCOR Total 340,066 148,083 322,911 470,994 

EPCOR Switched 100,250 93,835 308,106 401,942 

FortisAlberta Total 389,169 238,679 1,576,213 1,943,522 

FortisAlberta Switched 142,521 174,221 1,542,198 1,757,451 

Lethbridge Total 35,904 9,505 34,437 43,942 

Lethbridge Switched 21,337 7,058 33,696 40,754 

Province Total 1,396,263 687,785 2,640,959 3,512,262 

Province Switched 605,666 489,847 2,544,523 3,096,165 

ATCO Percent 39.7% 79.1% 93.1% 81.5% 

Enmax Percent 58.8% 66.8% 93.3% 87.7% 

EPCOR Percent 29.5% 63.4% 95.4% 85.3% 

FortisAlberta Percent 36.6% 73.0% 97.8% 90.4% 

Lethbridge Percent 59.4% 74.3% 97.8% 92.7% 

Province Percent 43.4% 71.2% 96.3% 88.2% 

* One month of data for the five largest utility service territories. Does not include all electric utilities. 

 

Combining information about residential switching, number of residential suppliers and number of residential offers 
creates the figure below covering 15 years. 
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Alberta Residential Switching, REPs and Offers, 2001-2014 

 

Background 
In 1995, Alberta passed the Electric Utilities Act to initiate retail electric market restructuring in the Canadian province. 
Wholesale competition began in 1996. Capacity reserves were very tight in 1998 as a result of rapid growth in electricity 
usage. Within the competitive market framework, over 2,000 MW of new capacity were added in 1998-2001, and an 
additional 2,400 MW were constructed by the end of 2007. Presently there are over 12,000 MW of generating capacity 
in Alberta. Coal power plants generate more than one-half the electricity. 

Energy-related industry is key to Alberta’s economy, including oil, oil sands, natural gas, coal and minerals, and 
petrochemicals. Alberta serves electric demand with coal, natural gas (industrial cogeneration), hydropower, wind 
power and imports (transmission interconnections with British Columbia and Saskatchewan). 

A 1999 pilot program gave large customers direct access to the power pool. Retail competition offered attractive options 
to large industrial and commercial customers enabling more than 80% of these customers to switch to competitive 
providers by 2008. Retail competition for customers of all sizes began on January 2001. Just prior to market opening, the 
wholesale market prices rose to very high levels, causing the regulators to institute a price cap – as a temporary shield 
against high prices – and a rate rider to collect any shortfall in revenue collection. By 2002, the wholesale prices had 
fallen to 1999 levels. 

The Alberta Department of Energy embarked on a Retail Assessment Program to make mid-course corrections in the 
retail access program. The Electric Utilities Act was revised in 2003. A code of conduct addressed electric and natural gas 
service providers. Access to customer data is equal for competitive retailers and utility affiliates. A new independent 
system operator, the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO), is responsible for market operations: power pool, system 
control, long-term transmission system planning and management and load settlement. In 2006, the Alberta Energy 
Utilities Board approved a standard tariff billing code for distribution utilities to ensure that retailers would receive 
information in a standard format. In 2007, the Legislature passed the Alberta Utilities Commission Act and divided the 
Energy Utilities Board into the two new regulatory bodies. The Alberta Utilities Commission continues to regulate 
utilities and a new conservation agency is focused on energy resource development. 
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For smaller customers, the energy portion of default service is calculated monthly based on forward monthly prices for 
locked in volumes forecast and purchased in advance of the month, encouraging risk and volatility/adverse customers to 
switch to competitive retailers that provide a fixed price for a term. For users of greater than 250,000 kWh per year, 
default service is based on spot prices. 

The AESO operates an energy-only electricity market. In an energy only market design, the market determines the 
appropriate level of resource adequacy over the long term. The Electric Utilities Act mandates the collection and 
dissemination of information relating to the capacity of the interconnected electric system to meet future electricity 
needs. The AESO is conducting an investigation into long term resource adequacy to determine whether to create a 
bridging mechanism if adequacy becomes an issue. The AESO conducts two-year forecasts and has authority to take 
short term actions to maintain adequacy. As part of its review, the AESO is examining market conditions and incentives 
for investments in generation. 

In a March 27, 2008 letter, Alberta’s Premier Stelmach outlined five priorities to the Cabinet Ministers, including “Ensure 
Alberta's energy resources are developed in an environmentally sustainable way.” Development of the oil sands region 
should rely on “processes that use less energy, less water, reduce tailings ponds and improve land reclamation.” Alberta 
is examining carbon capture and storage research and demonstration, and implementation of a climate change strategy, 
including “conservation, energy efficiency and adaptation initiatives.” 

In a March 22, 2012 press release, the Alberta government announced the appointment of an independent committee 
to review the electricity retail market to help address the volatility and costs associated with the variable or default rate. 
“As part of its review, the four-person committee will examine how the default rate is calculated and determine ways to 
mitigate price fluctuations. The committee will also review whether we need a default rate, and if needed, discuss ways 
it could be better designed and delivered. The committee will also look at the all-in cost of electricity, and consider how 
charges other than energy use are determined and approved for payment by consumers.”45 The committee reported to 
the government in September 2012. The Minister of Energy released the report with a statement in January 2013.  

The Retail Market Review Committee report contained 41 recommendations. Thirty-three of the recommendations 
were accepted in principle and referred to an MLA (legislative) implementation team. The team comprised of legislators 
and Ministry of Energy officials. “The team will work with consumers, industry, regulators and others to ensure that we 
put effective, affordable and sensible solutions in place.”46 In June 2014, the MLA Retail Market Review Committee 
Implementation Team issued its final report to the Minister of Energy.47 Among the recommendations was lowering the 
limits for eligibility for default service from 250 megawatt-hours per year to 25 megawatt-hours per year. Almost all 
residential customers (99%) would remain eligible. The Alberta Utilities Commission was to conduct a formal hearing on 
standardization of the way default service is bought and priced on behalf of consumers. 

  

                                                           
45 “Independent committee to review electricity retail market,” Government of Alberta News Release, March 22, 2012. 
46 See the Ministry of Energy website: http://www.energy.alberta.ca/Electricity/3406.asp 
47 MLA Retail Market Review Committee Implementation Team (2014). Enhancing the Retail Market for Electricity. Edmonton. 
http://www.energy.alberta.ca/Electricity/pdfs/MLA_RITfinalReportJune_2014.pdf 

http://www.energy.alberta.ca/Electricity/3406.asp
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Arizona 
Arizona’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 6,731,484. This ranks it 15th among all 50 states. 
USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 75,948,000 megawatt-hours. That’s 
20th among all states and DC. 

Legislation (HB 2663) was enacted in 1998. The Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) rules required generation 
divestiture (transfer to a utility affiliate) and mandated a rate cut. Retail choice was phased-in, with about 90% of 
electric customers eligible for retail choice by January 2001. By June 2001, all competitors had pulled out of the market 
due to the way the shopping credit was established. Wholesale market prices rose, but the low credit subtracted from 
the retail rate for the energy service provider to compete, was not increased. Switching halted and all customers were 
returned to the incumbents.  

Citing market immaturity, Arizona Public Service Company (APS) asked the ACC to overturn the rules that compelled it to 
obtain power from the competitive market. APS proposed that the power needs be met through 2015 from the parent 
company, Pinnacle West Capital Corp., and the competitive generation affiliate. In making a determination, the ACC 
issued Decision No. 65154 (Track A) in September 2002, and ordering APS and Tucson Electric Power Company (TEPCO) 
to cancel any plans to divest interest in any generating assets. The ACC also stayed the requirement that 100% of power 
purchased for Standard Offer Service be acquired from the competitive market. Without an RTO in the western U.S., and 
with the problems in California markets, the ACC was not willing to wait for markets to function properly. 

In March 2004, Arizona Court of Appeals ruled that the ACC’s decision to require electric utilities to divest their 
generation assets was unconstitutional because the ACC was trying to control rates, not utilities, and had not proven the 
case for divestiture. By October 2004, restructuring was placed on hold.  

Sempra, a competitive energy service provider in Arizona, has argued (Docket No. E-03964-06-0168) that it is fit to serve 
as a competitive energy service provider and it has requested reinstatement. The ACC determined that certain other 
findings were still needed and it has ordered the ACC's Utilities Division to conduct public workshops to address the 
underlying policy issue of whether retail competition is in the public interest and to examine the potential risks and 
benefits of retail competition.  

In Docket E-20690A-09-0346 the commission needed to determine whether SolarCity is “acting as a public service 
corporation pursuant to Article 15, Section 2 of the Arizona Constitution” when it provides solar services to Arizona 
Schools, government and non-profit entities. The issue was whether these services should be regulated since the 
definition of a “public service corporation” is one furnishing electricity to the public. If the ACC determined that light-
handed regulation was needed of those who provided solar service sales to consumers, then this could lay groundwork 
for competitive sales of green energy in a utility's service area. 

In a December 2010 order, the ACC found that utilities can request decoupling in its next rate case to account for the 
financial disincentives of energy efficiency programs, including “revenue per customer decoupling.”  

In May 2012, the ACC approved the Arizona Public Service Company’s rates in Docket E-01345A-11-0224, which calls for 
no increase in base rates for four years and zero percent bill impact for remainder of 2012, allowing for rate relief during 
the high energy usage associated with summer months. It also allowed APS to go forward with a new experimental buy-
through rate that will be open to all large customers (>10 MWs) who meet certain qualifications. 

In early 2013, the five elected commissioners at the ACC stated that they have the authority to re-open retail access 
along the outlines set forth in late 1990s (add citation) and they opened an inquiry. Comments and replies to comments 
were filed in mid-July and mid-August, 2013. Many of the parties described electricity restructuring as either very good 
or very bad for Arizona. Commissioner Brenda Burns recommended informal meetings to explore these issues further 
and Commissioner Bob Burns recommended an evidentiary proceeding to get facts, under oath, that the commissioners 
can use to make decisions.  

Among the significant issues affecting a decision was the coal plant operated by the Navaho Nation. The power plant is 
very important to jobs in that part of the state. There was an ongoing concern about what would happen to the smallest 
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and most vulnerable consumers with regard to prices increases and decline in service. There was concern that setting up 
an ISO and investing in transmission would be expensive, there were concerns about resource adequacy. 

Counsel for the ACC told the commissioners that the Phelps Dodge decision presented "insurmountable obstacles" 
because the ACC lacked constitutional authority to implement retail choice, and lacked the ability to order utilities to 
divest themselves of generating units. The Arizona constitution has specific language about the “fairness” of rates which 
would be difficult to surmount in a competitive realm. Ultimately the commissioner voted to close the proceeding and 
end speculation that Arizona might reopen retail access in the near term. 
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California 
California’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 38,802,500 in July 2014. This ranks it 1st among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 258,595,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 2nd among all states and DC. 

As of December 31, 2014, a total of 9,671 residential customer accounts (households) in California received electric 
service from a competitive supplier. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

California December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Pacific Gas & Electric * * 23** 

San Diego Gas & Electric * * 20** 

Southern California Edison * * 22** 

* Residential service information is not readily available. Registered Electric Service Providers (ESP) may not be active in the residential market. 

** Number of registered ESPs which can serve in the indicated utility distribution company service territories. Not all registered ESPs may be active in the C&I market; 
therefore, one-half of these figures is used as a proxy for calculating the ABACCUS score. 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

California December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small 
Commercial 

(<20 kW) 
Sales (MWH) 

Medium 
Commercial 
(20-500 kW) 
Sales (MWH) 

Industrial  
(>500 kW) 

Sales (MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Total 10,375,974 15,216,574 55,548,219 44,022,814 193,340,45
7 

Switched 9,671 250,483 9,268,384 15,138,575 24,851,958 

Percent 0.1% 1.5% 16.6% 34.2% 12.85% 

* Annual data for three investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

 

Statewide direct access chart measures by load (kWh) increased from 8.6% in 2009 to 12.85% by the end of 2014. The 
California Public Utilities Commission chart displays changes from 1998 to 2014.48 

                                                           
48 CPUC: http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Retail+Electric+Markets+and+Finance/Electric+Markets/Direct+Access/thru2008.htm 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Retail+Electric+Markets+and+Finance/Electric+Markets/Direct+Access/thru2008.htm
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California Switching, 1998-2014 

 

Background 
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) issued a report in 1993 (Yellow Book) and an order in 1994 (Blue Book) 
that addressed regulation and restructuring. In 1995 the CPUC issued a decision (Preferred Policy Decision), and in 
September 1996, Assembly Bill 1890 was enacted to start retail access January 1998 (delayed to April 1998). The 
legislation included a separation of transmission operations (with ISO) and operation of the wholesale market (PX). 
Approximately 14% of load was served by competitive energy service providers by 2000. California experienced setbacks 
with its wholesale markets that affected retail prices and resource availability. Because of supply shortages, wholesale 
market prices were extremely volatile. San Diego Gas & Electric Company had completed its stranded cost recovery in 
1999, and could therefore pass wholesale prices to retail customers. In contrast, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E) and Southern California Edison Company (SCE) paid high wholesale prices, but incurred significant debt because 
they were not allowed pass high wholesale prices to retail customers.  

In January 2001, PG&E filed for bankruptcy protection. Subsequently, the State of California Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) purchased power on behalf of the utilities. (Authorized by emergency legislation AB 1X, February 1, 
2001, this state procurement lasted until 2003.) In March 2001, the Federal Regulatory Energy Commission ordered 
suppliers to make refunds to utilities. On June 18, 2001, FERC voted to impose price controls on wholesale electricity 
prices for California and ten other Western states.  

On September 20, 2001, in Decision 01-09-060, the retail access provisions of AB 1890 were suspended by the CPUC. 
Direct access contracts signed before September 20 were allowed to continue until their expiration. These direct access 
customers were charged Cost Responsibility Surcharges for costs incurred by the State and utilities during the energy 
crisis (Decision 02-11-022). As of February 2008, there were 18,700 residential direct access customers (0.2%) in 
California. In 2002, AB 117 passed to amend the Utilities Code to allow community choice aggregation with an “opt out” 
provision. In April 2007 the CPUC authorized the first community choice aggregation application.  

In May 2007, the CPUC determined that it would investigate the potential to reopen the retail market for direct access 
(Rulemaking 07-05-025). The CPUC determined that it did not have authority to reinstitute direct access. (Phase I of the 
proceeding focused on legal issues. Since power is supplied when delivered to a retail customer, the DWR is still 
“supplying power” under the Water Code §80110. DWR still holds power contracts, has title, and receives payment. 
Although DWR no longer has contracting authority, it still administers contracts and “sells electricity” under existing 
contracts, therefore, the CPUC must extricate DWR from that role prior to the reopening of the direct access market.) 
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On February 25, 2008, the CPUC said it would consider steps to enable lifting the suspension. In a February 28, 2008 
press release, CPUC President Peevey stated: “The suspension of choice cannot be lifted until DWR no longer supplies 
power through the contracts that were signed during the energy crisis. Accordingly, the CPUC can and should evaluate 
the merits of ways to extricate DWR from its current role as supplier of energy under those existing contracts. After that 
the CPUC can proceed to the question of whether and how to reinstate Direct Access.” Phase II of R.07-05-025 
considered the public policy merits and prerequisites to reopening direct access. On February 4, 2009, the CPUC set the 
membership roster for the Working Group established to develop protocols and strategies for negotiating power 
contracts to replace DWR with the IOUs “in accordance with the principles and directives set forth in Decision 08-11-
056.”  

In October 2009, Governor Schwarzenegger signed into law SB 695 affecting electricity rates (creating two rate indexes 
for residential consumers) and lifted a cap on shopping by allowing a small segment of nonresidential consumers to shop 
for electricity subject to conditions. Electric sellers are subject to the Renewable Portfolio Standard, AB 32 greenhouse 
gas reduction compliance, and must have adequate electric supplies. Direct access sales can increase to the historically 
highest amount of annual direct access sales for each utility. In its March 11, 2010 decision on direct access, the CPUC 
ordered revised caps on direct access transactions to be phased in over four years.49 This will allow the current cap of 
about 11% to rise to about 14%. Attention now turns to the details relating to cost responsibility for procurement of 
specific resources (reliability projects and renewable resource procurement. 

In May 2012, Docket No. 10-03-022, Ordering Paragraph 1 reads, in part: "The Energy Division is authorized to post each 
utility’s monthly baseline amount of direct access load, as reported in their Direct Access Implementation Activities 
Reports, on the Commission’s public web." The Direct Access load caps for each utility can be exceeded by 10% in 2012. 
While participation of small customers (residential and small commercial) is small, more than 12% of the electricity sales 
in the state are provided through direct access suppliers. 

Residential customer participation is growing in California though community choice programs which have been 
approved by the voters in each community. In 2002 the California Legislature passed Assembly Bill 117 which added to 
the Public Utilities Code that customers within a defined jurisdiction shall be entitled to aggregate their electric loads 
and to contract for power from alternative energy suppliers. “Community Choice Aggregation” customers have the 
choice to either stay with the utility, join a community choice aggregator, or opt out of the program. Through various 
CPUC decisions there exist two operating CCAs: San Joaquin Valley Power Authority and the Marin Energy Authority. In 
terms of recent success, the CPUC Decision D. 12-11-015 appropriately empowered the Marin Energy Authority to 
administer its respective energy efficiency programs and provide an opportunity for Community Choice Aggregation to 
work cooperatively with utilities.  

                                                           
49 CPUC Rulemaking 07-05-025, Rulemaking regarding whether, or subject to what conditions, the suspension of Direct Access may 
be lifted consistent with Assembly Bill 1X and Decision 01-09-060, Decisions Regarding Increased Limits for Direct Access 
Transactions, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/114976.pdf  

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/114976.pdf
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Connecticut 
Connecticut’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 3,596,677 in July 2014. This ranks it 29th among 
all 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 29,359,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 37th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a website set up by Connecticut state government: http://www.energizect.com/compare-
energy-suppliers. The website displays the regulated standard offer rate (default service) from the electric distribution 
utility and the generation service price offers by electric suppliers. There is a display of the estimated monthly savings 
(or additional cost) based on typical usage, and a pop-up graphic showing a 12-month history of variable rates for each 
supplier.  

The types of offers include: fixed pricing for 3, 6, 12, and 36 months; variable pricing; meeting or exceeding the state-
mandated renewable energy standards.  

Residential switching increased significantly from 6.6% of customers in 2008, to 17.7% in 2009, and then to 44.1% in 
2012. It decreased to 34.7% in 2014. As of December 31, 2014, a total of 485,678 residential customer accounts 
(households) in Connecticut received competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Connecticut December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Connecticut Power & Light 25 65 17 

United Illuminating (UIL Holdings) 24 64 16 

 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Connecticut December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small 
Business Sales 

(MWH) 

Large 
Business Sales 

(MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Connecticut Light & Power (CL&P) Total 1,104,514 588,838 391,488 1,886,636 

CL&P Switched 375,400 418,848 333,749 1,078,352 

United Illuminating (UI) Total 296,957 148,002 109,722 464,923 

UI Switched 110,278 91,598 101,983 276,998 

State Total 1,401,471 736,840 501,210 2,351,559 

State Switched 485,678 510,446 435,732 1,355,350 

http://www.energizect.com/compare-energy-suppliers
http://www.energizect.com/compare-energy-suppliers
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Connecticut December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small 
Business Sales 

(MWH) 

Large 
Business Sales 

(MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Connecticut Light & Power (CL&P) Total 1,104,514 588,838 391,488 1,886,636 

CL&P Switched 375,400 418,848 333,749 1,078,352 

United Illuminating (UI) Total 296,957 148,002 109,722 464,923 

UI Switched 110,278 91,598 101,983 276,998 

State Total 1,401,471 736,840 501,210 2,351,559 

State Switched 485,678 510,446 435,732 1,355,350 

CL&P Percent 34.0% 71.1% 85.3% 57.2% 

UI Percent 37.1% 61.9% 92.9% 59.6% 

State Percent 34.7% 69.3% 86.9% 57.6% 

* One-month of data for two investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

Background 
The Act Concerning Electric Restructuring (HB 5005) was signed into law April 1998. The law required divestiture of 
nuclear assets, participation in an ISO, functional unbundling, a renewable portfolio standard, a 10% rate reduction, and 
a rate cap until 2000. The utilities filed divestiture plans and there was some uncertainty with respect to the amount of 
stranded costs. Few competitive retailers entered the state. The Department of Public Utility Control (DPUC) set 
restrictions on switching back to standard offer service – a 12 month switching moratorium was instituted.  

Rate caps ended and rates increased in 2004-05. In June 2006, DPUC passed regulations requiring Connecticut utilities to 
hold multiple auctions for standard offer power supply. 

In 2007 the Connecticut General Assembly passed legislation allowing utilities (which had been divested of generation 
after the 1998 restructuring bill) to construct regulated peaking units. In March 2008, Connecticut Power and Light 
(CP&L) filed for permission to build four 50 MW units and two 32.5 MW units, scheduled to come into service in 2010. In 
late January 2008, CL&P rates were approved by the DPUC in Docket Nos. 07-07-01 and 03-07-02RE10.  

Connecticut regulators have limited utility requests to permit long-term power contracts as a hedge against future cost 
increases. The regulators recognized the risks associated with hedging and the consequences for retail competition: 
long-term contracts which turn out to be higher than market prices place a burden on consumers; long-term contracts 
which turn out to be lower than market prices can freeze competitors out of the marketplace. Connecticut relies on 
“laddering” for resource procurement – buying small blocks of power over time and blending the results. Quarterly bids 
for tranches of approximately 10% of the load are used to provide the two largest utilities with sufficient resources for 
standard service and last resort service. 
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In 2008, Connecticut passed Public Act No. 08-98, An Act Concerning Connecticut Global Warming Solutions, concerning 
climate change. Connecticut law requires the state to create a greenhouse gas inventory and to reduce greenhouse 
gases by 10% by 2020 and 80% by 2050.50  

In February 2007 the governor proposed a new state department of energy to work on energy policy and renewable 
resources. The state has a three-tier resource portfolio standard that includes renewable resources and energy 
efficiency. There is also an emphasis on distributed generation to address capacity needs in the southwestern corner of 
the state. April 18, 2008, Governor Rell signed the Governors’ Declaration on Climate Change, joining 17 states to urge 
federal-state cooperation and federal support. 

In 2011, Connecticut passed Public Act 11-80, An Act Concerning the Establishment of the Department of Energy and 
Environmental Protection and Planning for Connecticut's Energy Future, which reconstitutes the Connecticut Energy 
Advisory Board (CEAB) and modifies its mission as of July 2011. The CEAB report to the General Assembly on the status 
of programs administered by the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, including energy conservation, 
integrated resource planning, and renewable portfolio standards. 

Connecticut Light and Power Company (CL&P) and United Illuminating Company (UI) are required to procure Class I 
renewable energy credits (RECs)1 under 15-year contracts with owners or developers of renewable energy projects. On 
December 9, 2011, CL&P and UI submitted to the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority a joint petition which includes 
their proposed six-year Solicitation Plan which includes a plan to enter into 15-year contracts for the purchase of $1.02 
billion of RECs directly from customers, site owners and/or developers of clean energy.51  

Connecticut has also taken actions with regard to variable pricing. The Connecticut PURA decided in January 2015 that 
competitive suppliers will not be allowed to offer prices that change on a daily or weekly basis.52 More recently—too 
late to be considered in the scoring in this report—Connecticut has created a law that bans variable pricing.53 The ban 
take effect on October 1, 2015 and will be reflected in the ABACCUS 2016 report.54 Connecticut also continues to 
consider the format of the electric bill and what must appear on it.55 

 

 

                                                           
50 See: http://ctclimatechange.com/index.php/learn/mitigation/ 
51 Docket No. 11-12-06 (Joint Petition of CL&P and UI), April 4, 2012. See: 
 http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/press_releases/2012/2012april4lzrecdecision.pdf. 
52 Energy Choice Matters (2015). Final Decision Maintains Ban on Retail Suppliers Offering Residential Rates Which Vary By Day or 
Week. http://www.energychoicematters.com/stories/20150122a.html 
53 "Connecticut Bans Variable-rate Electricity Contracts," WTNH, Hartford, Connecticut. June 24, 2015. 
http://wtnh.com/2015/06/24/connecticut-bans-variable-rate-electricity-contracts/ 
54 The ABACCUS methodology is applied to laws and policies that exist at the time of the assessment, and tries to avoid scoring that 
is based on things that will come into effect in the future. The ban on variable pricing will likely lower Connecticut’s ABACCUS score 
in the next report. 
55 Energy Choice Matters (2015). Connecticut To Re-open Residential Electric Bill Design Format To Address Implementation Issues. 
http://www.energychoicematters.com/stories/20150317d.html 

http://ctclimatechange.com/index.php/learn/mitigation/
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Delaware 
Delaware’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 935,614 in July 2014. This ranks it 45th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 11,179,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 46th among all states and DC. 

Residential switching has increased in the past few years to 10.5%. Nonresidential load switching increased from 68.6% 
in 2009 to 81.8% in 2014 (a slight decrease from 2013). 

As of December 26, 2014, a total of 28,813 residential customer accounts (households) in Delaware received 
competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Delaware December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Delmarva Power Electric 52* ** 135* 

* There are 52 certified electric suppliers for the residential sector and 135 certified electric suppliers for the commercial sector. Not all certified electric suppliers 
may be offering service; therefore, one-half of these figures is used as a proxy for calculating the ABACCUS score. 

** The is no PSC website that lists the active suppliers and offers. 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Delaware December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Nonresidential 
Sales (MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Total 273,321 5,077,452 8,084,195 

Switched 28,813 4,152,533 4,487,418 

Percent 10.5% 81.8% 55.5% 

* Annual data for the investor-owned utility. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

Background 
In March 1999, Delaware enacted legislation (HB 10) mandating electric restructuring and a rate cut of 7.5% for most 
electric customers. Larger customers of Connectiv Power were eligible for choice October 1999, medium customers 
January 2000, and all residential and commercial customers became eligible October 2000 (26 Delaware Code, Chapter 
10). In April 2001, Delaware Electric Cooperative's customers became eligible for the choice plan. Rate caps were lifted 
for Delaware Electric Cooperative in March 2005 and rates increased 8%.  

Delmarva Power & Light Company merged with Potomac Electric Power Company (PSC Docket No. 01-194) and the PSC 
(Order No. 5941 signed April 16, 2001) approved a rate cap extension for customers of Delmarva Power & Light 
Company until May 1, 2006. In October 2004, the Commission opened PSC Docket No. 04-391 to determine which 
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company would provide standard offer service (SOS) in Delmarva Power service territory after May 2006. Delmarva 
Power was selected. The Request for Proposal process results in one third of the power need acquired annually to 
reduce price volatility.  

The Electric Utility Retail Customer Supply Act of 2006 requires Delmarva Power to file a proposal for long-term supply 
contracts. Electric distribution companies are designated as the standard offer service supplier in their territories. 
Electric distribution companies “enter into long- and short-term supply contracts, own and operate generation facilities, 
build generation and transmission facilities, make investments in demand-side resources” to diversify resources. On 
December 4, 2007, the Commission entered PSC Order No. 7318 to propose and take comments on Integrated Resource 
Planning regulations. IRP has a forward-looking 10-year time frame and is filed every two years starting with December 
1, 2006.  

In July 2012, the Delaware Public Service Commission issued Order No. 8187 to make rule changes to make electric 
choice more competitive, including changes to provide additional protection for customers, require electric suppliers to 
include additional details regarding the rates, terms, and conditions of service in their offers, and to make the 
certification process for Electric Suppliers more uniform. Stakeholder workshops were held in August and October 2012. 
Staff will propose amendments Supplier Rules and may propose changes to the SOS procurement process under PSC 
Docket No. 04-391. The Commission will then consider whether to accept the proposed amendments and/or revisions 
and create new rules.56 

In 2014, the Delaware PSC opened Docket 14-0283 to review Delmarva’s approach to providing Standard Offer Service. 
The PSC want “lower energy supply costs over the long-term for a period of 20 to 25 years.”57 

 

 

  

                                                           
56 Delaware Public Service Commission (2012). PSC Regulation Docket No. 49, Order No. 8187. 
http://www.depsc.delaware.gov/orders/8187.pdf. 
57 Energy Choice Matters (2015). It Begins (Part 2): Delaware to Review ‘Long-Term Approaches to Secure Lower Priced Energy’ for 
SOS. http://www.energychoicematters.com/stories/20141003b.html 
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District of Columbia 
District of Columbia’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 658,893 in July 2014. This ranks it 49th as 
compared to the 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 
11,192,000 megawatt-hours. That’s 45th among all states and DC. 

The types of offers include: fixed pricing for 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months; 1-month variable; 100% wind or 5% solar 
or 12%, 25% or 50% renewable.  

During the early restructuring period (September 2002 to December 2003), residential customer switching was between 
10.2% and 11.9%. By August 2009, it had fallen to 2.8%. Residential switching then increased to 14.2% by 2014 
(decreased slightly from 2013). Nonresidential switching has been flat at about 80-83% for several years, but in 2014, it 
decreased to 77.5% 

As of December 2014, a total of 34,448 residential customer accounts (households) in the District of Columbia received 
competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

District of Columbia December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

District of Columbia 23 34 28 

 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

District of Columbia December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Nonresidential 
Sales (MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Total 243,431 524,726 687,534 

Switched 34,448 406,430 428,069 

Percent 14.2% 77.5% 62.3% 

* One month of data for the investor-owned utility.  
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District of Columbia Residential Switching, 2009-2014 

 

Background 
The 1999 Retail Competition Act provided authority for retail choice. The District of Columbia Public Service Commission 
(DCPSC) issued Order Nos. 11576 (December 1999) and 11796 (September 2000) to allow all residential and commercial 
customers to choose an alternative electric supplier effective January 2001. Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) is 
the sole electric distribution company. At the end of 1999, PEPCO made a decision to divest itself of generating units. A 
Code of Conduct working group was created in 2000 to work on competitive safeguards, with an interim decision to 
adopt Maryland's Code of Conduct, and a longer-term effort to develop a DC-specific Code of Conduct. DCPSC orders 
issued in 2001 addressed customer education, new electric supplier tariffs, and interim customer aggregation standards.  

In 2002, the DCPSC issued an order and report on a Municipal Aggregation Program. The DCPSC also approved the 
PEPCO/Connectiv merger subject to conditions. Divestiture resulted in a sharing of proceedings with customers (the 
typical household received $80.42 of divestiture sharing credits in 2002). PEPCO has moved toward a holding company 
structure.  

In 2003-04, the DCPSC examined the standard offer service (SOS) process (Order Nos. 12655 and 13118), including 
whether PEPCO should continue to provide SOS because its obligation to serve was set to expire at the end of 2004. A 
new process was adopted that relied on wholesale market prices to a greater degree. In March 2006, PEPCO filed for 
rates increases for SOS of about 10% to 12%. In July 2006, the DCPSC issued Order No. 14006 to adopt improvements in 
the procurement process for SOS, and to consider the benefits of a portfolio approach. 

A Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard Act was enacted in 2005 which will require suppliers to acquire 11% of their 
energy from renewable resources by 2022. The DCPSC has increased the amount of information available to customers 
regarding energy efficiency. 

The Clean and Affordable Energy Act of 2008 defines a Sustainable Energy Utility with authority to lower per capital 
energy use, increase the use of renewable energy resources, create “green collar jobs” and meet other objectives in the 
District of Columbia.  

On June 1, 2012, the DCPSC approved the results of a competitive auction for electricity supply that will result in lower 
rates for SOS customers in March 2013. An electric bill for a residential SOS customer will decrease by 5.6% or about 
$4.89 per month for the average user of 685 kWh/month. The residential SOS summer rate declines from 9.7 to 8.7 
cents per kWh, and the winter rate declines from 9.2 to 8.6 cents per kWh. Pepco’s SOS Program is the default source of 
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electrical energy for customers who have not chosen to purchase power through a certified competitive provider. The 
SOS Program is administered by Pepco under rules established by the PSC.58 

In October 2014, the DC PSC considered placing additional requirements on the electric supplier prior to allowing a 
customer to switch service providers. This has been characterized as a “double verification” to prevent slamming.59 
Another proposal would require “informed” consent of the customer and a burden on the energy supplier if there is a 
contract dispute. Adding the one word “informed” to the requirements is expected to create uncertainty until the 
meaning is established in the context of energy transactions.60 

 

 

  

                                                           
58 See: http://www.dcpsc.org/pdf_files/hottopics/PR_PSC_Announces_Lowers_SOS_Rates.pdf. 
59 Energy Choice Matters (2014). Proposed Rule Would Require Double Verification of Most Contracts: Signed Contract and TPV for 
Telesales, Door-to-Door Sales. http://www.energychoicematters.com/stories/20141020a.html 
60 Energy Choice Matters (2014). Proposed Rule Would Require 'Informed' Consent to Enter Into Retail Energy Contract. 
http://www.energychoicematters.com/stories/20141020b.html 
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Illinois 
Illinois’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 12,880,580 in July 2014. This ranks it 5th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 140,167,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 7th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a website set up by Illinois state government: http://www.pluginillinois.org. The website displays 
the regulated supply “price to compare” (default service) from the electric distribution utility and the generation service 
price offered by alternative retail electric suppliers.  

The types of offers include: fixed pricing for 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months; 1-month variable pricing; renewable energy 
products; promotions with advanced thermostats; time of use (free power Saturdays or Sundays). 

Residential customer switching increased dramatically between 2011 and 2012 from about 2% to 22.37%. By November 
2013, more than three million residential consumers were taking power from a competitive supplier, many of these 
through municipal aggregation. The ORMD staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission estimated that, as of May 2014, 
about 26% of the switching reported for residential consumers in Illinois was the result of individual choice, not 
municipal aggregation. 

As of December 31, 2014, a total of 2,743,881 residential customer accounts (households) in Illinois received 
competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Illinois December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Ameren Zone I 11 25 28 

Ameren Zone II 10 23 28 

Ameren Zone III 11 25 28 

ComEd 28 70 64 

MidAmerican 1 1 1 

 

 

  

http://www.pluginillinois.org/
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Illinois December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small C&I Sales 
(MWH) 

(< 25 kW)* 

Medium C&I 
Sales (MWH) 
(25kW-1MW) 

Large C&I Sales 
(MWH) 

(> 1 MW)* 

Total Sales 
(MWH)** 

Commonwealth Edison 
Company (ComEd) Total 3,463,377 1,031,291 1,756,712 2,303,540 7,543,015 

ComEd Switched 2,124,093 628,829 1,473,620 2,218,005 5,857,459 

Ameren Rate Zone I***  327,113 107,950 193,104 435,518 1,100,121 

Ameren I Switched 177,131 62,826 154,699 349,201 761,797 

Ameren Rate Zone II Total *** 189,343 41,205 84,344 152,561 468,324 

Ameren II Switched 129,577 22,065 66,485 134,977 353,605 

Ameren Rate Zone III Total*** 544,096 144,028 261,240 642,523 1,552,349 

Ameren III Switched 313,080 83,917 213,056 587,206 1,171,736 

State Total 4,523,929 1,324,474 2,295,401 3,534,143 10,663,808 

State Switched 2,743,881 797,637 1,907,860 3,289,390 8,144,596 

ComEd Percent 61.3% 61.0% 83.9% 96.3% 77.7% 

Ameren I Percent 54.1% 58.2% 80.1% 80.2% 69.2% 

Ameren II Percent 68.4% 53.5% 78.8% 88.5% 75.5% 

Ameren III Percent 57.5% 58.3% 81.6% 91.4% 75.5% 

MidAmerican Energy Co. Percent 0.0% 2.8% -- 1.6% 1.5% 

Mt. Carmel Percent 0.0% 0.0% -- 0.0% 0.0% 

State Percent 60.7% 60.2% 83.1% 93.1% 76.4% 

* Small C&I is defined as 0-100 kW for Commonwealth Edison, as “small C&I” for MidAmerican, and as “commercial” for Mt. Carmel. Large C&I is not necessarily “> 1 
MW” for MidAmerican and “industrial” for Mt. Carmel. 

** One month of data for four investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

*** Ameren Rate Zone I was formerly AmerenCIPS (Central Illinois Public Service); Ameren Rate Zone II was formerly AmerenCILCO (Central Illinois Light Company); 
Ameren Rate Zone III was formerly AmerenIP (Illinois Power Company). 
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Illinois Residential Switching, 2010-2014 

 

Background 
In 1997, the Illinois Public Utilities Act was amended to enact the Electric Service Customer Choice and Rate Relief Law of 
1997. The amendments mandated rate cuts of 15% in 1998 and 5% in 2001. Rates were capped until 2007, providing 
relatively little incentive for mass market customers to switch. Large customers were allowed to choose their supplier in 
1999, and other nonresidential customers were allowed to choose in 2000. Residential customers were allowed to 
choose a supplier in 2002 but no supplier offered residential service until 2009.  

In 2007, Public Act 095-0481 created an independent agency, the Illinois Power Agency (IPA), to develop and manage a 
new electric supply procurement process for customers of Ameren Illinois and Commonwealth Edison (ComEd), and 
amended the Illinois Public Utilities Act to return certain rates to 2006 levels. The IPA oversees the procurement of 
power and energy for retail customers who receive fixed-price bundled service from ComEd or Ameren Illinois. The IPA 
prepares a plan, by August 15 of each year, to procure the necessary energy and power in the following year, and the 
ICC approves or modifies the annual IPA procurement plan. After overseeing the procurement of electric supply, the IPA 
directs the utilities to enter into wholesale electric supply contracts of various duration to purchase electric supply from 
different sources.  

Section 16-111.5 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act contains various provisions relating to the procurement of the 
electricity by the largest of Illinois' electric utilities. Sub-section (e)(1) provides that, "The procurement administrator 
shall disseminate information to potential bidders to promote a procurement event, notify potential bidders that the 
procurement administrator may enter into a post-bid price negotiation with bidders that meet the applicable 
benchmarks, provide supply requirements, and otherwise explain the competitive procurement process. In addition to 
such other publication as the procurement administrator determines is appropriate, this information shall be posted on 
the Illinois Power Agency's and the Commission's websites."61 Shortly after the conclusion of the procurement events, 
                                                           
61 Electricity Procurement Processes links are provided here for each year: 
http://www.icc.illinois.gov/electricity/ElectricityProcurement.aspx. 
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Ameren Illinois and ComEd revise the base level of retail charges through which the costs of electricity and RECs are 
recovered from customers. Actual revenues and costs are monitored on a monthly basis, and rates are adjusted, as 
necessary, to minimize the accumulation of a revenue-cost imbalance. An annual audit and reconciliation proceeding is 
held.62 

The Illinois Power Agency Act also declared competitive services in ComEd and Ameren Illinois areas whose peak 
demand is above 400 kW as of August 2007 (220 ILCS 5/16-113(f)). In addition, Section 16-113(g) gave both ComEd and 
Ameren Illinois the ability to declare the provision of power and energy to customers with peak demands of at least 100 
kilowatts but less than 400 kilowatts to be competitive if certain conditions are met. In 2007, ComEd filed a petition for 
competitive declaration, and the Commission found that ComEd had satisfied the statutory requirements. Therefore the 
provision of power and energy to those customers has been declared competitive as of November 2007. As a result of 
the competitive declaration, after the end of the May 2010 billing period, all customers in the 100-400kW class, with the 
exception of some statutorily exempted condominium associations, are taking supply service from the utility on an 
hourly-pricing basis or they receive service from an alternative retail electric supplier. Similarly, in 2011 Ameren Illinois 
filed a petition for competitive declaration of its customers with peak demands above 150 kilowatts but less than 400 
kilowatts. The Commission approved Ameren’s petition, with the competitive declaration to be effective on May 1, 
2011. Customers in this class continued to receive fixed-price bundled utility service until May 2014. As of June 2014, the 
only non-residential customers still receiving a fixed-price supply service from the utility are ComEd customers with 
demand below 100kW and Ameren Illinois customers with demand below 150kW. All other non-residential customers 
receive their power from a competitive supplier or they are on the utility’s hourly-pricing option. 

In April 2008, utilities in Illinois started offering net-metering (83 IL. Admin. Code Part 465) to eligible customers, that is, 
to retail customers who own or operate a solar, wind, or other eligible renewable electrical generating facility with a 
rated capacity of 2 MW or less. In addition, the ICC created rules that set standards for interconnection of direct 
generation to the distribution network (83 IL. Admin. Code Part 466).  

The Illinois Office of Retail Market Development (ORMD), created in 2008, is to “actively seek input from all interested 
parties and to develop a thorough understanding and critical analyses of the tools and techniques used to promote retail 
competition in other states. The Office shall monitor existing competitive conditions in Illinois, identify barriers to retail 
competition for all customer classes, and actively explore and propose to the Commission and to the General Assembly 
solutions to overcome identified barriers.”63 The ORMD created and maintains the Commission’s electric choice 
information website at PlugInIllinois.org. 

Both Ameren Illinois and ComEd offer a real time pricing (RTP) option to help residential customers. As with many tariffs 
labeled “real time,” a series of hourly prices for electricity are posted one day in advance so that residential consumer 
who choose this option can determine the best time to operate appliances during the upcoming 24 hours. The real time 
pricing option requires a special meter. As of May 2015, about 21,000 customers participate in the RTP program. With 
the implementation of smart meters, the number of residences on time of use pricing is expected to increase. 

Municipal Aggregation. Public Act 96-0176 amended the Illinois Power Agency Act effective January 1, 2010 to allow 
municipalities and counties to aggregate electrical load. Municipal corporate authorities and county boards can adopt an 
ordinance to aggregate residential and small commercial electrical loads and solicit bids for the sale and purchase of 
electricity. A referendum is required to determine whether or not the aggregation shall be an opt-out program. In March 
20, 2012, 306 communities voted on opt-out aggregation referenda, with 245 referenda passing. By October 2013, 672 
municipalities in Illinois participated in aggregation programs. As of May 2015, less than 600 municipalities participate, 
as several communities have elected not to renew the aggregation contracts given the convergence of price offerings. 

                                                           
62 ORMD (2012). Annual Report. http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/. 
63 Illinois Public Utilities Act. (220 ILCS 5/20-110). P.A. 94-1095, eff. 2-2-07. 

http://www.powersmartpricing.com/
http://www.thewattspot.com/
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In September 2014, the ICC initiated an inquiry into the retail electric market in order to explore such matters as: 
definitions for the terms "fixed," "variable," "green" and "renewable” pricing and products; necessary disclosures 
regarding variable pricing; and uniform methods of price comparison.64 

 

 

  

                                                           
64 ICC (2014). Notice of Inquiry regarding retail electric market issues, Docket No. 14-NOI-01. 
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Maine 
Maine’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 1,330,089 in July 2014. This ranks it 41th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 11,991,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 44th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a website set up by the Maine Office of the Public Advocate: 
http://www.maine.gov/meopa/utilities/electric/supply.html. The website displays the regulated standard offer service 
(default service) price offered by alternative retail electric suppliers. The types of offers include: fixed pricing for 6, 12, 
18, 24 and 36 months; and 25%, 50% and 100% renewable energy products. The Maine PUC annual report also mentions 
a time-of-use option for residential and small commercial customers.65 

Residential switching increased dramatically from 2.1% in 2011 to 22.4% in 2014. Medium C&I switching increased from 
36% in 2008 to 61.1% in 2014. Large C&I has increased to 96.1% in 2014. As of December 2014, a total of 171,894 
residential and small commercial consumers in Maine received competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Maine December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Emera Maine-Bangor Hydro 14* 22* 34** 

Central Maine Power 15* 23* 34** 

Emera Maine-Maine Public 10* 18* 19** 

* Calculated from the number of licensed suppliers and number of supplier and offers that appear on the website of the Maine Office of the Public Advocate. 

** Number of licensed suppliers. Not all licensed suppliers may be offering service. These data are used as a proxy for calculating the ABACCUS score. 

 

  

                                                           
65 State of Maine Public Utilities Commission 2014 Annual Report (2015). p. 24. 

http://www.maine.gov/meopa/utilities/electric/supply.html
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Maine December 2014 

Utility Service Territory 

Residential 
and Small 

Commercial 
Customers* 

Medium C&I 
Load (MWH) 

Large C&I 
Load (MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)** 

Emera Maine-Bangor Hydro District (EM 
Bangor Hydro) Total 122,299 1,199 582 4,177 

EM Bangor Hydro Switched 12,167 737 578 1,588 

Central Maine Power Total 607,151 5,339 8,046 25,747 

Central Maine Switched 159,680 3,363 7,722 14,728 

Emera Maine-Maine Public District (EM Maine 
Public) Total 37,129 225 352 1,499 

EM Maine Public Switched 47 34 336 337 

State Total 766,579 6,764 8,991 31,374 

State Switched 171,894 4,134 8,635 16,693 

EM Bangor Hydro Percent 9.9% 61.4% 99.2% 38.0% 

Central Maine Percent 26.3% 63.0% 96.0% 57.2% 

EM Maine Public Percent 0.1% 15.3% 95.3% 26.0% 

State Percent 22.4% 61.1% 96.1% 53.2% 

* This category Includes residential and small commercial customers < 25 kW in BHE, < 20 kW in CMP and < 50 kW in MPS. Large C&I is defined as > 400 kW in CMP 
and > 500 kW in BHE and MPS. “Medium C&I” falls between these two categories. 

** One month of data for three investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Maine Residential Switching, 2000-2014 

 

Background 
In May 1997, the Maine Legislature passed Directive 1804 to require divestiture of utility generation assets and initiate 
retail choice in March 2000. The Legislature imposed a 33% market share cap on investor-owned utilities in their old 
service areas, and instituted a renewable energy portfolio requirement of 30% (including hydroelectric power). Maine’s 
law (Title 35-A, Chapter 32: Electric Industry Restructuring), allows retail consumers to purchase electricity supply from 
licensed competitive electricity providers, and requires customers not served competitively to accept standard offer 
electricity regulated by the Maine Public Utilities Commission (MPUC). 

The MPUC has considered bids for resources to serve default customers. In 1999, the MPUC rejected bids and reissued a 
request in 2000 under amended rules in an attempt to attract more bidders. The MPUC set standard offer rates and 
ordered Central Maine Power to provide standard offer service from March 2000 to March 2002 for medium and large 
nonresidential customers. The MPUC also approved a transmission/distribution rate scheme for restructuring submitted 
by Maine Public Service Company (in far northern Maine, and isolated on the grid) that separated MPS's revenue 
requirements into a transmission component under FERC jurisdiction and a distribution component under MPUC 
jurisdiction. 

The MPUC revisited standard offer service in 2002. To further connect the standard offer to market prices, the MPUC 
shortened the time period for its current medium and large standard offer categories to six months. That is, the winning 
bid sets the standard offer at start of the six-month period, with prices changing each month. In December 2002, the 
MPUC reported to the legislature that retail access had been a success for commercial and industrial customers in 
Maine, and that some residential customers had switched to renewable resource suppliers. At that time, 47% of the 
electricity in Maine was bought from competitive suppliers—the highest percentage in the nation. The MPUC stated that 
until retail markets mature, the legislature must keep standard offer service in place beyond the scheduled termination 
date of March 2005. 

In late 2004, an auction produced standard offer rates with a nearly 30% increase in the generation price due to 
conditions in the wholesale market. In more recent auctions, the MPUC goes to the market each year for one-third of 
the load in a three-year contract. In January 2008, the MPUC accepted a one-year contract for one-third of the load at 
Central Maine Power and Bangor Hydro-Electric. As a result, in 2009, there was a need to replace two-thirds of the load 
(the 2006 and 2008 contracts). Standard offer rates have increased between 2% and 3% for each of the past two years 
for these two utilities, weighing together the net effect of power costs and decreases in stranded costs. 
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MPS with approximately 5% of the state’s load is directly connected to the New Brunswick system, and is connected to 
the New England Power Pool through New Brunswick. There is only one competitive supplier serving the MPS service 
territory, and MPS filed an application in 2008 for new transmission facilities to better connect with the rest of the state. 
Cost allocation for the investment will be an issue. 

In addition to the 30% RPS requirement, Maine requires “new renewable resources” to be 1% of the portfolio in 2008 
(and growing by 1% a year). In 2007, Maine created an Energy Conservation Board to assist the MPUC with energy 
conservation as it relates to carbon dioxide reductions. In 2011, Public Act 413 was adopted which requires the PUC to 
study the renewable portfolio standard. The PUC engaged London Economic International and the results were 
published in January 2012 in the comprehensive report, MPUC RPS Report 2011 - Review of RPS Requirements and 
Compliance. 

In June 2009, the MPUC determined that ratepayers are best served by allowing the utilities' agreement with ISO- New 
England to automatically renew for a two-year term. The MPUC had earlier assessed whether the ISO-NE's cost 
allocation was equitable. The MPUC found that the ISO-NE structure benefits Maine’s markets and consumers through 
operational control of the grid, market design and operation, and development of demand response programs. The 
MPUC directed Maine’s two largest utilities to aggressively pursue reforms of their relationship with the ISO-NE.  

In October 2009 the MPUC approved the first long-term contract since electric restructuring began by approving a 20-
year contract with a wind developer delivery of the 60-megawatt Rollins wind project in Penobscot County. The criteria 
for election included energy and capacity benefits, hedging against fossil fuel prices, and resource diversity. Central 
Maine Power and Bangor Hydro Energy will share the contract 80%-20%, respectively. The Legislature gave the MPUC 
authority in 2006 to direct electric utilities to enter into long-term electric generation contracts. 

In 2010, the MPUC approved the installation of advance metering infrastructure (CMP Docket No. 2007-215(II), BHE 
Docket No. 2006-661(II)). CMP received approximately $96 million in funding under the Department of Energy (DOE)’s 
Smart Grid Investment Grant Program (~50% of the cost). The Commission also opened proceedings for both CMP and 
BHE to consider the pricing programs that should be implemented when AMI is fully installed and operational (CMP 
Docket No. 2010-132; BHE Docket No. 2010-14). The commission also considered a transition plan for displaced 
employees.66  

In July 2012, the MPUC set prices for standard offer electricity supply service for medium and large C&I customers of 
CMP and BHE, effective in September. The bids accepted reflect average prices over of 6.4 cents/kWh for CMP 
customers and 6.3 cents/kWh for BHE customers, which are 16% and 18% higher than current standard offer prices, 
respectively, but lower than the same period last year. The bids accepted for large C&I customers are indexed to the 
market, and prices will be set by the PUC in advance of each month based on current market prices.67 Standard offer 
prices for residential and small commercial customers remain at current levels until March 2013. In September 2012, the 
MPUC issued an RFP for electricity for residential and small commercial customers in the territories CMP and BHE for 
service beginning March 2013. 

In April, 2013, the MPUC opened Docket No. 2013-00200, Commission Initiated Inquiry into Residential and Small 
Commercial Standard Offer Service and Customer Protection. An order was issued on November 13, 2013. The MPUC 
determined that there are now more choices in the competitive retail electricity market in Maine, and that changes 
should be made to make the Standard Offer Service more market reflective, and to serve as a stop-gap service rather 
than a standard service. 

                                                           
66 Maine PUC annual report. http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/about/annual_report/documents/annualreport.pdf. 
67 For more information on standard offer service prices: http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/electricity/standardofferrates/index.html 
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In July 2014, as a result of increased activity in the residential sector and increased complaints, the Commission 
initiated a rulemaking regarding changes to its Competitive Electricity Provider (CEP) licensing and consumer 
protection rules.68  

 

  

                                                           
68 Maine PUC (2014). Amendments to Licensing Requirements, Annual Reporting, Enforcement and Consumer Protection Provisions 
for Competitive Provision of Electricity (Chapter 305), Docket No. 2014-00214. 
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Maryland 
Maryland’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 5,976,407 in July 2014. This ranks it 19th among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 61,655,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 24th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a website set up by Maryland state government: http://167.102.231.189/electricchoice/shop-
and-compare/. The website requests the utility name and estimates monthly usage. It then displays cost per kWh, 
estimated monthly supply charge, type of plan (variable or fixed) and information about how to contact the supplier. 
The types of offers include: Fixed pricing for 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months; variable pricing (1-month price and 
wholesale rate plus 5%); 20%, 25%, and 100% renewable energy products. 

Residential switching increased from 3% in 2008 to 26.1% in 2013. It decreased slightly to 23.9% in 2014. Mid-sized C&I 
switching increased from 62.3% in 2008 to 73.0% in 2014, while large C&I has been 92-94% during the same period. As 
of December 2014, a total of 484,909 residential customer accounts (households) in Maryland received competitive 
electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Maryland December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Potomac Edison (First Energy) 10 25 28* 

Baltimore Gas and Electric 21 60 54* 

Delmarva Power & Light 17 51 38* 

Potomac Electric Power 20 54 43* 

Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) 2 2 -- 

* Number of Electric Suppliers Serving Enrolled Customers, Mid C&I, reported on the PSC’s Electric Choice Enrollment Monthly Report. 

 

  

http://167.102.231.189/electricchoice/shop-and-compare/
http://167.102.231.189/electricchoice/shop-and-compare/
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Maryland December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small C&I 
Sales (MWH) 
(< 25 kW)* 

Medium C&I 
Sales (MWH) 
(25kW-1MW) 

Large C&I 
Sales (MWH) 

(> 1 MW) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)** 

Potomac Edison (First Energy) 
Total 226,936 93 339 249 1,493 

Potomac Edison Switched 32,275 24 217 229 587 

Baltimore Gas and Electric 
Total 1,125,317 353 1,735 1,298 7,294 

Baltimore Gas and Electric 
Switched 307,565 127 1,297 1,228 3,770 

Delmarva Power & Light Total 175,538 80 242 120 988 

Delmarva Power & Light 
Switched 28,490 33 174 114 423 

Potomac Electric Power Total 500,603 97 995 754 3,551 

Potomac Electric Power 
Switched 116,579 42 729 709 1,902 

State Total 2,028,394 622 3,311 2,421 13,326 

State Switched 484,909 226 2,417 2,280 6,683 

Potomac Edison  14.2% 26.2% 63.9% 91.9% 39.3% 

Baltimore Gas and Electric 27.3% 36.1% 74.7% 94.6% 51.7% 

Delmarva Power & Light 16.2% 41.5% 72.0% 95.2% 42.8% 

Potomac Electric Power 23.3% 43.0% 73.3% 94.0% 53.6% 

State Percent 23.9% 36.4% 73.0% 94.2% 50.1% 

* Class contribution to peak load in the reported month for four investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
In April 1999, Maryland adopted the Electric Customer Choice and Competition Act of 1999 (SB300 and HB703). The bill 
mandated retail access and a rate reduction. Customers of the investor-owned utilities became eligible for choice in July 
2000, and customers of electric cooperatives became eligible at the end of 2001. Five municipal utilities remain locally 
controlled and are not required to offer retail choice. 

Standard offer service design and rate levels have been a point of contention. The initial standard offer service remained 
in effect until July 1, 2003. A subsequent case (Case No. 8908) determined that standard offer service would remain in 
effect from 2004 to 2008. During this period, utilities, as the default service providers, acquired 1, 2, and 3-year power 
contracts to meet the needs of residential customers. Commercial customers received a more variable price, and large 
customers received hourly pricing over a one-year period. If numerous customers remained with standard offer service, 
the utilities applied an alternative price of service – the PJM hourly price.  

Rate caps were scheduled to expire, but the anticipated price increases resulted in numerous alternative rate mitigation 
proposals. For example, in anticipation of 72% rate increases in the Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE) service territory, 
the legislature considered bills in 2005 and 2006 to limit the immediate increase to 5% to 25%, with future recovery of 
deferred costs through a new transition charge. In Case No. 9056, the Maryland Public Service Commission (MDPSC) 
determined that everyone other than the smallest commercial customers would be moved to quarterly bidding and 
quarterly pricing. In Case No. 9064, residential customers were changed from to a two-year bidding framework, with 
one-fourth of the load bid every six months. In the BGE service territory, a Rate Stabilization Charge will collect a set 
amount over the next 10 years.  

In December 2008, the MDPSC issued a report ordered by the State General Assembly in 2007. The report stated that 
Maryland should not try to repurchase generating units that were sold at the beginning of electric market restructuring. 
The MDPSC urged new laws to protect consumers and partial re-regulation by shifting the jurisdiction of future power 
plants to the State of Maryland. 

In February 2009, the Maryland State Finance Committee introduced Senate Bill 795, the "Maryland Electricity 
Reregulation and Energy Independence Act of 2009" with the support of the governor. The bill stated that competitive 
retail electric markets did not developed as envisioned. In April, Maryland's House Economic Matters Committee voted 
nearly unanimously to kill the bill. In January 2010, Governor O’Malley stated that he would not submit legislation to re-
regulate energy markets in the upcoming legislative session, but would instead rely on the Public Service Commission to 
use existing authority to build new power generation as needed.69 

Maryland is pursuing climate change and energy efficiency issues. A significant portion of the revenues derived from a 
carbon auction in 2008 will be dedicated to energy efficiency activities and will be administered by the Maryland Energy 
Administration. Although advanced metering has not penetrated mass markets in Maryland, demand response remains 
important with approximately 1,000 MW of direct load control programs using smart switches, smart thermostats and 
radio frequency signals in PJM. State officials continue to work on reliability and resource adequacy issues, including the 
need for power plant construction in the state. 

In December 2011, the MDPSC adopted a comprehensive set of regulations designed to improve reliability for electric 
distribution systems. The MDPSC adopted the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and System Average 
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) metrics for 2012-2015. The utilities are required to submit annual performance 
reports. The first performance review will be concluded by July 2013. 

In December 2011, the state announced that a settlement concerning the Exelon - Constellation merger would result in 
"$1 billion in investment into the Maryland economy over the next decade and create more than 6,000 jobs." The total 
megawatts of energy generation to be built increased from 25 MW to 285-300 MW.. The PSC also retains the ability to 

                                                           
69 Source: Office of Governor Martin O’Malley, http://www.governor.maryland.gov/. 
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spin-off BGE at some later date if Exelon "experiences significant financial difficulty, experiences a nuclear disaster, or 
repeatedly violates PSC Orders." 

In April 2012, the MDPSC awarded a 20-year contract to Competitive Power Ventures to build a 661-MW natural gas 
combined-cycle power plant. This award was in response to an RFP seeking up to 1,500 MWs of new gas plants to be 
built by 2015. The MDPSC had already gotten Exelon and Constellation to build a 120-MW combustion turbine as part 
the merger deal. Controversy continues between Maryland and PJM as stakeholder talks have begun on revisions to the 
RTO's "minimum offer pricing rule." Stakeholders are concerned with states that subsidize new generation capacity and 
would reduce prices in the capacity market with capacity that is supported by mandatory wires charges that all 
customers must pay.70 

The PSC Maryland reported that by year-end 2014, 2.2 million electric and gas “smart meters” had been installed. Two 
utilities report 96% and 99% deployment; a third is just beginning. BGE reports 73% deployment with plans to complete 
deployment by the middle of 2015.71 

 

 

  

                                                           
70 See: "Maryland PSC awards RFP plant deal to Competitive Power Ventures," Restructuring Today, April 13, 2012. 
71 PSC Maryland (2015). 2014 Annual Report. p. 23. http://167.102.231.189/commission-reports/. 
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Massachusetts 
Massachusetts’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 6,745,408 in July 2014. This ranks it 14th 
among all 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 53,487,000 
megawatt-hours. That’s 26th among all states and DC. 

Residential switching has increased from 11.2% to 16.9% over the past several years. C&I has switching increased in each 
size category over the period. Overall, statewide switching was 54.8% of electricity sales. As of December 2014, a total of 
598,105 residential customer accounts (households) in Massachusetts received competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Massachusetts December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers* Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

National Grid (Massachusetts Electric, Nantucket 
Electric) 7 7 34 

NSTAR Electric (Eversource) (Boston Edison, 
Cambridge Electric, Commonwealth Electric) 21 21 71 

Northeast Utilities (Western Massachusetts Electric) 6 6 13 

Unitil (Fitchburg Gas & Electric Light) 12 12 21 

* Based on number of reported suppliers in each utility service territory.  
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Massachusetts December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small C&I 
Load 

(MWH) 

Medium 
C&I Load 
(MWH) 

Large C&I 
Load 

(MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

National Grid (Massachusetts 
Electric, Nantucket Electric) Total 2,135,476 162,893 221,031 627,282 2,162,854 

National Grid Switched 332,518 55,225 137,019 562,673 946,524 

NSTAR Electric (Boston Edison, 
Cambridge Electric, 
Commonwealth Electric) Total 

1,002,364 122,770 262,805 680,634 1,551,676 

NSTAR Electric Switched 238,777 64,686 142,541 584,287 909,365 

Northeast Utilities (Western 
Massachusetts Electric) Total 184,810 73,771 33,387 59,407 276,923 

Northeast Utilities Switched 22,652 42,302 24,068 54,453 136,800 

Unitil (Fitchburg Gas & Electric 
Light) Total 24,821 401 7,687 13,798 34,965 

Unitil Switched 4,158 117 3,392 11,962 18,342 

State Total 3,347,471 359,834 524,909 1,381,121 4,026,418 

State Switched 598,105 162,329 307,022 1,213,375 2,011,031 

National Grid 15.6% 33.9% 62.0% 89.7% 48.9% 

NSTAR Electric 23.8% 52.7% 54.2% 85.8% 61.0% 

Northeast Utilities 12.3% 57.3% 72.1% 91.7% 52.3% 

Unitil 16.8% 29.2% 44.1% 86.7% 48.1% 

State Percent 17.9% 45.1% 58.5% 87.9% 54.8% 

* One month of data for four investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
In November 1997, the state legislature enacted HB 5117 to restructure the electric power industry, granting rate cuts of 
10% at first, and another 5% after 18 months, with full recovery of stranded costs over a 10-year transition period. In 
March 1998, the Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications & Energy (now housed within the Office of Energy 
and Environmental Affairs and called the Department of Public Utilities) issued final decisions and regulations to open 
the electricity market to retail competition. The law included a provision for a systems benefits charge, and 
Massachusetts has adopted advanced plans for energy efficiency and renewable energy.  

Generation service became competitive, but transmission, distribution and customer services remained regulated 
monopoly services. Standard offer service was created as a transitional service for existing electricity customers. The 
standard offer set at 2.8 cents with a trajectory to rise to 5.2 cents per kWh in 2005 (projected to be above market in 
2005). These were administratively determined numbers (not market based) and included fuel triggers to increase if 
necessary.  

When markets opened, the 2.8 cents per kWh standard offer service rate was too low for competitors, stifling 
competition until the standard offer service rate was scheduled to rise in 1999. Utilities divested themselves of 
generation and natural gas plants were constructed. In 2000, standard offer rates were increased in response to market 
price increases.  

As of 2005, standard offer service expired. These customers were transferred to default service which had been 
designed for customers who were new to the system but had not selected a competitive service provider. (In 
Massachusetts, “standard offer” and “default service” have distinct meanings.) Default service for smaller customers 
relies on twice a year procurement of 50% of the load for one-year terms. Default service for larger customers is 
procured four times a year, 100% of load at a time. 

Community aggregation on Cape Cod (eastern MA) has operated since 1997 with the Cape Light Compact serving 
200,000 customers. Cape Light accounts for approximately one-third of the residential customer switching in 
Massachusetts. Customers who do not wish to participate can opt out of the aggregation program. As of October, 2014, 
Massachusetts has 19 approved municipal aggregations which include 39 municipalities. In addition, 35 municipalities 
are currently seeking approval of their respective municipal aggregation plans.72 

In August 2012, Governor Patrick signed S. 2395, “An Act Relative to Competitively Priced Electricity in the 
Commonwealth” intended to "protect ratepayers while providing greater reliability and energy independence." The bill 
extends long-term renewable energy contracts, raises the cap on net metering, and emphasized energy efficiency.73 Also 
in 2012, the MDPU approved the NSTAR-NU merger and required purchases from the Cape Wind project.74 In July 2012, 
the gas and electric distribution companies and municipal aggregator “program administrators” submitted a three year 
plan to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) regarding energy efficiency plans. The plan is an integrated 
attempt to provide innovative energy efficiency services, deliver on savings goals, maintain Massachusetts’ "first-in-the-
nation energy efficiency status."75 

In December 2014, the MDPU opened an investigation into the retail electric competitive supply market. The intent is to 
"provide customers with information regarding competitive supply products that is accurate, transparent, and 
understandable" and "improve customer protections ..." The Department proposes “initiatives to enhance the value that 
the retail electric competitive supply market provides to customers, particularly residential and small commercial and 

                                                           
72 LEAN Energy US (Local Energy Aggregation Network). http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/ 
73 Source: http://www.mass.gov/governor/pressoffice/pressreleases/2012/2012803-governor-patrick-signs-energy-bill.html. 
74 Source: http://www.mass.gov/eea/pr-2012/ma-dpu-announces-approval-of-nstar-nu-merger.html. 
75 See: http://www.mass.gov/eea/energy-utilities-clean-tech/energy-efficiency/policies-regs-for-ee/energy-efficiency-advisory-
council-eeac.html and  
http://www.ma-eeac.org/docs/7.10.12/Gas%20and%20Electric%20PAs%20July%202%20Plan%207-2-12.pdf. 
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industrial customers, by: (1) developing a ‘shopping for competitive supply’ website ...; (2) revising the existing 
information disclosure label ...; (3) eliminating the basic service bill recalculation provision for residential and small C&I 
customers ...; (4) establishing reporting requirements for door-to-door marketing ...; and (5) establishing reporting 
requirements and rules for the assignment of customers to another competitive supplier ..."76 

In April 2015, the MDPU opened an investigation into the provision of basic service (procurement of default service), 
citing increases in electricity prices. The Department also cited the successes in the C&I market as a reason to conduct 
the investigation. (“... in recent years, Massachusetts distribution companies have experienced declining participation by 
wholesale suppliers to basic service solicitations, particularly for medium and large commercial and industrial (‘C&I’) 
customers, with potential negative impacts for customers.”77  

 

 

  

                                                           
76 Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (2014). D.P.U. 14-140, Vote and Order Opening Investigation. Investigation by the 
Department of Public Utilities on its own Motion into Initiatives to Improve the Retail Electric Competitive Supply Market. 
77 Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (2015). D.P.U. 15-40, Vote and Order Opening Investigation. Investigation by the 
Department of Public Utilities on its own Motion into the Provision of Basic Service. Page 1. 
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Michigan 
Michigan’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 9,909,877 in July 2014. This ranks it 10th among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 102,701,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 12th among all states and DC. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Michigan December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Consumers Energy (CMS Energy) * * 7** 

Detroit Edison (DTE Energy) * * 10** 

Indiana Michigan Power (AEP) * * 1** 

Upper Peninsula Power * * 3** 

Wisconsin Electric Power Company * * 1** 

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation * * 1** 

Cloverland Electric Cooperative * * 1** 

* The number of residential choice customers participating in the electric choice program is negligible. One supplier has a waiting list of 300 residential customers. 

** Based on number of alternative electric suppliers serving customers. 
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Michigan December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers* 

Nonresidential Load 
(MWH)** 

Total Load 
 (MWH)* 

Consumers Energy (CMS Energy) Total - - 36,331,256 

Consumers Energy Switched - - 3,948,370 

Consumers Energy Load in Queue - - 6,188,136 

Detroit Edison (DTE Energy) Total - - 47,714,848 

Detroit Edison Switched - - 5,154,814 

Detroit Edison Load in Queue - - 5,379,877 

Indiana Michigan Power (AEP) Total - - 2,835,050 

Indiana Michigan Power Switched - - 0 

Indiana Michigan Power Load in Queue - - 0 

Upper Peninsula Power Company (UPPCo) Total - - 836,194 

UPPCo Switched - - 87,947 

UPPCo Load in Queue - - 42,417 

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEPCo) Total - - 2,496,185 

WEPCo Switched - - 2,084,930 

WEPCo Load in Queue - - 3,208 

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPSC) Total - - 282,845 

WPSC Switched - - 21,431 

WPSC Load in Queue - - 0 

Cloverland Electric Cooperative (Cloverland) Total - - 824,820 

Cloverland Switched - - 82,344 

Cloverland Load in Queue - - 0 

State Total - - 91,321,198 

State Switched - - 11,379,836 

State Load in Queue - - 11,613,638 

Consumers Energy Percent - - 10.90% 

Detroit Edison Percent - - 10.80% 

Indiana Michigan Power Percent - - 0.00% 

UPPCo Percent - - 10.50% 

WEPCo Percent - - 83.50% 

WPSC Percent - - 7.60% 

Cloverland Percent - - 10.00% 

State Percent - - 12.50% 
* The number of residential choice customers participating in the electric choice program is negligible. 

** Annual data for these seven electric utility. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
The Michigan Public Service Commission (MPSC) initially ordered retail choice pilot programs in 1998 and 1999. 
Michigan’s Customer Choice and Electricity Reliability Act (2000 Public Act 141), enacted June 2000, introduced 
competition into the electric industry by offering Michigan customers the opportunity to choose to purchase their 
electric generation services from an alternative electric supplier (AES). While access for a few large customers began in 
1999, all large customers (loads of greater than 1 MW) of Detroit Edison, Consumers Energy, and the electric 
cooperatives obtained retail access in January 2001. In December 2001, the MPSC issued nine orders to advance 
Michigan’s competitive electric environment. Among the decisions: Detroit Edison and Consumers Energy could not 
change their depreciation accrual rates and practices until January 2006; rules would be drafted for service quality and 
reliability standards for electric distribution systems; standards were adopted for the disclosure of customer 
information, fuel mix and environmental characteristics; and net stranded costs for utilities were determined. Rate cuts 
were mandated for some default service tariffs. 

Michigan is the first state to have independent transmission company ownership of virtually all its high-voltage 
transmission facilities. Trans-Elect owns Consumers Energy’s 5,400 miles of transmission, and Kohlberg Kravis Roberts 
and Trimaran Capital Partners own DTE Energy’s (Detroit Edison) 3,000 miles of transmission.  

In Michigan, a bill introduced in December 2007 (HB 5524) has become law and more or less rescinds restructuring, 
placing a utility-specific load cap of 10%. On October 6, 2008, Governor Granholm signed a pair of bills. HB 5524 (2008 
Public Act 286) amended the Customer Choice and Electricity Reliability Act, and SB 231 (2008 Public Act 295) addressed 
energy planning and renewable energy. Customers are required to give notice of a return to regulated service, and pay 
the higher (for one year) of average rates or market prices at the time of return. New customer would not be eligible for 
choice and would receive standard tariff service. HB 5524 would require customers to declare within 90 days whether 
they would continue to receive power from an alternative electric supplier. Upon selection of this option, customers 
would be required to give notice to return to regulated service, and would pay the higher of average rates or market 
prices at the time of return for one year. Other customers would receive on standard tariff service. New customers 
would not be eligible for choice and would receive standard tariff service. The proposed legislation would also limit the 
market share of non-incumbent suppliers to 10% of sales. (This states that “no more than 10% of an electric utility’s 
average weather-adjusted retail sales for the preceding calendar year may take service from an alternative electric 
supplier at any time.”)  

While customer choice is available to all customers (excluding electric cooperative members with loads of one MW or 
less), competitive retail providers do not offer services in any utility service territories other than Consumers Energy and 
Detroit Edison. Commercial and industrial customers in the service territories of Detroit Edison and Consumers Energy 
accounted for all of the participation in the electric choice programs during 2011. In the Consumers Energy service 
territory, nearly 11% of the load has switched and within the DTE Energy service territory, more than 11% of load has 
switched. Pressure remains on the state legislature to re-visit the cap provisions, particularly in light of heightened 
customer interest.  
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Montana 
Montana’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 1,023,579 in July 2014. This ranks it 44th among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 14,028,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 42nd among all states and DC. 

In May 1997, Montana enacted SB 390, the Electric Utility Industry Restructuring and Customer Choice Act, and gave 
larger consumers the ability to choose their power supplier in 1998. Under the Act, electricity suppliers must file an 
application and obtain a license from the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) before offering electricity for sale 
to retail customers. Legislation in 1999 (SB 406) allowed residential and small business customers to combine their 
buying power by forming a cooperative. The law exempts electricity suppliers from laws that prohibit cooperatives from 
expanding into cities of more than 3,500 persons. A standard information facts label was required for sales to residential 
and small commercial customers. The MPSC web site provides consumer protection information.  

The MPSC decided in 2000 to delay full customer choice until 2004. Montana’s investor-owned utility voluntarily 
divested its generation in December, 1999, and acquired default supply through competitive bidding. Additional 
legislation in 2001 (HB 474) altered the existing legislation and extended the transition period to July 2007. Rates were 
increased and the MPSC was criticized for not exerting enough control over the market participants. 

Every two years, NorthWestern Energy must submit a plan detailing how it will secure electricity. The utility remains the 
default service provider and the MPSC conducts proceedings to consider the utility’s Electricity Supply Procurement 
Plan. Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU) was not required to restructure pursuant to the Electric Utility Industry 
Restructuring and Customer Choice Act. All aspects of electricity service provided by MDU to Montana retail customers 
remains fully regulated. 

In September 2012, the MPSC released a report on utility planning and procurement. The draft rule suggests changes to 
improve consumer protections for NorthWestern Energy. Specifically, it suggests that the MPSC require all generators to 
compete with one another in competitive solicitations rather than be offered standard rates established by the MPSC. 
The report proposes updates to integrated resource planning rules.78 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
78 See http://psc.mt.gov/news/pr/20120925_PSC_Releases_Report_on_Utility_and_Procurement_Practices.pdf and Docket 
N2012.5.56 at http://www.psc.mt.gov. 
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Nevada 
Nevada's population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 2,839,099 in July 2014. This ranks it 35th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 34,424,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 33rd among all states and DC. 

In July 1997, Assembly Bill 366 was enacted adopting retail access. Larger customers became eligible in 2000. A 
settlement from a challenge by the Nevada utilities to the state's electric restructuring statue resulted in an agreement 
that the companies would not seek stranded cost recovery. In October 2000, the governor delayed implementation of 
the choice plan for residential customers until September 2001.  

In March 2001, the governor issued the Nevada Energy Protection Plan, a strategy to provide energy reliability, 
consumer protection, and long-term rate stability. In April 2001, AB 369 rejected retail access for small customers, 
returned utilities to regulation, and barred the sale of power plants before July 2003. Electric utility deregulation was 
halted because of high demand, low supply, and unstable prices. Also in 2001, Assembly Bill 661 revised and repealed 
certain provisions of Nevada's restructuring law. The law allowed each “eligible customer” (>1 MW average load) to 
choose an alternative supplier for power with permission from the State PUC. By March 2003, nine large commercial 
customers (e.g., casinos) were approved to purchase power from competitive sources. 

Electric utility triennial IRPs set forth an energy supply plan and the utility is required to file an energy supply update 
each year regarding cost and volatility mitigation using hedging for fuel and power purchases.79  

 

 

  

                                                           
79 Source: http://pucweb1.state.nv.us/PDF/Admin/Biennialreport.pdf. 
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New Hampshire 
New Hampshire’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 1,326,813 in July 2014. This ranks it 42th 
among all 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 10,975,000 
megawatt-hours. That’s 47th among all states and DC. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

New Hampshire December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Eversource (Public Service Company of New 
Hampshire) 8 8* 23 

Liberty Utilities (Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp) 
(formerly Granite State Electric Co. and National Grid) 2 2* 17 

Unitil Energy Systems 2 2* 18 

New Hampshire Electric Cooperative 1 1* 11 

* Based on number of active suppliers in the utility service territory. 
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

New Hampshire December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small C&I 
Load 

(MWH)* 

Medium 
C&I Load 
(MWH) 

Large C&I 
Load 

(MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Eversource (Public Service 
Company of New Hampshire) Total 427,462 141,046 139,820 104,098 668,738 

Eversource (PSNH) Switched 82,910 59,095 93,893 90,490 306,675 

Liberty Utilities Total 34,885 7,045 13,312 50,274 92,096 

Liberty Utilities Switched 2,479 1,370 5,829 42,662 52,209 

State Total 462,347 148,091 153,132 154,372 760,834 

State Switched 85,389 60,465 99,722 133,152 358,884 

Eversource (PSNH) Percent 19.4% 41.9% 67.2% 86.9% 45.9% 

Liberty Utilities Percent 7.1% 19.4% 43.8% 84.9% 56.7% 

State Percent 18.5% 40.8% 65.1% 86.3% 47.2% 

* One month of data for two investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

Background 
In May 1996, legislation (HB 1392) was enacted for retail choice: statute RSA 374-F. In July 1998, Granite State Electric 
opened its retail load to competition. Litigation in state and federal courts tied up implementation for Public Service 
Company of New Hampshire (PSNH). Additional legislation (SB 472) passed in May 2000, breaking the deadlock with 
PSNH. PSNH did not implement customer choice until May 2001. Legislation mandated rate reductions and divestiture of 
generation. The other three electric distribution utilities restructured between 1998 and 2002. Competitive suppliers are 
welcome to provide service in restructured areas, but most residential customers receive Transition Service (available to 
customers who do not immediately select a supplier) or Default Power Service (safety net service which is always 
available).  

The focus in recent years in New Hampshire has been on the development of comprehensive energy efficiency programs 
and the effective use of a system benefits charge. In its October 2009 report to the legislature, the New Hampshire 
Public Utilities Commission (NHPUC) stated that the current SBC of 3.3 mills per kilowatt-hour was split between energy 
efficiency and low income assistance. EE funds were used for cost effective measures, market transformation and 
demand response. (About 3% of program revenues came from payments from the ISO-NE’s Forward Capacity Market.) A 
January 2009 study indicated significant EE potential remains in NH. 

A September 2011 report, “Independent Study of Energy Policy Issues,” discussed energy efficiency, sustainability and 
conservation of resources. The report was to include “The appropriate role of regulated energy utilities, providers of 
energy and energy efficiency, and others … to achieve the state’s energy efficiency potential for all fuels …” However, 
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the report made no statement about competitive retail energy markets and did not mention “competitive energy 
suppliers” in 350 pages.  

In September 2012, Granite State Electric Company filed pursuant to a settlement in Docket No. DE 05-126 with regard 
to its default service rates for medium and large C&I customers and for 100% of requirements for residential and small 
commercial customers. The bill impact for large customers will be 19-24% and for residential customers (500 kWh) 
would see an increase from $60.54 to $68.75 (13.6%).80 

In its 2013 report, the staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission compared the default service pricing 
practices of several utilities to its major utility, PSNH. The report observed the impact of default service on the activities 
of competitive suppliers, stating “[t]he recently vibrant competitive market for residential customers in PSNH’s service 
territory results directly from PSNH’s current situation of owning and operating its generation fleet,” which is in contrast 
with other utilities which “obtain competitive bids to supply their respective default service loads. The resulting retail 
rates therefore more closely follow the trends in market prices.”81  

 

 

  

                                                           
80 Source: http://www.puc.state.nh.us/Regulatory/Orders/2012orders/25416e.pdf. 
81 Public Service Company of New Hampshire (2013). Report on Investigation into Market Conditions, Default Service Rate, 
Generation Ownership and Impacts on the Competitive Electricity Market. IR 13-020. Jointly prepared by the staff of the New 
Hampshire Public Utilities Commission and The Liberty Consulting Group. p. 24. 
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New Jersey 
New Jersey’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 8,938,175 in July 2014. This ranks it 11th among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 73,541,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 21st among all states and DC. 

Residential customer switching increased from 2.1% in 2010 to 16.0% in 2013. It decreased to 13.7% in 2014. Small C&I 
customer switching (< 500 kW) rose in New Jersey from nearly 39.1% in 2010 to 53.4% in 2014, while large C&I has 
remained about 85% in recent years. As of November 2014, a total of 464,078 residential customer accounts 
(households) in New Jersey received competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

New Jersey December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Atlantic City Electric Company 58* 58** 83* 

Jersey Central Power & Light 58* 58** 84* 

Public Service Electric and Gas Co. 67* 67** 94* 

Rockland Electric Company 58* 58** 44* 

* The state does not maintain a website to facilitate price comparison shopping; therefore, one-half of these figures is used as a proxy for calculating the 
ABACCUS score. Businesses that maintain electricity shopping websites display approximately ten residential energy suppliers and twenty competitive product 
offerings. 

** Based on number of reported suppliers in each utility service territory. 
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

New Jersey November 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

C&I Load < 
500 kW (MW) 

C&I Load 
>500 kW 

(MW) 

Total Load 
(MW)* 

Atlantic City Electric Company (ACE) Total 480,052 683 364 2,496 

ACE Switched 66,091 419 319 951 

Jersey Central Power & Light (JCP&L) (First 
Energy Corp.) Total 973,808 1,815 1,348 6,766 

JCP&L Switched 195,647 1,107 1,146 3,077 

Public Service Electric and Gas Company 
(PSE&G) Total 1,859,393 4,162 2,383 11,505 

PSG&E Switched 195,818 2,037 2,077 4,680 

Rockland Electric Company (RECO) Total 63,332 123 63 478 

RECO Switched 6,522 60 57 152 

State Total 3,376,585 6,783 4,158 21,246 

State Switched 464,078 3,622 3,598 8,859 

ACE Percent 13.8% 61.3% 86.6% 38.1% 

JCP&L Percent 20.1% 61.0% 85.0% 45.5% 

PSE&G Percent 10.5% 48.9% 87.2% 40.7% 

RECO Percent 10.3% 48.8% 90.5% 31.8% 

State Percent 13.7% 53.4% 86.5% 41.7% 

* Contribution to peak load in the reported month for four investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 

Background 
In February 1999, New Jersey adopted the Electric Discount and Energy Competition Act (EDECA) (AB 10/SB 5) which 
authorized the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU) to permit competition in the electric and gas marketplace, 
allowed electric utilities to divest themselves of electric generation assets, allowed securitization of stranded cost 
recovery that could be collected through a non-bypassable wires charge, provided an immediate rate reduction of 5% 
(10% by year four) and established a social benefits charge for the collection of monies for demand-side management 
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programs. Utilities were allowed to use deferred accounting for expenses that were not collected under the rate cap. All 
customers in New Jersey can purchase their electricity from a third party supplier rather than the local utility company. 
Shopping credits, the rates against which outside suppliers must compete, were set at about 5 to 6 cents per kWh, 
depending on the rate class and utility. 

In December 2000, the NJ Supreme Court upheld a decision upholding the NJBPU restructuring and securitization orders 
for PSE&G. By 2002, the difference between the market cost of electricity and the mandated rates, known as "deferred 
balances," had grown to approximately $1 billion, largely because competition in New Jersey had not occurred as 
anticipated. A task force on deferred balances was convened by the governor. 

Under EDECA, there was a requirement for a provider of last resource for basic generation service (BGS). BGS has been 
provided by the electric utilities since 2002-03. In February 2006, rate increases of 12% to 13.7% were announced as a 
result of the 2006 auction for BGS. The 2008 auction covers hourly-priced service for Commercial and Industrial Energy 
Pricing (CIEP) Customers for one year beginning June 1, 2008. The fixed price customer auction is for a supply period of 
three years, with approximately one-third of each utility’s total load requirements acquired each year. The winning fixed 
price contracts averaged 11.15 to 12.05 cents per kWh. These supplies replace the 2005 contracts and will result in 
residential customer price increases of 11.5% to 17.3% in the various service areas. 

In late 2009, the 2010 auction is underway. In the JCP&L service area, for example, there is a transition toward more 
tranches of approximately 100 MW each. There will be 18 tranches this year, but by the 2012 auction there will be 53 
tranches. The average BGS price next year will include power procured in the 2008, 2009 and 2010 auctions, with 2010 
auction fixed-price contracts replacing those from 2007.  

The social benefits charge includes incentives for energy efficiency programs and renewable resource programs. The 
state adopted a renewable portfolio standard that includes a solar set aside (2.12% solar capacity by 2020). New Jersey 
has almost 1,000 MW of installed solar capacity and uses Solar Renewable Energy Certificate (SREC) trading to help 
finance solar projects. In 2007, New Jersey adopted the Global Warming Response Act (A3301) which set greenhouse 
gas emissions targets. The state has programs implemented by investor-owned utilities that have transitioned to third-
party program management. 

In July 2012, Governor Christie signed legislation to "strengthen and encourage the continued growth of New Jersey’s 
solar industry, while protecting ratepayers from increased costs." S-1925 modifies the "solar alternate compliance 
payments" to lower costs by an approximately $1 billion over 15 years. The fixed megawatt requirement was changed to 
a percentage of overall energy usage, rising and falling with overall energy use. Almost 2% of electricity in NJ now comes 
from solar energy.82 

In February 2013, the NJBPU approved the state's twelfth annual electricity auction for Basic Generation Service (BGS). 
This year’s auction resulted in a .05% increase in PSE&G’s residential rate, but decreases in the other three utilities 
residential rate of 3% - 5%. As is the state's practice, this auction will be used to satisfy one-third of the state's 
residential and small business electric demand over the next three years. The remaining two-thirds was acquired in prior 
year auctions, 2011 and 2012. The state’s four electric distribution utilities do not earn a profit on the cost of the 
generation. PJM’s capacity market price (the Reliability Pricing Model or RPM) has increased the capacity portion of the 
auction, and the NJBPU is advocating before PJM to address what it considers inequities of the RPM. For larger 
customers, the "Commercial and Industrial Energy Pricing" (CIEP) price is for C&I customers not served by third-party 
suppliers. As of August 2013, almost 90% of the large C&I load was provided through individual competitive contracts 
with third-party suppliers. The CIEP customers access supply in the hourly energy market.83 

                                                           
82 Source: http://nj.gov/bpu/pdf/announcements/2012/20120723.pdf. 
83 Source: http://www.bpu.state.nj.us/bpu/newsroom/BGS2012release020912.pdf. 
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New Jersey began to use community aggregation in 2013 in Tom’s River, Montgomery County, Monroe, and Plumsted 
Townships. Five other communities are in the planning stage.84 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
84 LEAN Energy US (Local Energy Aggregation Network). http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/ 
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New York 
New York’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 19,746,227 in July 2014. This ranks it 4th among all 
50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 145,759,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 6th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a website set up by New York state government: http://www.newyorkpowertochoose.com/. The 
website requests the customer Zip Code and it provides a list of suppliers and price offers. The site provides the cost per 
kWh, type of plan (variable or fixed) and information about how to contact the supplier. The types of offers include: 
fixed pricing for 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 and 60 months; variable pricing (1-month price); and renewable energy products. 

Residential switching was up and down in various utility service territories and was 22.8% for the state as a whole. 
Among small to medium C&I customers, 67.6% of loads have switched. Among the largest industrial customers, 
switching is 83% of total loads. As of December 2014, a total of 1,325,106 residential customer accounts (households) in 
New York received competitive electric service.  

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

New York December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers* 

Central Hudson 31 70 64 

Consolidated Edison 76 166 130 

National Grid (formerly Niagara Mohawk) 45 99 80 

New York State Electric & Gas 41 85 71 

Orange & Rockland Utilities 45 101 64 

Rochester Gas & Electric 41 86 69 

* Number of suppliers serving nonresidential customers. These data are used as a proxy for calculating the ABACCUS score. 

 

 

  

http://www.newyorkpowertochoose.com/
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

New York December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small 
Nonresidential 
Sales (MWH) 

Large 
Nonresidential TOU 

Sales (MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Total 256,099 149,262 96,555 203,475 

CHG&E Switched 42,579 85,613 86,732 407,973 

Consolidated Edison Total 2,828,692 2,019,224 543,934 3,667,259 

ConEd Switched 693,403 1,300,883 500,549 2,094,564 

National Grid Total 1,442,391 957,351 595,033 2,573,648 

National Grid Switched 261,246 709,799 402,851 1,347,926 

New York State Electric & Gas Total 757,510 309,710 380,059 1,386,680 

NYSE&G Switched 174,281 201,794 347,762 720,429 

Orange & Rockland Utilities Total 195,295 123,528 66,520 322,912 

ORU Switched 78,186 100,864 38,646 199,506 

Rochester Gas & Electric Total 331,078 145,071 235,826 608,727 

RG&E Switched 75,411 105,184 215,710 385,302 

State Total 5,811,065 3,704,147 1,917,927 8,967,199 

State Switched 1,325,106 2,504,137 1,592,250 4,951,202 

Central Hudson Gas & Electric 16.6% 57.4% 89.8% 49.9% 

Consolidated Edison 24.5% 64.4% 92.0% 57.1% 

National Grid* 18.1% 74.1% 67.7% 52.4% 

New York State Electric & Gas 23.0% 65.2% 91.5% 52.0% 

Orange & Rockland Utilities 40.0% 81.7% 58.1% 61.8% 

Rochester Gas & Electric 22.8% 72.5% 91.5% 63.3% 

State Total 22.8% 67.6% 83.0% 55.2% 

* One month of data for six investor-owned utilities. Does not include Long Island Power Authority, municipalities that purchase from the New York Power Authority 
and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
The New York Public Service Commission (not the state legislature) ordered restructuring of the electric utilities in May 
1996. The NYPSC implemented a plan for restructuring by approving utility plans in 1997 and 1998. The entire market is 
now open. Residential consumers can elect to receive service through the regulated tariff of the local electric 
distribution company, or through an aggregation program, or directly from a competitive retailer known in New York as 
an energy service company (ESCO). Switching rates appear in the table below. Although New York does not use the term 
“default service,” a majority of residential consumers receive electric service through the regulated tariff of the local 
electric distribution utility. 

The NYPSC played a key role in the development of national uniform business practices. The NYPSC approved standards 
governing the electronic exchange of routine business information and data among electricity and natural gas service 
providers in New York in June 2001. The NYPSC also issued an order to establish uniform retail access billing and 
payment processing practices that facilitates a single bill option for customers. 

In 2002, New York made important progress in enhancing retail competition in the areas of customer protection, 
information disclosure, and demand responsiveness. Under a 2002 law, the customers of ESCO receive the same 
protections as those of the utilities. The ESCOs lobbied for these provisions because they now have a greater chance of 
getting payment from customers, and customers have equal protection from all ESCOs and utilities. Electricity 
consumers now receive information in electric bills about the types of generating fuels and related air emissions. These 
steps encourage green power offerings in New York. ESCOs are participating in demand response programs. Electricity 
use curtailment competes directly with generation during periods of high electricity consumption.  

Competitive electric metering and electric meter data services are permitted in New York for certain customers. New 
York is considering the deployment of an advanced metering infrastructure to realize the State's energy policy goals for 
time-differentiated pricing and energy efficiency.  

In May 2007, the NYPSC initiated a proceeding (Case 07-M-0548) to investigate an Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard 
(similar to a renewable resources portfolio standard) to advance the Governor’s goal of 15% reduction in electricity use 
by 2015. The existing systems benefit charge is used, in part, to fund energy efficiency incentive programs administered 
by the New York State Energy Research and Development Administration (NYSERDA). In March 2012, an order 
established an incentive mechanism for utilities administering the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS). This 
revised the current mechanism and runs from 2012-15.85  

The New York PSC is considering a requirement for a consumer disclosure statement, timelier dispute resolution and 
training of retailer representatives. In New York, nearly three-quarters of the industrial consumers and over one-half the 
commercial customers are purchasing power from competitive suppliers. Numerous electric rate offerings are available 
including guaranteed savings programs, fixed and variable prices, and green power. New York benefits from an 
intrastate independent system operator with advanced policies regarding demand response. These policies allow retail 
customers to participate directly in the bulk power market and to provide services needed for the operation of the 
transmission system. Like Texas, New York is fine tuning its market rules. The PSC has recently required a number of 
additional consumer protection provisions. New York is working on timelier dispute resolution and training of retailer 
representatives. New York also has in place an extensive set of programs that encourage energy efficiency, renewable 
resources and on-site generation, including combined heat and power. The NYPSC has adopted modifications to the 
Uniform Business Practices (UBP) and an ESCO Consumers Bill of Rights (ECBR) to provide to prospective residential 
customers and any customers marketed to through door-to-door sales.86 

In Case 10–E–0285, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Consider Regulatory Policies Regarding Smart Grid 
Systems and the Modernization of the Electric Grid, the commission decided (August 2011) not to prescribe a particular 
                                                           
85 Source: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={93BC3B51-B317-461C-876E-0ED5962DBBA9}. 
86 Source: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B328751D7-8DE4-4D5E-852F-
60A69A2134B5%7D. 
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end-state or deployment schedule for smart grid. The policy framework—addressing customer data privacy/access, 
interoperability/cyber-security standards and communications—enables utilities to avail themselves of the 
opportunities in this area.87 

In 2014, the NYPSC opened its Proceeding on Motion of the Commission in Regard to Reforming the Energy Vision. The 
“REV” will lead to regulatory changes to promote energy efficiency, energy management products, demand elasticity, 
renewable energy resources, and distributed energy resources, including micro-grids, on-site power, and storage. The 
Commission noted six policy objectives: 1. Enhanced Customer knowledge and tools that will support effective 
management of their total energy bill; 2. Market animation and leverage of ratepayer contributions; 3. System wide 
efficiency; 4. Fuel and resource diversity; 5. System reliability and resiliency; and 6. Reduction of carbon emissions.88 

Two tracks were identified: (1) a collaborative process to examine the role of distribution utilities in enabling market-
based deployment of distributed energy resources to promote load management and greater system efficiency, 
including peak load reductions and (2) examine changes in current regulatory, tariff, and market designs and incentive 
structures to better align utility interests with achieving the Commission’s policy objectives. 

In February 2015, the NYPSC adopted a new regulatory framework and a plan for its implementation. The core of the 
new framework is a “reformed electric system ... driven by consumers and non-utility providers, and it ... enabled by 
utilities acting as Distributed System Platform (DSP) providers.”89 Track two will focus on the regulatory ratemaking 
process in order to achieve incentives for utilities to have earnings based on creating value for customers and in 
achieving the six policy objectives. New York has now set forth a new regulatory framework that keep utilities involved 
with competitive markets, but which turns attention from the wholesale power market to the distribution system, retail 
consumer and distributed energy resources.  

 

 

  

                                                           
87 Source: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=10-E-0285. 
88 New York Public Service Commission (2014). Order Instituting Proceeding. Case 14-M-0101, Proceeding on Motion of the 
Commission in Regard to Reforming the Energy Vision. Page 2. 
89 New York Public Service Commission (2015). Order Adopting Regulatory Policy Framework and Implementation Plan. Case 14-M-
0101, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission in Regard to Reforming the Energy Vision. Page 12. 
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Ohio 
Ohio’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 11,594,163 in July 2014. This ranks it 7th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 148,557,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 4th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on an “apples to apples” comparison website set up by Ohio state government: 
http://energychoice.ohio.gov/. The website requests the name of the electric distribution utility and it provides a list of 
suppliers and price offers. The site provides the cost per kWh, type of plan (variable or fixed) and information about how 
to contact the supplier. The types of offers include: fixed pricing for 6, 12, 18, 24, 27, 34, and 36 months; variable pricing 
(1-month price); and renewable energy products. 

Residential switching was up in the state to 53.7%. Commercial and industrial customers have switched about 85.0% of 
their loads. As of September 30, 2014, a total of 2,253,140 residential customer accounts (households) in Ohio received 
competitive electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Ohio December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

First Energy-Cleveland Electric Illuminating 19 63 47* 

Duke Energy Ohio  34 95 56* 

AEP Ohio  23 85 49* 

Dayton Power and Light 18 62 35* 

First Energy-Ohio Edison  21 64 47* 

First Energy-Toledo Edison  19 63 47* 

* Number of active Competitive Retail Electric Service (CRES) providers by electric distribution utility service territory. 

 

  

http://energychoice.ohio.gov/
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Ohio September 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Commercial 
Sales (MWH) 

Industrial Sales 
(MWH) 

Total Sales 
(MWH)* 

First Energy Corp. (Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company) 
Total 

658,899 585,327 559,483 1,624,959 

First Energy-Cleveland Electric Illuminating Switched 502,997 515,410 483,304 1,366,169 

Duke Energy Ohio Total 617,725 588,179 465,392 1,860,720 

Duke Energy Switched 301,290 485,216 443,202 1,398,012 

American Electric Power Ohio (Columbus Southern Power 
Company and Ohio Power Company) Total 

1,274,180 1,314,549 1,272,318 3,802,926 

AEP Ohio Switched 389,130 1,107,301 1,016,672 2,522,100 

Dayton Power and Light Company Total 455,401 342,818 325,735 1,227,808  

Dayton Power and Light Switched 202,066 281,866 318,186 892,657 

First Energy Corp. (Ohio Edison Company) Total 918,666 600,497 674,807 2,188,352 

First Energy-Ohio Edison Switched 661,417 521,023 797,389 1,763,874 

First Energy Corp. (Toledo Edison Company) Total 270,029 178,176 410,566 932,374 

First Energy-Toledo Edison Switched 196,240 152,053 535,162 720,853 

State Total 4,194,900 3,609,546 3,955,479 11,637,139 

State Switched 2,253,140 3,062,869 3,346,737 8,663,665 

First Energy-Cleveland Electric Illuminating Percent 76.3% 88.1% 86.4% 84.1% 

Duke Energy Ohio Percent 48.8% 82.5% 95.2% 75.1% 

AEP Ohio Percent 30.5% 84.2% 79.9% 66.3% 

Dayton Power and Light Percent 44.4% 82.2% 97.7% 72.7% 

First Energy-Ohio Edison Percent 72.0% 86.8% 84.6% 80.6% 

First Energy-Toledo Edison Percent 72.7% 85.3% 76.7% 77.3% 

State Percent 53.7% 84.9% 84.6% 74.4% 

* One month of data for six investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
Legislation (Senate Bill 3) was enacted in July 1999. On January 1, 2001, this legislation freed Ohio’s utility-owned 
generation from economic regulation, caused utilities to unbundle rates into generation, transmission and distribution 
components, and initiated retail customer choice of generation suppliers. In April 2008, Ohio Senate Bill 221 modified 
but did not repeal Senate Bill 3. All aspects of retail customer choice were preserved under SB221, including process 
mechanics, certification of suppliers, etc.  

SB3 required a 5% residential rate reduction and a rate freeze for 5 years to allow a transition to competitive markets. 
The legislation contained consumer protections, environmental provisions, and labor protections; empowered the Public 
Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) to determine the amount and recovery period for stranded costs; required that 
property taxes utilities paid would be replaced with an excise tax on consumer bills; and required that utilities spend $30 
million over six years on consumer education programs. Ohio’s law allowed communities to aggregate and strengthen 
their bargaining power in establishing electricity prices. Under aggregation, residents received a postcard in the mail 
notifying them of their new electricity choice, and those who choose to opt out and continue buying power from their 
current supplier had 21 days to act. Ohio was a model for aggregation with over 800,000 consumers receiving power in 
that manner in 2004-5.  

As the end of the five-year transition approached, the PUCO was concerned that the market had not developed 
sufficiently to quickly move to market based rates. PUCO adopted rate stabilization plans of three to five years duration 
for each utility, which went into effect in 2006.  

In May 2008, Ohio enacted electric industry legislation (SB 221) containing energy efficiency requirements for investor-
owned utilities and establishing the Ohio Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard (AEPS) which set 2025 goals for 
renewable resources and advanced resources. SB221 fundamentally changed the way standard service offer (SSO) rates 
were set. Electric distribution utilities were required to choose one of two competitive approaches. They may offer SSO 
service based on an “electric security plan” (ESP), or based on a “market rate offer” (MRO) that is determined through 
competitive wholesale procurement. The focus is on disciplining price either by empowering the electric utilities to fully 
compete in the retail marketplace via the ESP, or by enabling them to channel wholesale competitive prices to retail SSO 
customers via the MRO.  

Under the ESP option the utility proposes a retail rate for some term (generally three years) along with a comprehensive 
package of terms and conditions. The ESP itself is a competitive offering. There is no requirement or expectation that 
the ESP should be cost based. The proposed ESP is subject to a full hearing process. In order to be approved the 
Commission must determine that the rate plan is better in the aggregate than a market rate option. If approved by the 
Commission the ESP retail price offer then serves as a price cap with fuel cost adjustment allowed so long as the cap is 
not exceeded. Retail choice serves as a check against ESP SSO prices being too high. A high rate will invite retail 
competitors to enter the market and undercut the utility’s price. This has happened over the last two years during which 
customer switching has gone from virtually nil at the outset of the first round of ESPs to 42% of sales in the commercial 
and industrial sector, and to 22% of sales for the residential sector on a statewide basis in June of 2010.  

If the utility elects the MRO approach, then SSO rates will be based upon some wholesale market procurement 
mechanism such as a declining clock auction. The PUCO must approve the procurement mechanism and the result. The 
PUCO has approved such procurements and the resulting SSO prices, which are in effect for some utilities today. In 
addition to changing the way in which SSO rates are established, SB221 promulgated portfolio standards for renewable 
and advanced generation technologies, and portfolio standards for energy efficiency gains and peak demand reductions. 
These provisions address classic market failures for providing innovation and demand side management. Renewable 
benchmarks (mandated levels) apply to both utilities and competitors alike, while distribution utilities are responsible 
for reducing peak load and energy intensity of all wires customers.  

Certain safeguards are specified in SB221, such as a prohibition against including generation costs in unbundled 
distribution rates. In addition, the law includes a new safeguard – the Significantly Excessive Earnings Test. This test 
applies at the enterprise level to serve as a check against all business segments, including generation, transmission and 
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distribution, charging excessive rates. If the commission finds that earnings are excessive, it can end an ESP and take 
necessary measures to smooth the transition to another arrangement. 

AEP filed an ESP application in January 2011 and in December 2011 the PUCO modified and approved a September 2011 
agreement. Under the agreement, AEP would have transitioned to a market-based generation rate structure between 
January 2012 and May 2016. In February 2012, the PUCO revoked the ESP and directed AEP to file a modified ESP 
application. In March 2012, AEP-Ohio filed a modified ESP application that proposed to separate generation assets from 
distribution and transmission assets. In August 2012, the PUCO modified and approved AEP’s ESP application. The PUCO 
ruling allows AEP to transition to a fully competitive market based structure by June 1, 2015, with base generation rates 
frozen through May 2015. AEP will auction increasing amounts of its standard service offer beginning in 2013. By June 
2014, 60 percent will be provided by competitive auctions, and by January 2015 it will be 100% auctioned. A 12% rate 
increase cap was set during the term of the ESP.90 

Between 2008 and 2010, the number of residential consumers participating in aggregation programs rose from 202,000 
to 910,000. Nearly one quarter of the state’s residential consumers participate in an aggregation program. Just over one 
million residential consumers have switched, and 91% of these participate through aggregation. Residential switching in 
three utility territories of First Energy Corp.—Cleveland Electric Illuminating, Ohio Edison, and Toledo Edison—increased 
dramatically, while residential switching in the Duke Energy Ohio area doubled in the past 12 months. Commercial and 
industrial switching increased in these areas and Dayton Power and Light, rising to more than a third of all state-wide 
sales. Almost all of the industrial switching was by individual companies, while 74% of commercial switching was the 
result of an aggregation program. The PUCO web site provides “apples to apples” price comparisons for natural gas and 
electricity. One region – Duke Energy Ohio – displays two price offers as alternatives to default service. 

In 2012, legislation (S.B. 289 and S.B. 315) added new technologies to the list of eligible Renewable Energy Resources 
and Advanced Energy Resources. In July 2012, the PUCO created Docket 12-2156-EL-ORD to implement the changes. 

On December 12, 2012, the PUCO initiated an investigation into its retail electric market. The PUCO "seeks comments 
addressing questions about market design and corporate separation with a focus on ensuring that no undue barriers 
exist that prevent a fully competitive market from operating."91 PUCO case number 12-3151-EL-COI sets forth market 
design questions, labeled (a) through (k), and corporate separation questions, labeled (a) through (h). In March 2014, 
the PUCO issued an order setting forth several decisions developed over the course of fifteen months. These related to 
standardizing the retail market, corporate separation, standard offer service, purchase of receivables, electronic data 
interchange, seamless moves and contract portability (warm transfer process), bill formats, customer enrollment, 
advanced metering infrastructure and customer energy usage data, and multi-state standardization.92  

 

                                                           
90 Source: http://www.puco.ohio.gov/puco/index.cfm/consumer-information/consumer-topics/aep-ohioe28099s-electric-security-
plan/. 
91 “PUCO initiates electric retail market investigation,” press release, PUC of Ohio, December 12, 2012. 
92 Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (2014). Finding and Order. Case No. 12-3151-EL-COI, In the Matter of the Commission's 
Investigation of Ohio's Retail Electric Service Market. 
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Ontario 
Ontario’s population was estimated by Statistics Canada to be 13,678,700 in July 2014. This ranks it 1st among all 13 
provinces and territories. (If it were a U.S. state, it would rank 6th, just ahead of Illinois.) Ontario’s Independent 
Electricity System Operator (IESO) estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 139,800,000 megawatt-hours. (If it were a 
U.S. state, it would rank 7th, just ahead of Illinois.) 

Time-of-use electricity pricing is the default service product in Ontario. Consumers who do not have an advanced meter 
are placed on a tiered pricing plan (increasing block pricing). This approach assumes that increased use is associated with 
increased use during peak or high-cost periods. The size of the usage blocks varies for different classes of customers. 
Electricity consumers can sign a contract with a competitive retailer and pay a fixed rate that is not based on time-of-use 
or tiered pricing. Switching statistics (data regarding the number or percent of consumers who have chosen a pricing 
plan other than the default price) are not accessible on the Ontario Energy Board website and not provided to the 
public.93  

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Ontario December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Province 14* 14** 47*** 

* List of licensed active electricity retailers for low volume consumers. 

** Based on number of active suppliers in the utility service territory. 

*** Licensed electricity retailers; therefore, one-half of these figures is used as a proxy for calculating the ABACCUS score. 

Background 
In 1998, legislation was enacted to provide authority for retail restructuring in Ontario. In April 1999, Ontario Hydro’s 
assets were split into five successor entities. Ontario Power Generation, Inc. (OPG) assumed the generation business 
formerly operated by Ontario Hydro. Hydro One Inc. (formerly Ontario Hydro Services Company) assumed the network 
business and operated the transmission, distribution, and energy services businesses. The remaining three, operating on 
a not-for-profit basis, were the Electrical Safety Authority (the industry’s safety inspection agency), the Independent 
Market Operator (responsible for operating and administering the new market and ensuring reliability and access to 
transmission and distribution systems), and the Ontario Electricity Financial Corporation (responsible for managing and 
retiring Ontario Hydro’s outstanding debt and other obligations).  

While future stranded costs were prohibited at that time, two types of payments by users were used to retire stranded 
costs incurred before restructuring: (1) a phased divestiture of the generation assets over a 10-year period to mitigate 
Ontario Power Generation’s market power in Ontario, and (2) a per-kilowatt-hour charge (referred to as debt retirement 
charge) on the monthly bills to all electricity users to retire the outstanding debt held by the Ontario Electricity Financial 
Corporation. 

In May 2002, Ontario opened its retail electricity market to all consumers. A high switching rate was attributed to the 
establishment of a formal Electronic Business Transactions (EBT) process, which included retail customer enrollment, 
testing, and scrubbing prior to market open. Ontario identified and corrected a large number of errors prior to full 
implementation. Ontario also initiated competitive billing and pass-through of default provider price risk, where 

                                                           
93 A formal data request was refused by OEB staffers.  
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majority of default providers sought exemption from a fixed reference price. In July 2002, the Energy Consumers’ Bill of 
Rights came into effect, creating new rules to protect low-volume consumers. 

Record temperatures in summer of 2002 drove up the demand and market price. Concerns over these prices led to the 
passage in December 2002 of the Electricity Pricing Conservation and Supply Act 2002. This act mandated a fixed 
generation price of 4.3 cents per kWh for the electricity of low-volume consumers. Refunds were to be provided for 
amounts paid above 4.3 cents, retroactive to May 2002. Taxpayers were expected to make up the difference between 
market price and the capped rate.  

In December 2004, the Government of Ontario passed the Electricity Restructuring Act of 2004, which reorganized the 
province’s electricity sector, amended the Ontario Energy Board Act of 1998, and the Electricity Act of 1998. The act 
created a new Ontario Power Authority to ensure supply adequacy, created a new Conservation Bureau to set targets 
for conservation and renewable energy, redefined the role of the Independent Electricity Market Operator and renamed 
it the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), and regulated certain prices to ensure price stability.  

The Regulated Price Plan (RPP) sets stable prices for small consumers with an inverted block schedule (use more, pay 
more) and a seasonal schedule that is updated every six months. In April 2008, the May 2008 – April 2009 prices were 
set. The prices are based on forecast hourly prices with an adjustment for the balancing account (unexpected variance) 
for past months. Customers with advanced meters are exposed to different prices than those with conventional meters. 
Effective May 1, 2012, the lower tier price is 7.1 cents and the higher tier price is 8.8 cents. This amount is reflected on 
the “electricity” line on consumer’s bills. The price threshold is 600 kWh per month in the summer and 1,000 kWh per 
month in the winter.  

Ontario has a Smart Metering Initiative to create a culture of conservation and a platform for demand management. 
Province-wide deployment of smart meters is almost complete through the Smart Metering System Implementation 
Program (SMSIP). A pilot time-of-use rate was available to residential customers. The local distribution utilities own the 
meters, and the IESO maintains the interfaces and the meter data management and data repository (MDM/R) functions. 
On August 4, 2010, the Board issued a determination (EB-2010-0218) under section 1.2.1 of the Standard Supply Service 
Code to mandate time-of-use pricing for RPP customers.  

As of June 2012, there were 4,770,289 installed smart meters, 4,424,439 meters enrolled with the MDM/R and 
4,258,094 customers on TOU billing. (That is, 99% of Regulated Price Plan (RPP) eligible consumers have a smart meter 
installed, 92% have a smart meter that is enrolled with the MDM/R and 89% are on TOU pricing.)94 The “Regulated Price 
Plan (RPP) Time-of-use (TOU)” prices are currently (Sept. 2012) 6.5 cents off peak, 10.0 cents mid-peak, and 11.7 cents 
on peak. (Average power costs for the province were 8.2 cents according to the OEB’s “2011 Yearbook of Electricity 
Distributors” dated September 12, 2012.) These prices are reviewed every May 1 and November 1 by the Ontario Energy 
Board (OEB). The OEB reviews the rates based on electricity prices over the previous six months, as well as its forecast of 
future prices over the next year.95 

The Energy Consumer Protection Act, 2010 (ECPA), adopted May 18, 2010, became effective on January 1, 2011. ECPA 
established a new framework for greater consumer protection and for the regulation of licensed electricity retailers. On 
October 27, 2010 the Board issued a letter to stakeholders regarding “A Renewed Regulatory Framework for Electricity.” 
The letter described significant levels of investment in generation (especially renewable resources), transmission and 
distribution over the next few years. The Board will focus on long-term outcomes that ensure that the Province’s 
electricity system provides value to consumers.  

Under new legal and regulatory requirements that come into force on January 1, 2011, licensed electricity 
retailers/suppliers may not enter into, renew, amend or extend the term of a contract with a low-volume consumer until 
such time as the supplier has filed with the Board a “Certificate of Compliance” and received written acknowledgement 
of it. The certificate of compliance sets forth the marketing approaches to be used (door to door, direct mail, Internet, 
                                                           
94 Source: http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/OEB/_Documents/SMdeployment/Monthly_Monitoring_Report_June2012.pdf. 
95 Source: OEB website http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/OEB/Consumers/Electricity/Smart+Meters. 
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telephone, etc.) and the protections relating to disclosures, verifications, contract renewals, and remediation processes. 
The OEB lists the companies serving low volume consumers, and several of these only sell related energy services, such 
as the “greening” of default service power. 

Most residential and small business customers in Ontario are on time-of-use electricity pricing. Customers that lack an 
advanced meter are placed on tiered pricing (also referred to as increasing or inverted block pricing). With tiered pricing, 
the cost of electricity increases when the monthly usage rises above a level defined for that class of customers. That is, 
the first block of use in a month is billed at one rate, and all additional usage is billed at a higher rate. Consumers can 
avoid time-of-use pricing and tiered pricing by signing a contract with a competitive retailer.  
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Oregon 
Oregon’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 3,970,239 in July 2014. This ranks it 27th among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 46,930,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 31st among all states and DC. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Oregon December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers 

Portland General Electric 0* 0* 4 

PP&L (PacifiCorp) 0* 0* 4 

* Residential customers do not have direct access to product and service choices from competitive electricity service suppliers. 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Oregon July 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers* 

Nonresidential 
Load** Total Load * 

Portland General Electric Total 815,680 -- -- 

Portland General Electric Switched 0 -- -- 

PP&L (PacifiCorp) Total 555,747 -- -- 

PP&L (PacifiCorp) Switched 0 -- -- 

State Total 1,371,427 -- -- 

State Switched 0 -- -- 

Portland General Electric Percent 0% 13.9% -- 

PP&L (PacifiCorp) Percent 0% 1.4% -- 

State Percent 0% --% -- 

* Residential consumers in Oregon have choices among several utility portfolio options that relate to the resources used to generate electricity (wind, biomass and 
new low-impact hydro), and basic service that includes a mix of resources, and time-of-use rates that are based on high-, medium- and low-priced periods. 
Residential customers do not have direct access to offers from competitive retail energy providers. 

** Direct access customer switching data for two investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
In late 1997 Portland General Electric proposed a pilot project to allow customers to select a generation supplier. A few 
months later, PacifiCorp proposed a pilot that would allow customers to select from a portfolio of pricing and resource 
options, including a Cost-of-Service (COS) rate called the Standard Offer Service. These pilots set the stage for SB 1149, 
the restructuring bill, enacted in July 1999. SB 1149 offered energy supplier choice to nonresidential customers by 
October 2001. Residential customers would be offered a portfolio of options including green power. In August 2001, two 
new bills amended the restructuring law (delaying the implementation date to March 2002 for nonresidential 
customers) and gave the Oregon PUC new powers to balance the interests of utility shareholder with electric customers.  

Under the portfolio approach, residential customers can choose among renewable energy pricing plans that rely on 
existing geothermal and wind sources, or contribute to salmon habitat restoration, or purchase new wind resources. As 
of April 2008, approximately 7.9% of residential customers in Oregon were served through one of these options 
(106,366 of these options have been selected, with some double counting as one customer selects more than one 
option). 

The Oregon PUC has conducted rate cases for both major utilities to resolve default service and stranded cost issues, 
and put in place programs for codes of conduct. At first, the transition charge was variable, and large customers were 
required to commit to not return to standard offer service for five years. There were also limitations with respect to 
when switching could occur. As a result, no switching occurred at first. By late 2002, the transition charge had been 
stabilized. Direct access-eligible (nonresidential) customers may choose service from an alternative electric service 
supplier for 1, 3, 4, in some cases a 5 year period. 

Like many other states, Oregon is engaged in a consideration of climate change issues. Under a proposed rule, utilities 
would be required to handle CO2 risk by examining values that range from zero dollars to $40 per ton. 

In January 2012, PGE, industrial customers, and retail suppliers entered into a stipulation to eliminate the 3rd and 4th 
quarter shopping windows (retaining the annual and second quarter window). Parties asked for a statewide 
investigation of direct access. Parties also asked the PUC to consider wholesale-based open access program for 
customers of 10 MW or greater.96 In March 2012, the PUC opened an investigation into issues relating to direct access 
(Docket Order No. 12-057).  

 

 

  

                                                           
96 Source: http://apps.puc.state.or.us/orders/2012ords/12-057.pdf.  
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Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 12,787,209 in July 2014. This ranks it 6th among 
all 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 146,492,000 
megawatt-hours. That’s 5th among all states and DC. 

Customers can shop on a price comparison website set up by Pennsylvania state government: 
http://www.papowerswitch.com/. The website requests your Zip Code or a click on the name of your electric 
distribution utility, followed by the selection of the type of service your receive (all electric tariff, etc.). It provides a list 
of suppliers, price offers, terms of service, fees, and the ability to specify criteria to narrow your search. The types of 
offers include: Fixed pricing for 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months; variable pricing (1-month price); introductory prices; 
renewable energy products; and time-of-use products. 

Residential switching declined slightly to 36.0% in 2014. As of December 31, 2014, a total of 1,793,574 residential 
customer accounts (households) in Pennsylvania received competitive electric service.  

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Pennsylvania December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers* Residential Offers Nonresidential 

Suppliers* 

West Penn Power (formerly Allegheny Power) 45 51 50 

Duquesne Light 57 72 68 

Met-Ed (formerly MetEd, now First Energy Corp.) 50 69 55 

Penelec (formerly Penelec, now First Energy Corp.) 48 63 48 

PECO Energy 79 103 84 

Penn Power  23 36 30 

PPL Electric 88 110 100 

UGI 3 3 6 

Pike County 3 3 3 

Citizen’s Electric 1 1 1 

Wellsboro Electric 0 0 0 

* Source: “PA Retail Electricity Choice Activity Report at Docket L-00070184: EDC Quarterly Reports—4th Quarter 2013 and 2014” 

 

  

http://www.papowerswitch.com/
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Pennsylvania December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Commercial 
Load (MWH) 

Industrial Load 
(MWH) 

Total Load 
(MWH)* 

Duquesne Light Total 527,731 17,819 8,201 36,930 

Duquesne Light Switched 215,677 14,284 7,804 26,827 

Met-Ed Total 487,280 3,341,437 5,622,584 14,982,513 

Met-Ed Switched 161,607 2,361,641 5,504,806 10,087,524 

PECO Energy Total 1,421,764 2,351,155 2,360,596 8,392,143 

PECO Energy Switched 468,431 1,646,957 2,272,362 5,211,087 

Penelec Total 500,319 4,130,641 6,079,549 15,180,163 

Penelec Switched 176,234 2,761,137 5,796,155 10,481,397 

Penn Power Total 140,795 1,646,526 1,641,810 5,173,420 

Penn Power Switched 41,862 1,023,558 1,579,143 3,304,021 

Pike County Total 3,655 31,280 12,791 72,603 

Pike County Switched 2,029 16,188 7,116 40,005 

PPL Total 1,228,088 13,180,766 7,652,787 34,005,178 

PPL Switched 554,099 11,703,236 7,542,563 25,907,088 

UGI Total 55,493 354,698 116,511 1,062,775 

UGI Switched 125 161,106 95,453 257,131 

West Penn Power Total 615,061 4,950,324 8,611,375 21,632,871 

West Penn Power Switched 173,510 3,036,250 7,880,855 13,519,681 

State Total 4,980,186 30,004,646 32,106,204 100,538,596 

State Switched 1,793,574 22,724,357 30,686,257 68,834,761 

Duquesne Light 40.9% 80.2% 95.2% 72.6% 

Met-Ed 33.2% 70.7% 97.9% 67.3% 

PECO Energy 32.9% 70.0% 96.3% 62.1% 

Penelec 35.2% 66.8% 95.3% 69.0% 

Penn Power  29.7% 62.2% 96.2% 63.9% 

Pike County 55.5% 51.8% 55.6% 55.1% 

PPL  45.1% 88.8% 98.6% 76.2% 

UGI 0.2% 45.4% 81.9% 24.2% 

West Penn Power 28.2% 61.3% 91.5% 62.5% 

State Total 36.0% 75.7% 95.6% 68.5% 
* Annual data for nine investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities. 
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Background 
The Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act (HB 1509) was enacted in December 1996. A pilot 
phase began in late 1997, and then a phase-in allowed one-third of consumers to join each year. Different utilities 
received different treatment with respect to initial rate decreases and the size of stranded cost recovery and 
competitive transition charge. A shopping credit was advertised to allow customers to compare competitive rates with 
the “price to compare” or “shopping credit.”  

After several years the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC) approved a change in default service rates because 
some consumers were gaming the system by returning to the utility rate for the summer when competitive prices 
typically rose, making default service rates more attractive. Under the revised system, utilities were able to impose 
switching restrictions and exit fees (a market based penalty called the “generation rate adjustment”) to discourage this 
gaming.  

Competitive Default Service was authorized for 2001 for PECO Energy customers and allowed customers to be assigned 
to a new supplier, New Power Company. PECO retained the customers after this non-utility provider left the state. 
Several other utilities had similar experiences with price caps in place. In March 2002, Duquesne Light became the first 
Pennsylvania utility to send bills without a competitive transition charge. Duquesne was no longer subject to the rate 
cap. Shopping credits rise as the CTC decreases, and thus customers have a greater opportunity to find suppliers who 
can sell below the default service price. Most residential customer rates were capped through 2010.  

Load serving entities are required to satisfy the state’s Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard which will rise to 18% of 
load over time. While the state as a whole is not using advanced metering, the PPL Electric service area has 100% 
penetration of AMI which could support competitive offers in the future. Pennsylvania committed $5 million dollars for 
consumer education, including education relating to retail choice and conservation of energy. 

Like several other states, Pennsylvania is pursuing additional energy efficiency programs while aggressively fostering 
retail market development. In October 2008, HB 2200 became law as Act 129 of 2008. The Act expanded the PUC’s 
responsibilities regarding the reduction of energy consumption and demand. The PUC must adopt an Energy Efficiency 
and Conservation Program, conduct rigorous evaluation of the program and analyze the costs and benefits subject to 
the total resource cost test. In the future the PUC is required to address electric distribution utility and default service 
provider responsibilities, conservation service providers, smart meter technology, time-of-use rates, real-time pricing 
plans, default service procurement, market misconduct, alternative energy sources, and cost recovery. Meetings in 
September and October 2009 addressed the draft audit plan for the statewide program. The PUC approved default 
service plans for PPL, PECO, and MetEd/Penelec, which include market-reflective pricing, purchase of receivables, and 
other tools to foster retail market development.  

In February 2012, Governor Corbett signed Act 11 of 2012 amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of Pennsylvania 
Consolidated Statutes. Utilities can petition the commission for approval to implement a Distribution System 
Improvement Charge (DSIC). This gives utilities an additional rate mechanism to recover the capitalized utility 
infrastructure costs.97 

Pennsylvania initiated a major new project by order entered on April 29, 2011 to “assess the status of the current retail 
market and explore what changes need to be made to allow customers to best realize the benefits of competition.” 
(Investigation of Pennsylvania’s Retail Electricity Market, I-2011-2237952.) The Office of Competitive Market Oversight 
(OCMO) is studying how best to deal with issues relevant to the success of the retail market, including the phase out or 
elimination of default service. “The commission’s goal is to make Pennsylvania the most competitive electricity market 
in the country," said PUC Chairman Robert Powelson. "I believe the order being voted on today provides an excellent 

                                                           
97 Source: http://www.puc.state.pa.us/filing_resources/issues_laws_regulations/system_improvement_charges_act_11_.aspx. 

http://www.puc.state.pa.us/filing_resources/issues_laws_regulations/system_improvement_charges_act_11_.aspx
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roadmap for the commission's next steps toward achieving that goal."98 The PUC provides regular updates of its Retail 
Markets Investigation on its website.99 

Phase I of the project included presentations to the commission in a June 2011 en banc hearing, followed by comments 
in response to eleven questions regarding barriers to competition, the role of local distribution companies, and the 
design, delivery and future of default service. On July 28, 2011, the Commission issued and order and opinion and began 
Phase II of the project. The Commission concluded that Pennsylvania’s retail market for electricity requires change in 
order to bring about the robust competitive market envisioned by the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and 
Competition Act in 1996. Phase II will be conducted by the OCMO to address the long range steps and structural changes 
to default service. OCMO will conduct technical conferences and present recommendations to the Commission. In its 
Phase I order, the commission rejected the notion that all consumers are participating in competitive electric supply 
markets based on the status of the wholesale market. The Commission further emphasized the need to make near-term 
reforms to market structure to address information access and switching; to make near-term and long-term changes to 
default service, and to address consumer education. 

On Feb. 14, 2013, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission adopted a final order with default service program 
recommendations from its statewide Retail Markets Investigation (RMI).100 RMI was intended to enhance the state’s 
retail electricity market, and its recommendations were designed to ensure that the state’s regulatory framework is one 
that encourages a market where consumers have continued choices for electric supply. The Commission upgraded and 
increased visitors to PAPowerSwitch.com through new renewable energy and ways to save energy pages, improved 
sorting and filtering, and a new “Shop for Your Small Business” page to empower small businesses (peak demand of 25 
kW or less) to shop for their electric generation on PAPowerSwitch.com in the same manner as residential customers. 
With the completion of RMI, the PUC has further advanced competitive markets.  

The PUC’s order made necessary changes to how default service electricity is purchased and provided to non-shopping 
customers. The PUC implemented Standard Offer Programs in August 2013 to allow electric distribution companies to 
refer non-shopping customers to a voluntary program that guarantees 7% off the utility’s “Price to Compare” at the time 
of enrollment. This gave non-shopping electric customers a simple way to enter the competitive market. In July 2014, 
the PUC reminded people about the program’s website, http://www.papowerswitch.com/standard-offer-program, and 
announced that residential and small-business customers would annually save nearly $19 million.101 

In April 2014, the PUC implemented accelerated switching. Originally, switching could take from 16 to 45 days. PUC had 
already reducing the confirmation period from 10 days to five days in 2011. The PUC now believes that switching 
regulations can updated in the context of advanced metering technology without endangering safeguards to protect 
customers against slamming or unauthorized switching. Switching will now occur within 3 business days.102 

Also in April 2014, the PUC amended its regulations to ensure that future competitive supplier disclosure statements 
would include a summary of key contractual terms and conditions, additional information regarding variable-priced 

                                                           
98 Restructuring Today, July 29, 2011. 
99 See: http://www.puc.state.pa.us/utility_industry/electricity/retail_markets_investigation.aspx  
100 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (2013). Final Order, Investigation of Pennsylvania’s Retail Electricity Market: End State of 
Default Service, Docket No. I-2011-2237952, February 22, 2013.  
101 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. July 28, 2014 Press Release: “PUC Reminds Consumers that Award-Winning Electric 
Choice Standard Offer Program Offers Immediate Savings.” 
102 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (2014). Final-Omitted Rulemaking Order, Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa. 
Code, Chapter 57 Regulations Regarding Standards For Changing a Customer’s Electricity Generation Supplier, L-2014-2409383. 

http://www.papowerswitch.com/standard-offer-program
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/utility_industry/electricity/retail_markets_investigation.aspx
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products, disclosing the price for the first billing cycle, giving customer access to historical information, providing more 
specific explanation of the limits on variability.103 

In May 2014, the PUC decided to require the inclusion of the electric generation supplier’s (EGS) logo on the electric 
utility bill, to expand the messaging space on the bill allotted to the EGSs, and to include a Shopping Information Box. 
These actions were taken to aid customers in developing a stronger relationship with their EGS, and to increase 
customer awareness of the competitive retail electric market.104 

 

 

  

                                                           
103 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (2014). Final-Omitted Rulemaking Order, Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa. 
Code, Section 54.5 Regulations Regarding Disclosure Statement for Residential and Small Business Customers and to Add Section 
54.10 Regulations Regarding the Provision of Notices of Contract Expiration or Changes in Terms for Residential and Small Business 
Customers, L-2014-2409385. 
104 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (2014). Final Order, Investigation of Pennsylvania’s Retail Electricity Market: Joint Electric 
Distribution Company–Electric Generation Supplier Bill, M-2014-2401345. 
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Rhode Island 
Rhode Island’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 1,055,173 in July 2014. This ranks it 43th among 
all 50 states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 7,643,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 49th among all states and DC. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Rhode Island December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

National Grid 13 13* 16 

* Based on number of reported suppliers in each utility service territory. 

Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Rhode Island June 2014 

Utility Service Territory All Customers Nonresidential 
Load Total Load 

National Grid Total 493,408* -- 1,241,252** 

National Grid Switched 35,946* -- 3,763,698** 

State Total 7.3%* -- 33.0% 

* All customer accounts, including residential and business customers. 

** One-half year of sales data. 

Background 
In August 1996, legislation (HB 8124) passed, and Rhode Island became the first state to begin phase-in of statewide 
retail wheeling in July 1997 for industrial customers. Residential consumers were guaranteed retail access by July 1998. 
Very few customers switched because of the low standard offer service rate. SB 881, enacted May 2001, enabled non-
residential customers enrolled in last resort service the option to return to standard offer service. These customers are 
required to sign a two-year agreement prohibiting self-generation during non-emergency conditions and prohibiting 
remarketing of purchased electricity. 

In February 2012, National Grid filed the proposed Standard Offer Service (SOS) and RES Procurement plans for 2013. 
National Grid proposed to continue to procure SOS through a combination of full requirements service contracts and 
spot purchases, with the mix of long-term and spot to depend on the customer group. The RI PUC issued an order in 
August 2012, stating that there is "no evidence in the record that the electricity supply market has changed in a way that 
would necessitate a change.”105 

                                                           
105 Source: http://www.ripuc.org/eventsactions/docket/4315page.html. 
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The Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program is part of the Rhode Island League of Cities. REAP facilitates group energy 
purchasing for the municipal loads of 37 cities and 4 school districts.106 

 

  

                                                           
106 LEAN Energy US (Local Energy Aggregation Network). http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/ 
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Texas 
Texas’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 26,956,958 in July 2014. This ranks it 2nd among all 50 
states. USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 378,726,000 megawatt-
hours. That’s 1st among all states and DC. 

Residential customers shop for electric service on a website set up by Texas state government: 
http://www.powertochoose.org. The website displays the competitive offers by electric distribution utility service 
territory. The prices displayed include all services (generation, transmission, distribution and retail service). The types of 
offers include: Fixed pricing for 3 to 36 months; variable pricing (changing market price after the first billing cycle); time-
of-use prices; electric vehicle recharging prices; solar buy-back prices; promotional rates, money-back offers and cash 
discounts; guaranteed cost-per-month contracts; prepaid energy service; renewable energy prices.  

Switching rates continued to rise in Texas, reaching 76.2% of eligible retail sales in the state in June 2013. The remainder 
is provided by the traditional incumbent (“affiliated”) REPs at competitive rates. Over 80% of electricity sales to 
commercial and industrial customers are provided by a non-incumbent REPs. 

In 2012, the ABACCUS report stated that there was no longer any meaningful distinction to be made in Texas between 
the traditional incumbent REPs (“affiliated REPs”) and other REPs, especially with regard to reporting switching statistics. 
(This is not to suggest that the retail electricity market does not require oversight.) Texas has effectively achieved 100% 
switching—all eligible customers are in the competitive retail market. In the five years between the end of regulated 
default service and 2012, there was been continued growth in the number of suppliers and offers, continued erosion of 
customers remaining with the affiliated REP.  

As of December 2014, a total of 5,958,547 residential customer accounts (households) in Texas received competitive 
electric service. 

Active REPs and Retail Offers: Residential & Nonresidential 

Texas December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Suppliers 

Residential 
Offers 

Nonresidential 
Suppliers 

Oncor Electric Delivery 53 314 * 

CenterPoint Energy 50 316 * 

AEP Texas Central 50 281 * 

AEP Texas North  42 255 * 

Texas-New Mexico Power Company 45 263 * 

Nueces Electric Cooperative 2 7 * 

Sharyland Utilities 18 206 * 

* Published data are not available. 
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Switching Customers & Percents: Residential, Nonresidential & Total 

Texas* December 2014 

Utility Service Territory Residential 
Customers 

Small Commercial 
Load (MWH) 

Large Industrial 
Load (MWH)** 

Total Load 
(MWH)*** 

Oncor Electric Delivery Total 2,832,423 3,440,938 ** 6,525,789 

Oncor Electric Switched 1,713,588 2,849,977 ** 8,629,571 

CenterPoint Energy Total 2,068,311 2,412,797 ** 6,052,089 

CenterPoint Energy Switched 1,304,843 1,902,435 ** 4,670,615 

AEP Texas Central Total 707,746 577,054 ** 2,007,935 

AEP Central Switched 525,998 564,268 ** 1,843,601 

AEP Texas North Total 151,096 164,534 ** 454,645 

AEP North Switched 109,605 160,086 ** 415,746 

Texas-New Mexico Power Company (TNMP) 
T l 

198,971 274,592 ** 742,456 

TNMP Switched 160,500 273,729 ** 774,362 

State Total 5,958,547 6,869,914 5,291,516 17,918,601 

State Switched 3,814,534 5,750,494 4,695,954 14,198,208 

Oncor Electric Percent 60.5% 82.8% ** 75.6% 

CenterPoint Percent 63.1% 78.8% ** 77.2% 

AEP Central Percent 74.3% 97.8% ** 91.8% 

AEP North Percent 72.5% 97.3% ** 91.4% 

TNMP Percent 80.7% 99.7% ** 95.9% 

State Percent 64.0%**** 83.7% 88.7% 79.2% 

* The regulated default service tariff (referred to in Texas as the “price to beat”) was offered by affiliated REPs as a regulated transition mechanism from 1/1/2002 
through 12/31/2006. Starting in 2007, all eligible retail customers received service at a competitive price in the direct retail access portions of Texas. The reported 
switching statistics indicate those customers and loads that are no longer served by the incumbent retail electricity provider (“affiliated REP”).  

** Large customer switching information is not separately reported to protect the privacy of large industrial customers. 

*** One month of data for five investor-owned utilities. Does not include municipal and other electric utilities in ERCOT. Does not include utilities, including four 
investor-owned utilities, outside of ERCOT but within Texas. 

**** An August 2014 ERCOT report found that 90% of the eligible residential market had observably chosen a retail electricity provider. The ABACCUS report 
considers 100% as participating in the competitive retail market. 
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Texas Residential Switching, REPs and Offers, 2001-2014 

 
 

Trend data by class for the ERCOT portion of the state since January 2002 is compelling. The percentage of customers 
served by a non-incumbent retail electricity provider (REP) has grown steadily as shown in monthly reports prepared by 
the Public Utility Commission of Texas.107 

Texas Residential Switching: Customers Served by Non-Legacy REPs by Service Territory 

 

                                                           
107 These three charts are taken from the Public Utility Commission of Texas, Market Share Data report which is updated monthly. 
 Available at: http://www.puc.texas.gov/industry/electric/reports/RptCard/Default.aspx 
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Texas Nonresidential Switching: Secondary Voltage MWh  
Served by Non-Legacy REPs by Service Territory 

 

Texas Nonresidential Switching: Primary Voltage Customers  
and MWh Served by Non-Legacy REPs 

 

Background 
Texas developed a strong independent power industry in the 1980s as a result of growth in industrial cogeneration. The 
implementation of the goals of the federal law (PURPA) under Texas law (PURA) resulted in rapid cogeneration project 
development. The open-access transmission regime that began in 1996 is operated by the Electric Reliability Council of 
Texas (ERCOT), subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT). Legislation for retail choice 
was enacted in 1999 (SB 7), which set out to initiate competition with a pilot project in mid 2001, to be followed with a 
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mandatory 6% rate cut and full customer choice implementation in January 2002. During 2001 pilot project enrollment, 
commercial and industrial classes exceeded the 5% participation limit, resulting in a lottery to determine who would be 
eligible. The pilot project started in the summer of 2001. Full retail choice began on January 1, 2002 for customers of 
investor-owned utilities within the ERCOT region of Texas. During the first eighteen months of competition there were 
some transitional issues primarily associated with customer switching and new service hookups, but these problems 
were resolved and the market moved forward. 

Electric cooperative utilities and municipal electric utilities may decide whether and when to opt into retail competition. 
Customers currently outside of ERCOT, but within Texas, do not have retail choice. The statute gives the PUCT authority 
to determine when retail choice can be implemented. These areas include El Paso Electric Company, Entergy Texas 
(southeast Texas), AEP’s Southwest Electric Power Company (northeast Texas) and Xcel’s Southwest Public Service 
Company (Panhandle region). The decision for when to implement retail competition is dependent on the appropriate 
development of a competitive wholesale market. A little more than one third of retail electric sales in Texas are ineligible 
because they are in service territories outside of ERCOT or provided by municipal electric utilities or electric cooperative 
utilities. 

In most of Texas, ERCOT operates the high-voltage transmission wires, manages congestion, ensures that ancillary 
services are adequate, provides a market platform for wholesale competition, performs settlement, administers retail 
customer switching and administers the renewable energy certificate program. ERCOT’s zonal congestion management 
system was replaced with a nodal pricing and congestion management system in 2010.  

SB 7 required each investor-owned utility within ERCOT to separate its retail sales, generation, and wires (transmission 
and distribution) business functions. However, a holding company’s business units can provide retail electric service to 
customers, own and operate generating units, and provide transmission and distribution service. The law also required 
electric distribution utilities (which remain price regulated) to refrain from retail marketing or the provision of 
competitive services. Texas has achieved a high degree of structural separation that has reduced the incentives for 
corporate integration, and reduced the concerns of competitors that the incumbent utility holds unfair competitive 
advantage. 

At the opening of the market, residential and small commercial customers could either remain a customer of the 
competitive retail electric provider (REP) affiliated with the incumbent utility, or switch to an alternative REP. Those who 
remained with the utility affiliate received regulated default service (this was called the “price-to-beat” or PTB) with a 
rate that could be adjusted up to twice a year. Default service was scheduled to last for five years, and ended in 
December 2006. Provider of last resort (POLR) is a separate service primarily for customers whose provider goes out of 
business. POLR service is the only remaining fully-regulated electricity rate in the areas of Texas open for retail choice. 
POLR price is determined by a PUCT-approved formula based on short-term wholesale energy costs.  

In addition to a supportive wholesale market structure, the success of Texas’ renewable portfolio standard (RPS) and 
renewable energy certificate (REC) trading program has provided the impetus (along with a federal renewable energy 
tax credit) for rapid growth in wind turbine generation. Texas leads the nation in installed wind turbine capacity (more 
than 12,000 MW of capacity) and wind energy production (36 million MWH in ERCOT or more than 10% of production). 

One of the issues related to wind power is transmission line capacity necessary to move wind energy from west Texas, 
where it is primarily produced, toward the population centers in central and southeast Texas. Competitive Renewable 
Energy Zones (CREZ) with the greatest potential for renewable energy development were identified in west Texas. In 
2008, the PUCT selected its preferred plan to designate and expedite the certification process to build over 18,000 MW 
of transmission capacity to these zones.  

In 2005, six REPs defaulted, and in 2008, five more went out of business, forcing some customers to take POLR service 
until they selected a new REP. Some of the failed REPs did not pay their energy bills to ERCOT, totaling more than $11 
million in losses in the two years. In response to these and other issues, the PUCT opened four new projects to consider 
market rule revisions. In Project No. 35767, Rulemaking Relating to Certification of Retail Electric Providers, the PUCT 
strengthened the certification requirements and further protected customer deposits. In Project No. 35768, Rulemaking 
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Relating to Retail Electric Providers Disclosures to Customers, the PUCT created three types of products (fixed, variable, 
and indexed), restricted certain changes in pricing, and established another rulemaking to reduce the amount of time it 
takes to complete a customer’s switch request, among other items. In Project No. 35769, Rulemaking Relating to Electric 
Providers of Last Resort, the PUCT established additional protections for customers and for the REPs that provide POLR 
service. Project No. 36131, Rulemaking Relating to Disconnection of Electric Service and Deferred Payment Plans, 
updated protections for at-risk customer segments. 

On issues relating to energy efficiency, advanced metering and innovation, the PUCT has submitted several reports for 
consideration by the Texas Legislature in recent years. Advanced metering (AMI) deployment is complete in the Oncor 
Electric Delivery (Dallas-Fort Worth) and CenterPoint Energy (Houston) transmission and distribution service provider 
areas and nearing completion in the AEP service territory. Deployment continues moving forward in the TNMP service 
territory. These deployments are helping facilitate a new wave of customer-focused innovation in ERCOT. The Texas 
market has already seen several innovations related to smart meters to date such as: more time-of-use rates, more 
prepay options, and more energy management devices and services. The Texas market has also produced several other 
innovations in the past few years including: new offers for residential customers to lease rooftop solar systems, a new 
kind of rate plan that has its price capped but can go down if natural gas prices fall, and an all-in fixed price for 
residential that will not change for any reason during the contract term, among others. 

Retail electricity prices can adjust to commodity market conditions in a timely manner. That is, consumers (demand) and 
generators (supply) interact fairly efficiently. REPs help manage the risks of extreme prices for small consumers. The 
following data are from the online price comparison tool, www.powertochoose.org. The data represent the average of 
weekly observations, aggregated in three ways. 
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Virginia 
Virginia’s population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau as 8,326,289. This ranks it 12th among all 50 states. 
USDOE’s Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 retail electricity sales as 111,841 megawatt-hours. That’s 
10th among all states and DC. 

In July 1999, legislation (SB 1269) was enacted that permitted choice for retail electric customers in the state. Virginia's 
pilot program began in 2000 for the two largest investor-owned utilities (Dominion and American Electric Power) and 
one cooperative. Full retail access began to be phased-in during January 2002, with full choice to be implemented no 
later than January 2004. Utilities were required to functionally separate, and Allegheny Power and Connective 
voluntarily divested generation as part of the functional separation case.  

Competitive suppliers are licensed by the State Corporation Commission (SCC) and must register with each utility. In 
2001, the Virginia General Assembly amended portions of restructuring legislation to cap default service rates only until 
January 2007. If there are capped rates, the utility is the default provider. After January 2007, the SCC would set rates 
based on competitive regional electricity markets. The Legislature created a Transition Task Force and Consumer 
Advisory Board, which worked collaboratively with SCC. The Legislation authorized alternative providers to directly bill 
customers beginning January 2003. Competitive metering began January 2002 for large commercial and industrial 
customers, and on January 2003 for residential and small commercial customers.  

The practical result of below-market capped rates was that there was no ability to choose a lower-cost alternative 
provider in Virginia. Only about 2,500 residential and 24 small commercial customers were served by an alternative 
supplier (green power choice for residential customers). A contract was awarded for a statewide consumer education 
program. A survey indicated that awareness was raised, but given the slow development of actual competition, the 
budget for the second year was reduced. The SCC issued orders to address competitive metering, consolidated billing, 
minimum stay provisions, distributed generation, aggregation, and market price determination.  

In early 2003, legislative activity included a bill to allow Kentucky Utilities to suspend retail choice in five counties in 
Virginia (HB 2637); a bill to allow the SCC to experiment with “opt in” options for municipalities (HB 2319); and a bill that 
defers a requirement to join an RTO to the utility with an adequate showing (HB 2453). In 2007, HB 3068 and SB 1416 
were enacted and signed by Governor Kaine, and Virginia suspended retail choice. 

Since December 2008, most consumers cannot purchase electric generation service from competing suppliers. Large 
customers (> 5 MW) can purchase power from competitive service providers (CSP). Nonresidential customers can 
aggregate load up to 5 MW with commissioner approval. Residential consumers can seek competitive power that is 
100% renewable if the utility does not offer power that is 100% renewable. Currently, no competitive service providers 
serve customers in Virginia.108 

 

                                                           
108 Source: http://www.scc.virginia.gov/comm/reports/2012_veur.pdf. 
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Appendix D: ABACCUS Methodology 

Introduction 

The Annual Baseline Assessment of Choice in Canada and the United States (ABACCUS) was created to 
compare and contrast the states and provinces in North America with regard to their electric industry 
structure and performance. The states and provinces are social science laboratories; that is, we can 
observe the outcomes of alternative regulatory and energy policies and attempt to draw conclusions 
about the relative value of different regulations and alternative policies.  

Electricity is fundamental to the economies of the U.S. and Canada and it is hard to imagine our way of 
life without it. A great deal of money has been invested in the electric industry. Much value is at stake as 
we determine whether regulatory reforms are needed, what reforms are best, and what changes to 
market structure are appropriate. There are contentious debates over the rights of different market 
participants. This is to be expected because different companies with different business plans are 
interested in different business opportunities, and the laws establish the property rights. 

ABACCUS should help states and provinces look beyond ideology. We can assess what works well and 
what does not work very well. If a decision is made to implement direct access or retail electricity 
choice, then ABACCUS should act as a guide to policy makers as they seek to establish good laws and 
effective practices.  

A hallmark of the ABACCUS methodology is the breadth of the issues explored. The ABACCUS 
methodology presumes that retail electricity markets cannot be assessed in terms of one metric such as 
the average price of the electric commodity. ABACCUS relies on 49 metrics—referred to as attributes—
to assess each jurisdiction from the perspective of residential consumers, and then applied again from 
the perspective of commercial and industrial consumers.  

This section describes each attribute and the question that it answers. It explains the options under each 
attribute. Some questions apply to all consumers; some are specific to residential consumers; and others 
only apply to C&I consumers. Each option is scored on a zero- to ten-point scale. Options associated with 
successful retail electricity markets are assigned more points. After scoring each options, weights are 
assigned to reflect the different level of importance each attribute. The weighted scores produce a 
ranking, and the rankings indicate whether a jurisdiction is improving or falling behind in its 
implementation of competitive retail electricity markets relative to other jurisdictions. 

How is success measured? As noted, many industry observers like to rely on the average electricity 
prices in the jurisdictions, and then attribute success to these commodity prices, almost without regard 
to other factors. While the price of the commodity is important, the ABACCUS methodology is focused 
on the underlying market structures, regulatory policies, rules and business practices that influence 
electricity pricing and electric service over the longer term. ABACCUS is focused on the many outcomes 
that are important to consumers, including greater choice, the types of products and services that are 
available, and greater freedom in making choices. Other measures of performance include greater 
switching and increased opportunities for retail energy providers. ABACCUS puts a premium on the 
development of highly differentiation services for consumers, innovation in technologies, the delivery of 
services that consumers prefer, and future opportunities.  
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Energy markets are volatile, and short- to mid-term price changes may tell us more about past decisions 
than about future opportunities and future market performance. The ABACCUS report monitors long-
term price changes in charts presented in the state-by-state description portion of the report. It is useful 
to observe long-term trends. However, year-over-year price changes are not as instructive if you are 
interested in the success of electricity restructuring.  

Grouping of Attributes 

Each attribute is associated with an important question. Some of these questions relate to market 
structure, such as “what entities are permitted to sell electricity?” or “who can own power plants and 
sell power?” Another set of attributes relates to the regulated prices (“default service rates”) that are 
designed to protect consumers during a transition period, especially the degree to which regulated 
prices interfere with the emerging competitive market. A third set of questions relate to the day-to-day 
operation of the market, such as “can a customer switch providers whenever s/he wants to?” or “do 
retail energy providers have access to customer lists for marketing purposes?” or “who keeps track of 
customer switching details so that the market associates the right meter with the appropriate energy 
provider?” Fourth, there are questions about facilitating the market and the new market participants. 
For example, “has the state created a platform where consumers can compare prices?” and “what has 
the jurisdiction done to encourage investment in on-site generation or new services that rely on 
advanced metering infrastructure?” Finally, there are questions relating to the performance of the retail 
electricity markets, such as “how many retail electric providers can I choose from?” or “how many 
product or service choices are there?” or “what percentage of consumers have switched to away from 
the default service provider?” 

The attributes fall into one of five groups: 

• Market Structure ... relating to the fundamental rights and responsibilities of the market 
participants (attributes 1-13) 

• Default Service ... relating to the design of the regulated basic, standard or default electric 
service available to retail consumers (attributes 14-25) 

• Transactions ... relating to the day to day transactions that market participants perform to 
buy and sell electricity (attributes 26-36) 

• Facilitation ... relating to policies and rules that encourage or frustrate retail energy 
providers as they interact with retail consumers and the T&D utilities  (attributes 37-40) 

• Performance  ... relating to the outcomes which we use to talk about how the health of the 
competitive market (attributes 41-49) 

If you are familiar with past reports, you will notice that the 2012 methodology was updated for the 
2014 report. To begin with, the two methodologies—residential and C&I—were merged into one. (This 
reduces repetition since several attributes apply to both the residential and C&I sectors.) If an attribute 
only applies to the residential market, then the weight assigned to it for the residential ABACCUS 
calculation is positive, while the weight assigned to it for the C&I calculation is 0%. Where an attribute 
applies to both, then the weights are positive for both the residential and C&I calculations. These 
assigned weights may not be the same for residential and C&I. References below to “new metric” refer 
to changes made in January 2014. 
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Terminology 
The terms used to describe electric utilities and retail energy providers vary by jurisdiction. In this 
report, we have adopted the acronym “EDU” to refer to the electric distribution utility and “REP” to 
refer to the retail energy provider. Commercial and industrial consumers are referred to as “C&I.” See 
Appendix B. 

Electric distribution utilities are also called transmission and distribution utilities or local distribution 
companies or just “the wires company” in various jurisdictions. Each jurisdiction has a widely-adopted 
term, and the laws in each jurisdiction may make small, important distinctions that can be confusing if 
you do not know the details of the administrative laws and the legal precedents in the jurisdiction.  

• “EDU,” as used here, is intended to generically refer to all entities that provide wires services to 
connect power generating units to consumers. “EDU” includes all utilities without regard to size, 
ownership, management or regulatory framework. That is, EDUs may include government 
utilities (municipal, state and federal), electric cooperatives (member owned), and investor-
owned utilities (traded or privately held). It is significant to note that if someone refers to a 
“utility” or to a “wires-only company,” they may or may not be referring to a company that 
offers services other than power delivery. 

• “REP” as used here, refers to the “retail energy provider.” The term “retail electric provider” is 
used in Texas, and this has been broadened in this report to include all retail energy sales and 
services. The “REP” is a competitive supplier that sells electricity, natural gas or other energy-
related commodities and services. REPs go by a variety of names in other jurisdictions (see 
Appendix B), which can create confusion. The acronym “REP,” or a similar term, will become 
widely adopted throughout North America as retail energy markets become more common. 

Tables of Attributes 

Table of Groups, Metrics and Key Issues 

No. Group Metric or Attribute Key Issue 

1 Market 
Structure 

EDU Divestiture Must the EDU divest itself of all generating capacity? 

2 Market 
Structure 

EDU Generation Ownership Does the EDU or its affiliates own or control generating 
assets in the applicable market? 

3 Market 
Structure 

EDU Obligation to Serve Is the EDU responsible for power delivery, metering 
service, and electricity sales? 

4 Market 
Structure 

EDU Sale of Electricity Does the EDU sell electricity to retail consumers? 

5 Market 
Structure 

EDU Provision of Premises 
Services 

Does the EDU provide premises-based service to the 
consumer? 

6 Market 
Structure 

Competitive Safeguards Does the EDU operate under a code of conduct that 
governs relations with its affiliates and is that code 
consistently enforced? 

7 Market 
Structure 

Residential Eligibility What percentage of residential consumers in the 
jurisdiction is eligible? 

8 Market 
Structure 

C&I Eligibility What percentage of C&I electricity sales in the 
jurisdiction are eligible? 
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No. Group Metric or Attribute Key Issue 

9 Market 
Structure 

Market Size What are the annual electricity sales? (How large are the 
business opportunities?) 

10 Market 
Structure 

Bulk Power Market 
Structure 

How is the relevant bulk power market organized? 

11 Market 
Structure 

Open Market Criteria Does the relevant bulk power market satisfy nationally-
established criteria for open-market competition? 

12 Market 
Structure 

Market Monitor Is the market monitoring function conducted in an 
independent, transparent and thorough manner? 

13 Market 
Structure 

Demand Response 
Programs 

Has the ISO developed a comprehensive set of demand 
response programs to facilitate load participation in bulk 
power markets? 

14 Default Service Residential Default Supplier Who provides default service to residential consumers? 
15 Default Service Medium C&I Default 

Supplier 
Who provides default service to medium C&I 
consumers? 

16 Default Service Large C&I Default Service Is default service offered to large C&I loads, but only 
below a certain size limit? 

17 Default Service Residential Default Service 
Product Options 

Is residential default service a substitute for choices in 
the competitive market? 

18 Default Service Medium C&I Default Service 
Product Options 

Is medium C&I default service a substitute for choices in 
the competitive market? 

19 Default Service Residential Default Price 
Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to 
the market price? 

20 Default Service Medium C&I Default Price 
Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to 
the market price? 

21 Default Service Large C&I Default Price 
Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to 
the market price? 

22 Default Service Residential Default 
Resource Portfolio 

Does the default service provider hedge the resource 
portfolio? 

23 Default Service Medium C&I Default 
Resource Portfolio 

Does the default service provider hedge the resource 
portfolio? 

24 Default Service Residential Default Cost 
Allocation 

Does the default service rate reflect the cost of service? 

25 Default Service Medium C&I Default Cost 
Allocation 

Does the default service rate reflect the cost of service? 

26 Transactions Residential Default 
Switching Restrictions 

Are consumers restricted in any way from switching 
from default service to a competitive supplier? 

27 Transactions Medium C&I Default 
Switching Restrictions 

Are consumers restricted in any way from switching 
from default service to a competitive supplier? 

28 Transactions Residential Switching Period What is the minimum number of days necessary to 
switch a residential consumer to a new provider? 

29 Transactions Residential Billing Who bills the residential customer? 
30 Transactions Treatment of Bad Debt Who is responsible for bad debt? 
31 Transactions Standard Electronic Data 

Exchange 
Does the jurisdiction require the use of a standard 
electronic data exchange (EDI) for business transactions? 

32 Transactions Uniformity of Standards Does the jurisdiction apply uniform standards for the 
operation of competitive retail markets? 

33 Transactions Administration of Switching Does a central, fully-independent organization handle all 
customer switching requests? 

34 Transactions Access to Residential Do qualified retailers have easy access to basic customer 
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No. Group Metric or Attribute Key Issue 

Customer Information information? 
35 Transactions Access to Customer Usage 

Data 
Do retailers have timely access to detailed electricity 
usage data? 

36 Transactions Electricity Usage Data 
Security and Customer 
Privacy 

Has the jurisdiction established clear policy and practice 
regarding the security of customer usage data, customer 
data privacy, and the appropriate uses of customer 
usage data? 

37 Facilitation Jurisdiction Commitment to 
Electric Competition 

Is the jurisdiction committed to implementation of a 
competitive market? 

38 Facilitation Consumer Access to Price 
Comparisons 

Does the jurisdiction maintain a website for residential 
consumers with: a) up-to-date prices and offers from all 
REPs, b) price and attribute comparison functionality, 
and c) links to REP terms and conditions and to the REP 
website. 

39 Facilitation Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure 

To what level has the jurisdiction deployed advanced 
metering infrastructure? 

40 Facilitation On-site Generation 
Alternatives 

Do C&I customers have interconnection and distribution 
system access that facilitates the use of DG as an 
alternative? 

41 Performance Number of REPs Making 
Residential Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to residential 
customers? 

42 Performance Number of REPs Making 
Medium C&I Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to medium C&I 
customers? 

43 Performance Number of REPs Making 
Large C&I Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to large C&I 
customers? 

44 Performance Number Residential Offers How many distinct offers are available from REPs to 
residential customers? 

45 Performance Types of Residential Offers How many different product and service types do REPs 
offer to residential customers? 

46 Performance Residential Net Switching to 
Competitive Service 

What percentage of eligible residential customers 
receive service on a competitive product? 

47 Performance Annual Switching 
Percentage 

What percentage of eligible residential customers 
changed service providers during the past 12 months? 

48 Performance Medium C&I Net Switching 
to Competitive Service 

What percentage of eligible medium C&I customers 
receive service on a competitive product? 

49 Performance Large C&I Net Switching to 
Competitive Service 

What percentage of eligible large C&I customers receive 
service on a competitive product? 

Table of Metrics and Weights 

No. Metric or Attribute 
ABACCUS 

Residential 
Weights 

ABACCUS C&I 
Weights 

1 EDU Divestiture -- 2% 
2 EDU Generation Ownership -- 2% 
3 EDU Obligation to Serve 1% 2% 
4 EDU Sale of Electricity 1% 2% 
5 EDU Provision of Premises Services 2% 3% 
6 Competitive Safeguards 2% 3% 
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No. Metric or Attribute 
ABACCUS 

Residential 
Weights 

ABACCUS C&I 
Weights 

7 Residential Eligibility 3% -- 
8 C&I Eligibility -- 3% 
9 Market Size 3% 4% 

10 Bulk Power Market Structure 3% 2% 
11 Open Market Criteria 3% 3% 
12 Market Monitor -- 3% 
13 Demand Response Programs 2% 8% 
14 Residential Default Supplier 8% -- 
15 Medium C&I Default Supplier -- 4% 
16 Large C&I Default Service -- 4% 
17 Residential Default Service Product Options 6% -- 
18 Medium C&I Default Service Product Options -- 4% 
19 Residential Default Price Adjustment 10% -- 
20 Medium C&I Default Price Adjustment -- 4% 
21 Large C&I Default Price Adjustment -- 4% 
22 Residential Default Resource Portfolio 10% -- 
23 Medium C&I Default Resource Portfolio -- 4% 
24 Residential Default Cost Allocation 6% -- 
25 Medium C&I Default Cost Allocation -- 4% 
26 Residential Default Switching Restrictions 6% -- 
27 Medium C&I Default Switching Restrictions -- 4% 
28 Residential Switching Period 3% -- 
29 Residential Billing 1% -- 
30 Treatment of Bad Debt 1% -- 
31 Standard Electronic Data Exchange 2% 3% 
32 Uniformity of Standards 2% 3% 
33 Administration of Switching 2% 3% 
34 Access to Residential Customer Information 3% -- 
35 Access to Customer Usage Data 2% -- 
36 Electricity Usage Data Security and Customer Privacy 2% 3% 
37 Jurisdiction Commitment to Electric Competition 2% -- 
38 Consumer Access to Price Comparisons 2% -- 
39 Advanced Metering Infrastructure 2% -- 
40 On-site Generation Alternatives -- 3% 
41 Number of REPs Making Residential Offers 4% -- 
42 Number of REPs Making Medium C&I Offers -- 4% 
43 Number of REPs Making Large C&I Offers -- 4% 
44 Number Residential Offers 2% -- 
45 Types of Residential Offers 1% -- 
46 Residential Net Switching to Competitive Service 3% -- 
47 Annual Switching Percentage -- -- 
48 Medium C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service -- 4% 
49 Large C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service -- 4% 
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Market Structure 
Market structure relates to the fundamental rights and responsibilities of the market players. In creating 
a market structure, government determines who can and cannot generate electricity; who can and 
cannot sell electricity; who can and cannot interact in various ways with the independent system 
operator, and whether there will be an ISO; who can and cannot provide the monopoly services, and 
what other services a regulated entity is allowed to provide; and who bears the responsibility to 
maintain sufficient reserve capacity, or whether there will be such requirements. 

Each of these decisions may affect the performance of the retail electricity market. For example, as long 
as there are regulated, monopoly providers of distribution service, government must determine 
whether such utilities have a responsibility to reliability deliver power, or whether they are responsible 
to provide other electric services. These may seem similar, but reliably delivering power to a meter is 
different than reliability selling electricity and providing the associated basic services (billing, customer 
service, call center) or advanced services (alternative pricing plans, risk management services, energy 
efficiency information or programs, mobile phone apps, in-home energy management devices) or 
service innovations (price risk management, flat monthly billing, promotions and discounts, advanced in-
home technologies). 

Market structure extends as well to the issue of which customers are eligible to purchase electricity 
from competitive providers (are the consumers of municipal utilities and electric cooperatives 
included?), and the structure and oversight of the bulk power market from which power is acquired. 

The market structure portion of the ABACCUS methodology is comprised of attributes 1-13. 

1. EDU Divestiture 
(Similar to 2012 Residential Methodology: D.1 Distribution Utility Structure and 2012 C&I Methodology: D.1 Electric Distribution 
Utility Structure) 
 

1 Market 
Structure 

EDU Divestiture Must the EDU divest itself of all generating capacity? 

Options and Points 

Complete corporate divestiture 10 
EDU divests / affiliate may own 9 
EDU allowed to own generating assets 0 

This attribute assesses the right of the EDU or its affiliates to own and operate competitive generation 
assets or provide power services. (Actual ownership of generating assets is considered in the next 
attribute.)  

A market structure that limits EDU activities to the provision of monopoly transmission and distribution 
services (power delivery services) creates a clean separation between the regulated and competitive 
functions and services. The wires-only EDU can then conducts all transactions with all market 
participants—including its affiliates—on an equal, arm’s-length basis. No stakeholder need be 
concerned about competing with the EDU if the EDU is restricted to providing monopoly services. 
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2. EDU Generation Ownership 
(This is a new metric.) 

 
2 Market 

Structure 
EDU Generation 
Ownership 

Does the EDU own or control generating assets in the 
applicable market? 

Options and Points 

EDU does not own generating assets 10 
EDU owns incidental generating assets 7 
EDU selling off generating assets 4 
EDU owns generating assets 0 

This attribute assesses whether the EDU owns and operates competitive generating assets or provides 
power services in the applicable market. It is possible to have the right to own and operate generating 
assets but not to exercise that right. (The legal right to own and operate generating assets is considered 
in the previous attribute.)  

A EDU that owns and operates generating assets is providing competitive services that may affect the 
way it provides wires services. Its activities may affect the decisions of other stakeholders because they 
may be concerned about competing with the EDU. Incidental generating assets are assets that operate 
to enable and facilitate the reliable delivery of power and which do not operate in competitive power 
markets. 

3. EDU Obligation to Serve 
(Similar to 2012 C&I Methodology: D.3 Electric Distribution Utility Types of Services) 

 
3 Market 

Structure 
EDU Obligation to 
Serve 

Is the EDU responsible for power delivery, metering service, 
and electricity sales? 

Options and Points 

EDU has an obligation to deliver power 10 
EDU has an obligation to deliver and meter 
power 

9 

EDU has an obligation deliver, meter and sell 
power 

0 

This attribute assesses whether EDU is obligated to provide electric service to consumers in its service 
territory, or whether it is obligated to just deliver power to the meter.  (The actual provision of electric 
service is assessed in the next attribute.)  

A EDU that is obligated to provide electric service to retail consumers will act quite differently from a 
EDU that is obligated to just deliver the power to an electric meter on the consumers’ premises. The 
obligation to provide electric service carries with it a significant relationship with the retail consumer. 
This consumer-EDU relationship may affect others who wish to develop relationships with retail 
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consumers. The consumer-EDU relationship places the EDU in the role of incumbent. Any effort to 
overcome the tendency toward permanent incumbency will require additional regulation of the EDU. 
Encouraging the development of a competitive retail electric market will benefit from less regulation 
and greater opportunities for new entrants. Further, consumers will be less confused if the transition to 
competition is clearly marked by the end of the existing consumer-EDU relationship and the beginning 
of new relationships with new retail energy providers. 

4. EDU Sale of Electricity 
(Similar to 2012 C&I Methodology: D.3 Electric Distribution Utility Types of Services) 

 
4 Market 

Structure 
EDU Sale of 
Electricity 

Does the EDU sell electricity to retail consumers? 

Options and Points 

EDU only delivers power 10 
EDU engages in incidental electricity sales 9 
EDU sells electricity to retail consumers 0 

This attribute assesses whether EDU sells electricity to retail consumers. It is possible to satisfy an 
obligation to serve by outsourcing the sale of electricity to another company, hence the distinction. (The 
obligation of provide electric service is assessed in the previous attribute.)  

A EDU that provides electric service to retail consumers will act quite differently from a EDU that does 
not sell electricity. The sale of electricity carries with it a significant relationship with retail consumers. 
This consumer-EDU relationship may affect others who wish to develop relationships with retail 
consumers. The incidental sale of electricity refers to a small number of legacy relationships that are not 
yet fully competitive. It is expected that these will diminish with time.  

5. EDU Provision of Premises Services 
(This is a new metric.) 

 
5 Market 

Structure 
EDU Provision of 
Premises Services 

Does the EDU provide premises-based service to the 
consumer? 

Options and Points 

EDU does not provide or administer any premises 
services 

10 

EDU administers government-mandated 
programs 

8 

EDU administers portfolio of branded programs 5 
EDU offers standard portfolio of branded 
programs 

3 

EDU offers innovative portfolio of branded 0 
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programs 

This attribute measures the degree to which the EDU provides services to retail consumers on the 
consumers’ premises. In general, all services provided on the consumers’ premises are competitive in 
nature, and there are no impediments to offering consumers these services. We are referring to the 
sale, maintenance, operation and financing of appliances, energy monitoring devices, appliance 
controls, demand response services, conservation and energy efficiency services, distributed renewable 
energy generation, backup generators, power storage devices, power conditioning equipment, risk 
management services, energy budgeting, energy swaps, products and services relating to buildings and 
building services. For customers of all sizes, it includes price risk management. For larger customers, 
premises services could include construction and maintenance of electric power substations. Where 
allowed, it could include competitive metering functions. 

As you consider that list, you may readily identify services that depend upon the cooperation or 
assistance of the EDU. Distributed generation is the classic example that requires interaction with the 
EDU, and many jurisdictions have created rules that spell out the rights and responsibilities of the 
parties when there is a need to interconnect DG. Other services, such as energy management and load 
control, rely on rules to permit access to markets. 

A EDU that provides services to retail consumers on the consumers’ premises may behave in a manner 
that is different from a EDU that does not offer such services. The provision of premises services carries 
with it a significant relationship with the retail consumer. This consumer-EDU relationship may be 
positioned to affect relationships that retail consumers may develop with other parties. In fact, this 
consumer-EDU relationship could adversely affect existing competitive services, including the existing 
relationships between retail energy consumers and businesses that have not traditionally been 
considered part of any energy utility business. Air conditioning and heating contractors, lighting 
contractors and other small, local enterprises that perform services for homeowners and businesses, 
may be affected by utility demand side management programs, for example. 

EDUs that provide competitive on-premises services may use their network services to affect the 
behavior of consumers and limit the business opportunities of others. If EDU affiliates offer competitive 
services, then, at a minimum, there is the perception of unfair practices. A formal separation of 
regulated business units from competitive affiliates is appropriate.  

6. Competitive Safeguards 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.2 Competitive Safeguards) 

 
6 Market 

Structure 
Competitive 
Safeguards 

Does the EDU operate under a code of conduct that 
governs relations with its affiliates and is that code 
consistently enforced? 

Options and Points 

EDU subject to strict code with all prohibitions 10 
EDU subject to adequate code with most 
prohibitions 

8 
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EDU subject to weak code of conduct 6 
EDU not restricted by code of conduct 0 

The greater the degree of separation between EDU service and other functions, the greater the 
likelihood that new entrants will not feel threatened by a EDU. Separation may be through corporations 
or through the creation of affiliates of through the application of a strict code of conduct. Regulation of 
affiliate relationships through a code of conduct will help to address the any concerns of competitive 
market participants.  

This attribute considers the degree to which EDUs can interact with other business units or affiliates as is 
normally done, or whether an arm’s length relationship is established through a strict code of conduct. A 
code of conduct must be consistently enforced and include: a prohibition on sharing employees and 
assets, a prohibition on an affiliate using the creditworthiness of the EDU, a prohibition on joint 
marketing and advertising, and restrictions on use of the EDU’s names and logos. 

7. Residential Eligibility 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.1 Eligibility of Residential Customers) 

 
7 Market 

Structure 
Residential 
Eligibility 

What percentage of residential consumers in the 
jurisdiction is eligible? 

Options and Points 

More than 95% 10 
More than 85% 9 
More than 75% 8 
More than 65% 7 
More than 55% 6 
More than 45% 5 
More than 35% 4 
More than 25% 3 
More than 15% 2 
More than 5% 1 
Less than 5% 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a numeric data entry equal to the number of eligible residential electricity 
consumers in the jurisdiction divided by the total number of residential electricity consumers in the 
jurisdiction. This ratio is converted to percent, and rounded to the nearest 10%.  

In several states, “100% eligibility” may slightly overstate reality. A few residential consumers served by 
municipal utilities or electric cooperatives may be exempt from competition, but under this 
methodology, all percents greater than 95% are rounded to 100%. In other instances, a small percentage 
of the rural population may be located off the main transmission grid, raising the distinction between 
percent on the grid and percent on or off the grid. While these details are important to each jurisdiction, 
these differences are not significant for ABACCUS scoring. 
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Eligibility is important. Each jurisdiction ought to open its electric markets to all retail consumers. A 
larger percentage of eligible consumers increases the market size and opportunities.  

8. C&I Eligibility 
(2012 C&I Methodology: A.1 Eligibility of C&I Customer Load) 

 
8 Market 

Structure 
C&I Eligibility What percentage of C&I electricity sales in the jurisdiction 

are eligible? 

Options and Points 

More than 95% 10 
More than 85% 9 
More than 75% 8 
More than 65% 7 
More than 55% 6 
More than 45% 5 
More than 35% 4 
More than 25% 3 
More than 15% 2 
More than 5% 1 
Less than 5% 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a numeric data entry equal to the amount of eligible C&I electricity load in the 
jurisdiction divided by the total C&I electricity load in the jurisdiction. This ratio is converted to percent, 
and rounded to the nearest 10%.  

Eligibility is important. Each jurisdiction ought to open its electric markets to all C&I consumer load. A 
larger percentage of eligible load increases the market size and opportunities.  

9. Market Size 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.5 Market Size and 2012 C&I Methodology: A.7 Market Size) 

 
9 Market 

Structure 
Market Size What are the annual electricity sales? (How large are the 

business opportunities?) 

Options and Points 

More than 100,000 GWh 10 
More than 90,000 GWh 9 
More than 80,000 GWh 8 
More than 70,000 GWh 7 
More than 60,000 GWh 6 
More than 50,000 GWh 5 
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More than 40,000 GWh 4 
More than 30,000 GWh 3 
More than 20,000 GWh 2 
More than 10,000 GWh 1 
Less than 10,000 GWh 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a numeric data entry equal to the GWH sales to retail consumers in a recent 
year, rounded to the nearest 10,000 GWH sales. The level “100,000 GWH or greater” is a proxy for “a 
large retail market.” (The annual retail sales in Michigan are approximately 100,000 GWH. Twelve states 
are at this level or higher.) Smaller jurisdictions will receive fewer points in proportion to this standard 
level of 100,000 GWH in annual sales. 

A large market is attractive to entrepreneurs and investors. “How large is large enough?” or “how large 
is not large enough?” is not a perfect science. For this measure, a threshold has been established equal 
to the size of the electricity market in Michigan. This is effectively a small-state penalty which should 
focus attention on the need for very small jurisdictions to establish policies and practices which are the 
same as other states. Such consistency will reduce transactions costs and lower the costs of entering a 
market.  

10. Bulk Power Market Structure 
(Similar to 2012 C&I Methodology: B.1 RTO/ISO Existence) 

 
10 Market 

Structure 
Bulk Power Market 
Structure 

How is the relevant bulk power market organized? 

Options and Points 

Organized energy-only market 10 
Organized capacity market 10 
Developing market 4 
Utility operated 0 

This attribute recognizes the existence of an independent system operator and records the type of 
market based on the degree of government intervention in the market. Capacity markets and energy-
only markets are treated separately, but are scored the same for now. Energy-only markets send the 
clearest time-differentiated market price signals with the least administrative interference. Energy-only 
markets can be volatile, and are actually comprised of several markets for energy transactions and for 
the related or ancillary services. The time-differentiated pricing signal are strong and can result in the 
development of a variety of on-site or premises-based services for customers. Capacity markets are also 
recognized as providing clear market signals and opportunities for REPs to create products for retail 
customers. Other bulk power markets are indicated as emerging or “developing.” An RTO may not exist, 
but the market may not have developed the tools that REPs need to create products and services for 
consumers or to manage risk. Key portions of the market remain centrally planned and administered, 
thus limited the opportunities for the creation of new customer services. These three categories of 
organize markets can be contrasted with the utility-dominated markets. Utility-dominated markets lack 
and RTO or ISO and utilities may restrict new entrants through one or several mechanisms: the utility 
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controls the rules; little energy  is openly traded; there are few opportunities to provide power to 
utilities in open-bidding solicitations or through the centrally-administered IRP process. 

11. Open Market Criteria 
(Similar to 2012 Residential Methodology: B.1 Wholesale Market Competition) 

 
11 Market 

Structure 
Open Market 
Criteria 

Does the relevant bulk power market satisfy nationally-
established criteria for open-market competition? 
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Options and Points 

Advanced, organized power market 10 
Mixed types of power markets 7 
Emerging RTO or ISO 5 
Utility-dominated subject to FERC Order 888 0 

Electric regions in North America have made progress during the past 20 years to adopt practices that 
enhance bulk power competition. Open access transmission service facilitates power transactions and 
supports the operation of a reliable grid. REP access to competitive bulk power markets is important to 
the success of retail electric competition. 

An advanced and organized bulk power market operates with a FERC-approved Regional Transmission 
Organization (RTO) or Independent System Operator (ISO) with the following characteristics: 1) market-
based congestion management, 2) markets for balancing energy, regulation, and reserves, 3) congestion 
management based on a nodal design, and 4) FERC exemption from PURPA purchase requirements. A 
state such as Texas, which has different systems in different parts of the state is labeled as mixed. Bulk 
power markets that are dominated by utilities that operate their own systems and operate in a manner 
consistent with FERC Order 888 are not given any credit. However, those regions that are working 
toward an RTO or ISO are assigned some points. 

12. Market Monitor 
(2012 C&I Methodology: B.2 Market Monitor) 

 
12 Market 

Structure 
Market Monitor Is the market monitoring function conducted in an 

independent, transparent and thorough manner? 

Options and Points 

Robust market monitoring 10 
Adequate market monitoring 8 
Some controversy in market monitoring 6 
No independent market monitor 0 

Effective, independent market monitoring is essential to the proper functioning of the bulk power 
market. There are issues beyond the mere existence of the market monitor regarding the independence 
with which budgets are approved and funding is provided that may affect the ability of the monitor to 
be objective. Fortunately, market monitors in North America are adequate. 

This attribute draws a distinction between the market monitors that are adequate and those that have 
demonstrated effectiveness and independence. More significantly, this attribute does not award points 
to those regions that have not yet developed sufficiently to create a market monitor position. 
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13. Demand Response Programs 
(Similar to 2012 Residential Methodology: B.2 Demand Response and 2012 C&I Methodology: B.3 Reliability Demand Response; B.4 Economic 
Demand Response; B.5 Ancillary Services) 

 
13 Market 

Structure 
Demand Response 
Programs 

Has the ISO developed a comprehensive set of demand 
response programs to facilitate load participation in bulk 
power markets? 

Options and Points 

Advanced DR market (fast-acting ancillary services) 10 
Robust DR (day ahead and real time; ancillary 
services) 

8 

Limited economic and reliability DR  6 
Reliability/emergency DR only 4 
No DR at ISO / RTO 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a data entry that indicates the degree to which demand response is integrated 
into ISO activities. The number of points assigned to each option is set forth in the table.  

Direct participation in a bulk power open opportunities for consumers of all sizes, as well as for the 
creativity of the REPs that serve the customers. We are aware of the system benefits of demand 
response: to reduce the frequency and severity of price spikes, to reduce the ability of the owners of 
generating units to exercise market power, and to provide entirely new resources for grid reliability and 
stability (e.g., loads on under-frequency relays). Full integration of demand and supply is essential for 
healthy and robust competition. Certain ancillary services can be provided more efficiently and at lower 
cost to the bulk power market, and retail consumers can enjoy a greater degree of service 
differentiation.  

In a perfect world, all economic demand response would occur in the competitive market place without 
any need for administered programs. We are in a development phase, however, and the scope of 
centrally controlled and administered DR programs is important. Emergency DR will likely always remain 
an administered program, subject to the central planning functions of the system operator and 
reliability council.  

This attribute assess the degree to which various DR programs and platforms have been created to allow 
customers of all sizes to participate in markets for energy, capacity and ancillary services. We examine 
whether there are reliability and economic markets, day-ahead and real time markets for energy, 
operating and responsive reserve markets for ancillary services. 

Default Service 
Default service relates to the design of the regulated basic, standard or default electric service available 
to retail consumers in many jurisdictions. 
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Fully-competitive retail electric markets have numerous REPs which offer varied products and services. 
There is no need for government-regulated electric service. However, the electric industry has been 
regulated for a century and consumers have become accustomed to regulated tariffs and limited 
choices. Changes in consumer behavior, including comfort with a competitive retail electric market, may 
take time, especially when consumers are sent conflicting signals about regulated default service and 
competitive offerings. 

Legislators and utility regulators in North America have decided to ensure that basic, standard or default 
service should be offered to consumers during a transition period. In many markets, the transition has 
become ten years or fifteen years or more, and some consumers have made little, if any, effort to 
become educated about their choices in the market place. We are left with the classic “chicken and egg” 
problem: which comes first, the end of regulated service? or the beginning of customer choice?  

In two notable instances—retail natural gas service in Georgia and retail electricity service in much of 
Texas—a decision was made to directly move consumers to competitive retailers at the start of the 
process, and to do so with consumer protections in place. There remain reasonable issues regarding the 
appropriate period of time for a market to mature, and for the maintenance of transitional tariffs. 
However, there no longer seems to be a reasonable issues about whether it is possible to make a clean 
break from regulated tariffs to retail competition. It has been successfully accomplished. 

Most jurisdictions in North American have selected a long or undefined transition period, and regulated 
default service persists. In these places, a competitive market may be considered successful as long as 
the percentage of customers receiving regulated default service grows smaller each year. That is, the 
larger the percent of consumers who receive services from competitive REPs, the healthier the market is 
likely to be. We have created a performance-related attribute to measure that effect (see: “Residential 
Net Switching to Competitive Service”). 

In this section we make a distinction between “default service” and “provider of last resort.” Default 
service is available to everyone. Provider of last resort (POLR) is a specialized emergency service for 
consumers who lose their provider. For example, if a REP goes out of business and does not make 
arrangements to transfer its consumers, all the consumers are assigned to the POLR without any 
interruption of service. Service from the POLR is likely to be undesirable (costly) because there is great 
uncertainty as to when and how many consumers are to be served. For that reason, consumer who find 
themselves on POLR service will quickly select a new REP.  

14. Residential Default Supplier 
(2012 Residential Methodology: C.1 Default Service Provider) 

 
14 Default 

Service 
Residential Default 
Supplier 

Who provides default service to residential consumers? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Competitive REP 9 
Affiliate of EDU 5 
EDU 2 
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Limited or no retail choice 0 

Each jurisdiction is assessed with regard to the type of company that provides default service, and its 
relationship to utilities and other companies. Some jurisdictions require default service to be provided 
by the EDU, while others rely on an entity other than the EDU. The use of non-utility or non-affiliated 
entity to provide default service is likely to give greater confidence to new REPs about whether they will 
be treated fairly. Default service may be assigned to a competitive affiliate of the utility (as in Texas), or 
a competitive bidding process may be held to select the default service provider. 

15. Medium C&I Default Supplier 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.3 Default Service Provider Medium C&I) 

 
15 Default 

Service 
Medium C&I 
Default Supplier 

Who provides default service to medium C&I consumers? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Competitive REP 9 
Affiliate of EDU 5 
EDU 2 
Limited or no retail choice 0 

See: Residential Default Supplier. 

16. Large C&I Default Service 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.1 Default Service for Large C&I) 

 
16 Default 

Service 
Large C&I Default 
Service 

Is default service offered to large C&I loads, but only below 
a certain size limit? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Default service offered below 200 kW 8 
Default service offered below 500 kW 6 
Default service offered below 1000 kW 4 
Default service for all but a few large consumers 2 
Default service available to all large C&I 0 
Limited or no retail choice 0 

See: Residential Default Supplier. Some jurisdictions have determined that larger consumers are fully 
capable of navigating the competitive market and that default service is not necessary for them to be 
served. A few jurisdictions are lowering the eligibility limits over time, reducing the upper limit for which 
default service is available. 
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17. Residential Default Service Product Options 
(2012 Residential Methodology: C.2 Default Service Product Options) 

 
17 Default 

Service 
Residential Default 
Service Product 
Options 

Is residential default service a substitute for choices in the 
competitive market? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Default service is one plain vanilla offering 8 
Default service mimics several historical tariff 
offerings 

4 

Default service includes a range of offers and 
competes with the market 

0 

Limited or no retail choice 0 

Default service that is simple and basic is rewarded with more points. Simple or basic services that do 
not mimic or compete with the competitive market are preferred if the jurisdiction is interested in the 
success of the competitive market. The existence of default service is an impediment to competition 
because residential customers may stay with default service due to inertia, uncertainty or because it is 
meeting all their needs. If a jurisdiction wants regulated service to meet consumer needs, it does not 
need to attempt to create a competitive market. Greater differentiation and complexity in default 
service will infringe upon the creativity and innovation of pricing options and services that competitive 
retailers would provide in a competitive market.  

Each jurisdiction is assessed as to whether default service is designed as basic service, or whether the 
jurisdiction has determined that default service ought to mimic the differentiated services that the 
regulated market used to provide in the past, or that a fully competitive market may provide in the 
future. The number of points assigned to each option is set forth in the table.  

18. Medium C&I Default Service Product Options 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.5 Default Service Product Options Medium C&I) 

 
18 Default 

Service 
Medium C&I 
Default Service 
Product Options 

Is medium C&I default service a substitute for choices in the 
competitive market? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Default service is one plain vanilla offering 8 
Default service mimics several historical tariff 
offerings 

4 

Default service includes a range of offers and 
competes with the market 

0 

Limited or no retail choice 0 
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See: Residential Default Service Product Options. 

19. Residential Default Price Adjustment 
(2012 Residential Methodology: C.3 Default Service Rate Mechanism) 

 
19 Default 

Service 
Residential Default 
Price Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to the 
market price? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Aligned to market hourly 9 
Aligned to market monthly 8 
Aligned to market quarterly 6 
Aligned to market every six months 4 
Aligned to market annually 2 
Aligned to market every few years 0 
Frozen or regulated cost-of-service rates 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a data entry that reflects the manner in which default service prices are 
aligned to the cost of power in the wholesale market. The greater frequency of adjustment means that 
retail customers who take default service are exposed to wholesale market prices to a greater degree. 
That is, default service that is designed to track the cost of power in the wholesale market is considered 
an effective way to provide basic service without added services, especially risk management services. 
Default service provides a substitute to competitive offers, and averaging the costs over time provides a 
price risk management service that competitive retailers are able to provide. Rates that are frozen or set 
below cost may prevent retail competition from taking hold by moving cost recovery to future time 
periods and by using regulatory powers, not market mechanisms, to recover costs. 

20. Medium C&I Default Price Adjustment 
2012 C&I Methodology: C.4 Default Service Cost Tracking Medium C&I 

 
20 Default 

Service 
Medium C&I 
Default Price 
Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to the 
market price? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Aligned to market hourly 9 
Aligned to market monthly 8 
Aligned to market quarterly 6 
Aligned to market every six months 4 
Aligned to market annually 2 
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Aligned to market every few years 0 
Frozen or regulated cost-of-service rates 0 

See: Residential Default Price Adjustment. 

21. Large C&I Default Price Adjustment 
2012 C&I Methodology: C.2 Default Service Cost Tracking Large C&I 

 
21 Default 

Service 
Large C&I Default 
Price Adjustment 

How frequently is the default service price adjusted to the 
market price? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Aligned to market hourly 9 
Aligned to market monthly 8 
Aligned to market quarterly 6 
Aligned to market every six months 4 
Aligned to market annually 2 
Aligned to market every few years 0 
Frozen or regulated cost-of-service rates 0 

See: Residential Default Price Adjustment. 

22. Residential Default Resource Portfolio 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.4 Default Service Resource Portfolio) 

 
22 Default 

Service 
Residential Default 
Resource Portfolio 

Does the default service provider hedge the resource 
portfolio? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Provider matches price adjustment 7 
Provider hedges (multi-year) 3 
Mix of hedged purchases and own resources 1 
EDU relies on its own resources 0 

Each jurisdiction is assessed with regard to the degree to which the default provider hedges a portfolio 
to serve default service customers. Default service that tracks the term of the service contract (monthly 
or shorter) with the term of power contracts in wholesale markets is awarded more points. Hedging 
provides risk management services that competitive REPs can provide. Consumers will find a variety of 
hedging services through the market that are not available in a regulated default rate, and any hedged, 
regulated product serves as a barrier to the development of new services. 
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23. Medium C&I Default Resource Portfolio 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.7 Default Service Resource Hedging Medium C&I) 

 
23 Default 

Service 
Medium C&I 
Default Resource 
Portfolio 

Does the default service provider hedge the resource 
portfolio? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Provider matches price adjustment 7 
Provider hedges (multi-year) 3 
Mix of hedged purchases and own resources 1 
EDU relies on its own resources 0 

See: Residential Default Resource Portfolio. 

24. Residential Default Cost Allocation 
(2012 Residential Methodology: C.6 Residential Default Service Cost Allocation) 

 
24 Default 

Service 
Residential Default 
Cost Allocation 

Does the default service rate reflect the cost of service? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Includes "gross margin" and "competitive elements" (bad 
debt) 

9 

Includes "gross margin" 7 
Includes "competitive elements" (bad debt) 5 
Power costs only 3 
Capped rate (not cost of service) 0 
Regulated cost-of-service rates 0 

Each jurisdiction is assessed regarding the degree to which default service is priced at full retail cost so 
that residential customers can compare services and prices in a fair environment. Default service that is 
designed to fully reflect wholesale power costs, and include the full retail costs incurred in competitive 
markets (e.g., bad debt, marketing, administration, etc.) is considered more likely to result in a 
competitive market. Rates that are capped below the cost of service are detrimental to retail 
competition. Rates that are frozen or set below cost may prevent retail competition from taking hold by 
moving cost recovery to future time periods and using regulatory powers, not market mechanisms, to 
recover costs. 
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25. Medium C&I Default Cost Allocation 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.6 Default Service Cost Allocation Medium C&I) 

 
25 Default 

Service 
Medium C&I 
Default Cost 
Allocation 

Does the default service rate reflect the cost of service? 

Options and Points 

No default service (limited POLR service) 10 
Includes "gross margin" and "competitive elements" (bad 
debt) 

9 

Includes "gross margin" 7 
Includes "competitive elements" (bad debt) 5 
Power costs only 3 
Capped rate (not cost of service) 0 
Regulated cost-of-service rates 0 

See: Residential Default Cost Allocation. 

Transactions 
Transactions relate to the day-to-day interactions that market participants (consumers, utilities, REPs, 
etc.) perform each day to buy and sell electricity. First we consider the switching transaction from the 
retail consumer perspective. (Is switching restricted? How quickly does switching occur?) Then we turn 
to the REP perspective to examine billing and the treatment of bad debt. (Can the REP bill the consumer 
or is the utility still involved? Who bears the responsibility for collections? Is the cost of bad debt 
socialized?) Next we look at the manner in which information is exchanged among the parties. Finally 
we look at REP access to basic customer data and customer usage data. Rules matter, and rules that 
increase costs and limit creativity will stifle a competitive retail market. 

26. Residential Default Switching Restrictions 
(2012 Residential Methodology: C.5 Default Service Switching Options) 

 
26 Transactions Residential Default 

Switching 
Restrictions 

Are consumers restricted in any way from switching from 
default service to a competitive supplier? 

Options and Points 

Open exit, no fees, next billing cycle 10 
Monthly exit, no fees 8 
Monthly exit, fees apply 6 
Annual exit, no fees 4 
Annual exit, fees apply 2 
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Periodic, administered, multi-year window 1 
Cap on switching or other restrictions 0 

Each jurisdiction receives a data entry that reflects the degree to which switching away from the default 
provider is restricted. The number of points assigned to each option is set forth in the table. Jurisdictions 
that allow customers to switch at any time without penalty or fee receive are encouraging behaviors 
consistent with a market. Free movement of consumers will allow them to learn about new services and 
to contract for the terms and conditions that are preferred. Restrictions on the switching away from 
default service should be avoided. 

27. Medium C&I Default Switching Restrictions 
(2012 C&I Methodology: C.8 Default Service Switching Options) 

 
27 Transactions Medium C&I 

Default Switching 
Restrictions 

Are consumers restricted in any way from switching from 
default service to a competitive supplier? 

Options and Points 

Open exit, no fees, next billing cycle 10 
Monthly exit, no fees 8 
Monthly exit, fees apply 6 
Annual exit, no fees 4 
Annual exit, fees apply 2 
Periodic, administered, multi-year window 1 
Cap on switching or other restrictions 0 

See: Residential Default Switching Restrictions. 

28. Residential Switching Period 
(This is a new metric.) 

 
28 Transactions Residential 

Switching Period 
What is the minimum number of days necessary to switch a 
residential consumer to a new provider? 

Options and Points 

One day 10 
Two to three days 8 
Four to seven days 5 
Start of next regular meter read 2 
Cap on switching or other restrictions 0 

Acquiring a new customer, and receiving revenue as soon as possible is important to retail energy 
providers. New entrants must address cash flow issues in order to survive. Also important is the speed 
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of switching to the consumer. Not only would the consumer receive the preferred service, but there is a 
stronger sense of the appropriate functioning of a market place if the results of a transaction are close in 
time to the decision. 

Is was recommended by the ABACCUS Advisory Board in 2013 that we add a metric to assess the 
minimum residential switching period. An ability of switch a consumer rapidly reflects a willingness to 
create and support a system that works to the advantage of the market makers – the consumers and the 
retail energy providers who serve them. Delays – whether intentional or due to bureaucracy – serve the 
interests of those who are satisfied with choices made a long time ago. 

29. Residential Billing 
(Similar to 2012 Residential Methodology: D.7 Billing Protocols) 

 
29 Transactions Residential Billing Who bills the residential customer? 

Options and Points 

REP must bill 10 
REP has the option to bill or use EDU 8 
REP has the option to bill separately for the 
commodity 

4 

Both REP and EDU must bill separately 2 
EDU must do the billing 0 

Billing is a significant function in the electric sector, especially because the product—electric service—is 
not carried home in a box like other retail products. When retail electric service billing is fully 
competitive, the retail energy provider must take responsibility for managing all aspects of these 
transactions with retail consumers. This presents risks and opportunities. No one knows what new 
business models are likely to arise in the electric sector, but it is generally agreed that flexibility will 
allow and encourage experimentation.  

In the jurisdictions where electricity is treated as a commodity, the regulated utility often maintains the 
primary role as billing agent, and the competitive portion—the electric commodity—appears as a line 
item on electric bill. There is relatively little opportunity for the competitive provider to use the billing 
transaction as a means to communicate information, engage consumers or provide new services. If only 
the commodity portion of the bill is competitive, then other services and charges—for metering service, 
distribution service, and certain value-added services—remains regulated. This limits the ability of the 
retail energy provider to innovate, bundle services, or discount the cost of regulated services. 

Several jurisdictions are working to increase the ability of the retail energy provider to have access to 
the electric bill. This includes adding their logo or providing space for information. 

This attribute scores the options with respect to the development of a competitive market. In past 
ABACCUS reports, we was stated that, “There is no consensus on whether utility billing or retailer billing 
is an essential component of retail electricity choice.” In the January 2014 report, we broke with that 
sentiment, and distinguish between “utility consolidated billing” (UCB)—a system that allowed the 
utility to continue to bill customers on behalf of retail suppliers—and a billing approach in which retail 
energy providers take full responsibility. UCB allows small retail providers to enter the market without 
investing in billing systems, which is useful, but limiting. The advantage of requiring the retail energy 
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provider to acquire competitive billing capabilities is that they can then establish a close relationship 
with the consumer, drive down the cost of billing and collections, offer new services that are fully 
integrated with commodity services, and price the entire bundle as best serves their vision of a high 
value, low cost, service provider.  

30. Treatment of Bad Debt 
(Similar to 2012 Residential Methodology: D.7 Billing Protocols) 

 
30 Transactions Treatment of Bad 

Debt 
Who is responsible for bad debt? 

Options and Points 

REP handles all receivables and EDU payment 10 
Purchase of receivables program 8 
Regulatory inquiry into purchase of receivables 5 
Some unequal treatment of REPs 2 
Default provider receives preference 0 

Responsibility for bad debt has social implications and is intertwined with consumer protections and the 
rules regarding disconnection and reconnection. In a world of “purchase of receivables” (POR), the risk 
of non-payment is pooled and shared among all market participants in proportion to sales. This is 
popular in some jurisdictions to overcome past inequities.  

Without POR, each retail supplier is at risk for bad debt, including the collection of both the commodity 
cost and delivery charges. In a competitive world, this would is normal. In the regulated utility world, 
past practices and rules may provide undue advantage to one party or another. Unequal treatment is 
unfair. In the most egregious cases, a portion of a payment is first applied to the delivery portion of the 
bill, and the greater portion of the debt is applied to the commodity portion of the bill.  

31. Standard Electronic Data Exchange 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.6 Transaction Standards and 2012 C&I Methodology: D.7 Transaction Standards) 

 
31 Transactions Standard Electronic 

Data Exchange 
Does the jurisdiction require the use of a standard 
electronic data exchange (EDI) for business transactions? 

Options and Points 

Standard EDI set for retail transactions 10 
Standard customer information set for retail 
transactions 

5 

Utility-by-utility transaction processing 0 

The degree of standardization for electronic data interchange in the jurisdiction is very important to the 
conduct of efficient transactions. A standard electronic data interchange (EDI) greatly reduces 
transactions costs. With large consumers, the faxing or manual entry of data (this was common in the 
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early days of retail electricity competition) is a small cost relative to the size of the customer. However, 
in the residential consumer market, frequent, repetitive transactions would be very costly if handled 
manually. Likewise, a non-standard, utility-by-utility approach increases the cost of each transaction and 
reduces the viability of retail electricity choice. 

32. Uniformity of Standards 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.5 Uniformity of Standards and 2012 C&I Methodology: D.6 Uniformity of Standards) 

 
32 Transactions Uniformity of 

Standards 
Does the jurisdiction apply uniform standards for the 
operation of competitive retail markets? 

Options and Points 

Adoption of North American Energy Standards 
Board consensus standards for retail electricity 

10 

Adoption of comprehensive and uniform 
jurisdictional standards 

5 

Standards vary by distribution utility 0 

The degree to which each jurisdiction has adopted a standard approach for conducting retail business in 
its jurisdiction must be assessed. Jurisdictions that allow each electric distribution utility to maintain 
separate, unique standards or approaches for conducting business are unnecessarily imposing costs on 
competitive energy providers that operate across the entire jurisdiction, requiring that they adapt to 
different standards for different utilities. Jurisdictions must work toward uniform business standards 
with a goal of creating and adopting standards for North America. 

33. Administration of Switching 
(2012 C&I Methodology: D.5 Administration of Switching) 

 
33 Transactions Administration of 

Switching 
Does a central, fully-independent organization handle all 
customer switching requests? 

Options and Points 

Administered by one independent entity 10 
Primarily administered by one independent 
entity 

5 

Administered by EDUs 2 
No choice 0 

As with standardization for electronic data interchange or the application of uniform standards for the 
operation of competitive retail markets, the use of a central, fully-independent organization to handle 
all customer switching requests is likely to reduce costs for all parties.  
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34. Access to Residential Customer Information 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.4 Access to Residential Customer Information) 

 
34 Transactions Access to 

Residential 
Customer 
Information 

Do qualified retailers have easy access to basic customer 
information? 

Options and Points 

Standardized, comprehensive information 
provided to qualified REPs 

10 

Customers can opt out information sharing 8 
Customers must opt into information sharing 5 
Affirmative customer approval required (e.g., at 
trade shows) 

4 

Limited information provided to qualified REPs 2 
No customer information dissemination 0 

Greater access to basic customer information will reduce transaction costs for retail energy providers 
and facilitate greater retail electricity choice. Policies that restrict access to customer data may impose 
costs on certain market participants will allowing others to maintain an advantage. Each jurisdiction is 
assessed with regard to the ease with which basic customer information—address, monthly usage, 
etc.—is made available to qualified retailers. Customer privacy and protection is a given, and each 
jurisdiction must balance access to sensitive customer data with a desire to make these basic data 
available on a consistent basis to all retail energy providers. 

35. Access to Customer Usage Data 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.8 Access to Electricity Usage Data) 

 
35 Transactions Access to Customer 

Usage Data 
Do retailers have timely access to detailed electricity usage 
data? 

Options and Points 

REP same day access to detailed customer usage data  10 
REP next day access to detailed customer usage data 7 
REP month's end to detailed customer usage data (e.g., traditional interval data 
recorders) 

3 

Little to no usage data are available 0 

Direct, real-time access to customer usage data is valuable. An enhanced ability to measure and manage 
customer data in real time may allow retail energy providers to provide enhanced services. There are 
new techniques emerging to manage customer loads, manage price risk, and affect the energy 
providers’ resource portfolio and cost structure. Do retail energy providers have immediate (same day) 
access to metered usage data, or it is available the next day or at the end of the month? This attribute 
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related to residential and small commercial consumers. For the purposes of this attribute, we can 
disregard very large customers who have advanced meters and detailed interval data on their premises.  

36. Electricity Usage Data Security and Customer Privacy 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.10 Electricity Usage Data Security and Customer Privacy and 2012 C&I Methodology: D.9 Electricity Usage 
Data Security and Customer Privacy) 

 
36 Transactions Electricity Usage 

Data Security and 
Customer Privacy 

Has the jurisdiction established clear policy and practice 
regarding the security of customer usage data, customer 
data privacy, and the appropriate uses of customer usage 
data? 

Options and Points 

Five of five policies 10 
Four of five policies 8 
Three of five policies 6 
Pending rulemaking proceeding 5 
Two of five policies 4 
One of five policies 2 
No clear policies 0 

In order to have a competitive retail electricity market, the ownership and protection of consumer usage 
data must be defined, and cyber security standards ought to be in place. There is a diversity of 
approaches in the states to with respect to data access, and this is a problem which can be addressed 
though open standards and protocols. Appropriate public policy balanced the efficiency of data access 
to retailers with longer-term benefits that address consumer needs, cyber security and abuses by certain 
retailers. 

Each jurisdiction is scored with respect to five issues and whether they are clearly defined in the 
jurisdiction’s rules and practice to balance consumer protection with ease of access to data by 
appropriate market participants. The jurisdiction must define: 1) data ownership, 2) responsibility for 
handling data to protect consumer privacy, 3) cyber security, 4) open standards and protocols that 
comply with nationally recognized non-proprietary standards, and 5) the communication of meters with 
customer-owned devices (such as those inside a building for usage monitoring, load control, 
prepayment, etc.). Regarding standards and protocols, we need “bank industry consistency” so that 
retailers can work across the continent just as ATM cards work in most locations. Jurisdictions with a 
pending rulemaking proceeding on these topics are also recognized. 

Facilitation 
Facilitation relates to policies and rules that encourage or frustrate retail energy providers as they 
interact with retail consumers and the T&D utilities. We assess commitment to competition, access to 
price comparison data (website shopping), access to advanced metering infrastructures and policies 
relating to onsite power generation. 
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37. Jurisdiction Commitment to Electric Competition 
(This is a new metric.) 

 
37 Facilitation Jurisdiction 

Commitment to 
Electric 
Competition 

Is the jurisdiction committed to implementation of a 
competitive market? 

Options and Points 

Irrevocably committed 10 
Highly committed 8 
Committed 6 
Somewhat committed 3 
Not at all committed 0 

“Commitment to reform” assesses such things as the creation and staffing of a dedicated office of retail 
competition within an appropriate government agency, any efforts to solicit input from market 
participants and act upon that input, and the creation of rulemaking or other proceedings to reform the 
rules and requirements for the retail electricity market. 

Different states are organized differently, with different agencies focused on the electricity issues. 
Therefore, this attribute represents a qualitative assessment of many activities such as the number of 
full time equivalents and budgets; the jurisdiction’s commitment to customer education; the timing and 
success of rulemaking proceedings; recent and anticipated changes in rules; etc. The listed options are 
assigned based on judgment and the collection of these measures.  

38. Consumer Access to Price Comparisons 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.11 Consumer Access to Price Comparisons) 

 
38 Facilitation Consumer Access 

to Price 
Comparisons 

Does the jurisdiction maintain a website for residential 
consumers with: a) up-to-date prices and offers from all 
REPs, b) price and attribute comparison functionality, and c) 
links to REP terms and conditions and to the REP website. 

Options and Points 

No need for a government website 10 
An exceptional website 10 
Highly functional website 8 
Adequate website 5 
Good information without  website 3 
No website and/or confusing messaging 0 

The ease with which consumers can gain access to, and compare, electricity prices is assessed. When 
retail electricity choice began in the 1990s in North America, no one anticipated that a government-
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sponsored website with transparent price information would be valuable for the development of retail 
competition. Internet access has dramatically expanded and Web-based price comparisons are now 
commonplace for many products and services, including electricity.  

During the transition to competition, a government-maintained website facilitates the comparison of 
offers on the basis of their price and other attributes of service (percent green power, length of term for 
fixed-price contracts, etc.). Some of the healthiest electric markets occur where there is a government-
sponsored website. Government can provide confidence in the market, customer education, and price 
transparency by sponsoring a website. 

In most normal competitive markets, there is no need for government-sponsored price-comparison 
websites. It is anticipated that there will come a time when consumer will have easy access to many 
useful sources of information, and no government website is required or even advised.  As that become 
apparent, the scoring of this attribute will be adjusted. 

39. Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
(2012 Residential Methodology: D.9 Advanced Metering Infrastructure) 
 

39 Facilitation Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure 

To what level has the jurisdiction deployed advanced 
metering infrastructure? 

Options and Points 

More than 95% 10 
More than 85% 9 
More than 75% 8 
More than 65% 7 
More than 55% 6 
More than 45% 5 
More than 35% 4 
More than 25% 3 
More than 15% 2 
More than 5% 1 
Less than 5% 0 

Advanced metering infrastructure is an important investment in the electric network as utilities 
incorporate more intelligence into the wires, enable smart grid functions, and create a platform for 
consumer engagement. AMI enables time-based pricing (time-of-use, critical peak, real-time), demand 
response programs, prepaid energy service and many other advanced services. Advanced meters are 
defined as meters that are capable of measuring and storing as least hourly (or more frequent/shorter 
periods) consumption data and communicating these data at least once every 24 hours (or more 
frequently).  

The penetration of AMI to residential electricity customers treated as a proxy for investments in smart 
grid that can help the emergence of innovative products and services. The data are based on the FERC 
biennial survey of advanced meter market penetration issued in December 2012. 
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40. On-site Generation Alternatives 
(2012 C&I Methodology: D.8 On-site Generation Alternatives) 

 
40 Facilitation On-site Generation 

Alternatives 
Do C&I customers have interconnection and distribution 
system access that facilitates the use of DG as an 
alternative? 

Options and Points 

All three criteria satisfied 10 
Two of three criteria 7 
One of three criteria 4 
No criteria 0 

The examination of on-site generation alternatives considers three important dimensions: 1) the 
interconnection of distributed generation and related fees and practices; 2) policies regarding 
incentives, all-source solicitation in integrated resource planning, net metering, and resource portfolio 
standards, to ensure that distributed generation is considered in planning and treated fairly in 
administrated planning proceedings; and 3) the ability of retail consumers to access bulk power markets 
through the distribution system to ensure that consumers and buy and sell in a manner that provides 
flexibility with regard to on-site design and energy management.  

In general, most jurisdictions have addressed the interconnection of distributed generation, and the 
associated fees, review procedures and related business practices of the EDU to ensure that DG is 
treatment fairly. With regard to criterion number two, man jurisdictions have in place administrative 
mechanisms to assist customers with DG to get standby power, sell excess power to the grid, participate 
(through aggregation) in all-source bidding schemes and to be considered fairly in long-term planning. 
The final set of criteria is more advanced and relates to the ability to conduct transactions over the 
distribution system, much in the way that bulk power transactions are conducted on the transmission 
grid. 

Performance 
Performance relates to market outcomes. Among the desirable outcomes are numerous products and 
services, offerings that include a range of different types of products, numerous retail energy providers, 
and high levels of switching from one provider to another. Each year, the ABACCUS report takes a 
snapshot of the states and provinces (using the most up-to-date information as of September), to 
consider the year-to-year changes. 

41. Number of REPs Making Residential Offers 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.2 Number of Retailers Making Offers to Residential Customers) 

 
41 Performance Number of REPs 

Making Residential 
Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to residential 
customers? 
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Options and Points 

20 and greater is considered superior (10 points). 
Below that level, a portion is awarded. 

10 

A large number of retail energy providers making offers to residential customers is an indication of 
robust competition. A small number may indicate a problem with the market including barriers to entry, 
high costs of entry or high levels of business risk. It is acknowledged that counting “active retail energy 
providers” is merely a proxy for what could be a detailed analysis of participation in the market. A 
detailed analysis would require the definition of the appropriate market, a calculation of market 
concentration and an examination of entry barriers. 

Beginning in 2012, “20 and greater” was defined as the standard for a fully competitive retail electricity 
market. This is a guideline that results in an explicit allocation of points. 

42. Number of REPs Making Medium C&I Offers 
(2012 C&I Methodology: A.3 Number of Retailers Making Medium C&I Offers) 

 
42 Performance Number of REPs 

Making Medium 
C&I Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to medium C&I 
customers? 

Options and Points 

20 and greater is considered superior (10 points). 
Below that level, a portion is awarded. 

10 

See: Number of REPs Making Residential Offers 

Beginning in 2012, “20 and greater” was defined as the standard for a fully competitive retail electricity 
market. This is a guideline that results in an explicit allocation of points. 

43. Number of REPs Making Large C&I Offers 
(2012 C&I Methodology: A.2 Number of Retailers Making Large C&I Offers) 

 
43 Performance Number of REPs 

Making Large C&I 
Offers 

How many REPs are making offers to large C&I customers? 

Options and Points 

20 and greater is considered superior (10 points). 
Below that level, a portion is awarded. 

10 

See: Number of REPs Making Residential Offers 

Beginning in 2012, “20 and greater” was defined as the standard for a fully competitive retail electricity 
market. This is a guideline that results in an explicit allocation of points. 
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44. Number Residential Offers 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.6 Number of Distinct Offers) 

 
44 Performance Number 

Residential Offers 
How many distinct offers are available from REPs to 
residential customers? 

Options and Points 

50 and greater is considered superior (10 points). 
Below that level, a portion is awarded. 

10 

A large number of distinct offers to residential consumers indicates healthy competition. This includes 
the number of distinct pricing offers or contracts available from various energy retailers for month-to-
month power, fixed rates of various terms, green power, indexed prices, prepaid service, special services 
and rebate offers, etc. Only competitive (unregulated) offers are counted; that is, default service is not 
counted as a competitive service option. A very small number of offers indicates an immature market 
and may indicate barriers to entry and a lack of infrastructure or pricing signals to allow the market to 
grow and diversify. It is acknowledged that this method is merely a proxy for determining the level of 
innovation, the degree of market differentiation and the level of market maturity.  

Beginning in 2012, “50 and greater” was defined as the standard for a fully competitive retail electricity 
market. This is a guideline that results in an explicit allocation of points. 

45. Types of Residential Offers 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.7 Categories of Products) 

 
45 Performance Types of 

Residential Offers 
How many different product and service types do REPs 
offer to residential customers? 

Options and Points 

15 and greater is considered superior (10 points). 
Below that level, a portion is awarded. 

10 

A variety of diverse products and services from which residential consumers can choose is an indicator 
of healthy competition and a maturing market. While no one knows which products and services will be 
popular or successful in the future, a variety of services and products offered today ensures that 
consumers and retail energy providers will be experimenting, learning, refining and adapting. This 
process will result in a better understanding of consumer preferences and value, and the cost of 
delivering what people want. This attribute serves as a proxy for measuring innovation. From 2010-
2012, ABACCUS measured a few, simple categories such as stable pricing and green pricing, but markets 
have evolved, and this attribute looks more closely at what is available today. The number of types has 
been dramatically increased. 

In this attribute, we are assessing the variety and types of services offered by REPs, and we do not 
include services offered by the regulated utility or default service provider. We also do not include the 
fully-competitive services that have been offered directly to residential customers for a long time. Over 
time, however, these may be integrated into the competitive REP offers. 
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For now, the availability of REP offers are assessed that fall into following categories or types of service: 
1) greenness (100% renewable resource products), 2) price stability (price guarantees; flat rates; multi-
year contracts), 3) price flexibility (wholesale market price flow-through), 4) energy management 
(analytics; expert advice; in-home technologies; data-rich communications), 5) bill pay choices and 
budgeting (budget alerts; budget billing; flexible payment; repayment plans), 6) prepaid energy, 7) time 
of use (weekends; days; nights; traditional TOU), 8) affinity marketing (local causes), 9) discounts (cash 
back; debit cards), 10) appliance maintenance (HVAC tune up), 11) high-touch service (personal 
interactions and premium customer services), 12) on-site generation services (standby and buyback 
rates; access to bulk power markets), 13) load control services (demand response; access to bulk power 
markets; load monitoring and measurement), 14) energy efficiency services (incentives and information 
for energy efficiency investments) and 15) on-site financing (loans; project financing). 

Beginning in 2013, “15 and greater” was defined as the standard for a retail electricity market exhibiting 
a diversity of new products and services. If all of these 15 types of service are offered by one or more 
REPs, then the state receives the maximum point total. 

46. Residential Net Switching to Competitive Service 
(2012 Residential Methodology: A.3 Residential Customers Receiving Competitive Rate) 

 
46 Performance Residential Net 

Switching to 
Competitive 
Service 

What percentage of eligible residential customers receive 
service on a competitive product? 

Options and Points 

100% is considered superior and receives 10 
points. Below that, a portion is awarded. 

10 

Net switching is a frequently-relied-upon measure of market performance. If a greater portion of 
consumers has switched to a competitive rate – as compared to a regulated rate – it is assumed that 
there is robust competition and more successful restructuring. Under retail electricity choice, a 
residential customer could switch to a competitive provider, could be assigned to a competitive 
provider, could make a transition to a competition rate when default service has ended, or could be part 
of a scheme to aggregate customers at the municipal level to be served by someone new.  

This attribute does not differentiate between these paths to the competitive service. The focus is on 
whether the consumers receive competitive service or regulated service. “Regulated service” refers to 
terms and prices established by, or approved through, a regulatory or administrative process. It is fair to 
think of regulated service as default service, which tends to be closely regulated and administered. 

This attribute takes a snapshot of the percent of eligible customers on competitive service without 
regard to how they got there, how long they have been there or whether they switch back and forth. 
The total number of residential customers who receive competitive service is divided by the total 
number of eligible residential customers in the jurisdiction. 
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47. Annual Switching Percentage 
(This is a new metric.) 

 
47 Performance Annual Switching 

Percentage 
What percentage of eligible residential customers changed 
service providers during the past 12 months? 

Options and Points 

15% is considered superior and 15%+ receives 10 
points. Below that, a portion is awarded. 

10 

Different jurisdictions maintain different types of switching statistics. Companies that monitor retail 
electricity competition worldwide tend to examine the frequency of customer switching, to and from 
default service, and from one retail provider to another. This annual switching percentage or “churn” 
counts each consumer switch within a year, and then calculated the number of switches divided by the 
total number of consumers. In other words, if 5% of all residential consumers each switched two times 
within a year, the annual switching percentage would be 10%. It would not matter whether they 
switched away from default service, or from one competitive provider to another. 

Note: These data are not yet available in North America, and no weight is assigned to this metric. As 
soon as comparable data are obtain for a majority of jurisdictions, this metric will be added to teh 
scoring by assigning a weight. 

48. Medium C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service 
(2012 C&I Methodology: A.5 Medium C&I Customer Load Switching) 

 
48 Performance Medium C&I Net 

Switching to 
Competitive 
Service 

What percentage of eligible medium C&I customers receive 
service on a competitive product? 

Options and Points 

Points are awarded in proportion to the 
percentage who have switched.  

10 

See: Residential Net Switching to Competitive Service. 
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49. Large C&I Net Switching to Competitive Service 
(2012 C&I Methodology: A.4 Large C&I Customer Load Switching) 

 
49 Performance Large C&I Net 

Switching to 
Competitive 
Service 

What percentage of eligible large C&I customers receive 
service on a competitive product? 

Options and Points 

Points are awarded in proportion to the 
percentage who have switched.  

10 

See: Residential Net Switching to Competitive Service. 
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